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The new military auto
will probably be double
action, compact, in 9mm
and will have multiple

firepower.

P-35s, Smith & Wesson has offered steel
frame Model 59s, and Colt has reportedly
tossed in some of the supposedly non
existent stainless double action autos. Be
retta has produced a modified 9mm that
has scored extraordinarily well in the tests

"This rifle I shotgun
maker figures the

military market is in
pistols this season and
that's where they're

going."

thus far, and Heckler & Koch has
submitted at least two of their guns (the
VP70Z 18-shot, and the P9S, which is said
to be standing up better than its high
capacity sister pistol), and will doubtless
offer the P7 (formerly PSP) as well.

Into this arena comes our long-gun
maker, because we are talking about fat,
fat contracts here. There is little or no
money to be made designing and hoping
to sell military rifles. Heaven knows. Colt
has the M-16 market locked right up. One

reason. The real explanation may be found branch of the service is yelling for a return
at a certain Air Force base in Florida, to the 7.62mm assault rifle and has had the
where tests are being conducted on a tri- request tentatively OK'd. It will begin with
service basis to select the new U.S. Military adoption of a full power battle rifle for
sidearm. "special purposes," and, the generals

This, apparently, isn't a flash in the pan hope, will soon escalate to the point where
type thing like the turn-of-the-fifties test the .308 machine gun is standard equip
that, though results were dumped by the ment and the M-16 is relegated to special
military, resulted in the development of assignments. It is no secret that Pentago
Smith & Wesson's Model 39 and Colt's nians with combat experience don't think
Commander. Back then, the army figured much of a .223 for fighting a European
there were too many 1911AI .45s stock land war. Indeed, there are reliable reports
piled to make a new pistol economically that several thousand European-made
sensible. 7.62mm assault rifles have already been

That argument no longer works. The ordered, and that they will be evaluated by
services haven't bought new .45s in dec- this branch of the service and, very likely,
ades, insiders say, and the existing guns are be used to actually equip certain American
getting pretty decrepit. The word from the combat forces in Europe. This gun is un
Pentagon, supposedly, is not that the mili- doubtedly either the Belgian FN/FAL or
tary will buy new guns if they find on~ they the West German G-3. We honestly can't
like; but that the decision has already been tell you which. It may be significant that
made. The United States WILL have a H&K, producer of the G-3, is breaking
new service pistol, and it WILL be a 9mm! ground for a U.S. factory, but company
Insiders report that almost certainly it will executives insist that the Virginia facility
also be double action with an ambidex- will be for semi-auto sporting guns only.
trous safety and high magazine capacity. That's neither here nor there. This rifle/

Browning has submitted specially made shotgun maker figures the military market
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A NEW HANDGUN FOR THE MILITARY•••
THE PLOT THICKENS

T his is the worst time to be writing a
column about gun industry gossip,

because the lid on all the newies is
clamped down tight pending announce
ments at the SHOT Show for dealers only
in January.

Still, there's always dribs and drabs ...
and the occasional scoop that comes out of
season. Stop the presses: a domestic gun
company that doesn't make pistols (yet)
has a prototype of a new ultra-compact,
hig~-capacity 9mm parabellum. More
than one prototype, in fact.

What brings a rifle maker into the com
bat pistol business? Well, it's no secret that
the market for such firearms has never
been bigger, but that's only a part of the
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.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL
... $

·'
Hammer Strut
Hammer Strut Pin.
Barrel Links .
No. 13 Barrel Links

(For Match Guns) .
Barrel Link Pins. . .
Firing Pins .
Firing Pin Stop .
Plunger Thbe .
Ejector .
Grip Screws .
Recoil Spring .
Magazine Catch Spring.
Firing Pin Spring .
Main Spring .
Plunger Thbe Spring
Recoil Spring Plug ..
Grip Screw Bushing .
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin.
Main Spring Retainer.
Slide Stop Plunger .
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin
Sear Pin .
Ejector Pin .
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin .. ... .30
Main Spring Housing (Arched) . 7.95
Main Spring Housing (Flat). 5.95
Recoil Spring Guide. 1.50
Disconnector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.95
Barrel Bushing Wrench. . . . . . . . . .60
Trigger (Long) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.95
Trigger (Short) . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Trigger Adjustable Match. 8.95
Sear Spring. .95
Hammers (191lA1). 5.95
Barrel Bushing . 3.95
Sears. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3.95
Magazine Catch Lock. 1.00
Magazine Catch 4.95
Grips (G.!.). . 3.95
Magazine . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Slides..... 47.50
Rear Sight. 1.25
Extractor. . . . . . . . . 3.50
Front Sight. . . 1.25
Thumb Safety. 4.95
Slide Stop. . . 4.95
Safety Plunger. .30
Barrel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.50
Plunger Thbe Staking Tool. 8.95
Grip Screw Bushing

Staking Tool
Main Spring Housing

Assembly Tool ....
Government Model Recoil

Buffer .
Commander Recoil Buffer
Extended Combat Thumb

Safety. . .
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style) .
Wide Spur Hammer.
Stainless Steel Adj.

Match Trigger.
Stainless Steel Magazine

w/Rounded Follower. 6.95
Stainless Steel Grip Safety. . . 8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.



CHOOSE A WINNER

A perfect complement to the line
of fine Taurus revolvers including

the .22LR, .32 and .38 special
We're not shouting cheap, bigge'st or

best, just the most quality and
performance per dollar the serious

shooter can hope for. A bold state
ment that only confidence in your

approval would tempt us to make.
Tempered blued steel barrels are
machined to tolerances met only

by the top brand names in the
gun world.

The Taurus .357 magnum has a
perfected smooth operating trigger
mechanism and choice hardwood

handles that are available to all
too few manufacturers. Top that

off with a sweet handling center of
balance and when you pick one up

you'll know why we say ...
Feature by feature we're not bash

ful about comparison and we're
downright proud of our pricing.

.357 Taurus
MAGNUM

. ~
HANDGUNNER II
By HUTSON
Tiny But Tough!
Only 5'11" long

"
1 7X Internal '~

click adjustments Patented unlimited
eye relief/Fits TIC rail mounts for
S&W, Ruger. Contender
Send for FREE BROCHURE.

JPM SALES ':~~S~i:I~~AT" 76063

Hand crafted, lully
lined, leg & hammer
tiedowns, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.

Specify waist $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
size Gun make, check or money or-
bbl. length & der.·Please add $2.00
caliber. extra lor 7v," bbl.

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

is in pistols this season, and that's where
they're going. The new gun may not be
rea,9Y by the time the tests are completed,
though, since they're getting a late start ...
and if that happens, the Model 39 and
Commander stories may repeat them
selves and give the American shooting
public a fine new handgun.

This new little item is nice. From the
side, it looks like nothing else on the
market. From the front, it resembles
nothing so much as a slightly upscaled
Raven .25 auto. From the bottom, the
semi-staggered magazine is reminiscent of
a Behlert Mini-Combat conversion of a
Browning P-35 or Smith 59.

It looks and feels like a .380 pocket auto
with a thick butt. Despite the shortened
grip, the staggered magazine holds 10
Luger rounds. The "proto" we saw was
single action, but DA will probably be
mandatory for service adoption. It has a
moving barrel-we can't go into detail
without jeopardizing their patents-but
accuracy is expected to be phenomenal,
due to other novelties in the design.

Accurate and easy to shoot, it will dupli
cate service pistol performance in a pocket
pistol-size package, and everyone knows
how much today's military prizes com
pactness. Its short barrel won't be a hand
icap with military ammo, since the minor
difference in velocity between it and a
four- or five-inch only matters if you're
shooting hollowpoints that have to ex
pand. With 9mm hardball, the reduced
velocity may even be an advantage, mak
ing it likelier that the jacketed slug will
stop inside an enemy soldier's body, thus
transmitting more energy than a faster
bullet would if it zipped all the way
through.

That's all we can divulge on this one for
now, but we'll keep you posted.

It's probably in order to explain a bit
about the SHOT Show. As you mayor
may not know, it was organized last year
by a dedicated group of gun-industry peo
ple who figured out that the standard, big
trade gun show of the year... NSGA (Na
tional Sporting Goods Association) wasn't
paying enough attention to the firearms
world. The fine NSGA bash, some felt was
losing the gunmakers in a midst of skis,
tennis balls and golf clubs. Maybe they're
right. Besides, only dealers got to show
their wares at the NSGA.

SHOT, the Shooting and Hunting Out
door Trade Show, was an instant success in
its 1978 St. Louis debut, and will be 1979
history in San Francisco by the time you
read this. Many gunmakers and accessory
producers have already written off NSGA
(who needs the standard "Chicago in Feb
ruary" sched uling anyway?) and
committed themselves exclusively to the
SHOT event. We'll publish info about next
year's in plenty of time for those able to
attend. It's a tour-de-force of the modern
firearms world. Of course, NSGA is still a
most worthwhile IIIIM-
take-in. ~
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MASCOT RIBSIGHTS ...
Patent Pending

THE DICTIONARY STATES THAT MASCOT IS A PERSON, ANIMAL, OR OBJECT
SUPPOSED TO BRING GOOD LUCK.

MASCOT ITM

Step ramp sight extends from the front sight post to
within approximately 1%" from the rear sight notch.
The ramp is designed for quick and easy sight align
ment.

The clicks are distinct and positive. Adjustment for
windage is in the front and elevation in the rear. A
complete turn of the screw is 10 clicks.

Because the sight is cut from one piece of steel the
front and rear sight alignment is always constant.

The rear sight blade is approximately 3/16" thick, 9/16"
high and 1" wide. The large sight blade aids in quick
sight alignment.

---
- .

Mounting screws are concealed under the upper plat
form making an attractive as well as a durable sight.
The base is drilled to replace most existing sights.

MASCOT II™

.The only differ,ence between the Mascot I and Mascot
II is that this sight has no ramp for the shooter who
prefers the conventional front sight post. All adjust-

ments are the same. Th b 'b '11 fi b II bIde a ave n S WI t u - arre e

Colt. Smith & Wesson and Ruger PPC revolvers.

MASCOT III™
The .45 automatic, not pictured, soon to be available.

FOR INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL:

TRAVIS R. STRAHAN
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir.
Ringgold, GA 30736

404-937-4495

Manufactured by:

Travis Strahan
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir., Ringgold, GA 30736

PRICE:
(Ga. residence add 4% sales tax)

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: $1.00 for one sight,
.50¢ each additional sight

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER



JEFF COOPER

COOPER'S COLUMN

general practioner in the specialist's own
discipline, but the general practitioner is
the champion of many disciplines and thus
occupies the position senior to that of the
specialist. If you were asked, "Who is the
world's best driver?" you might respond
with, "What sort of drjving do you
mean?"-but that would be the wrong
answer. The world's best driver is the
current Formula One champion of the
world,just as the world's best pistol shot is
the current I.P.S.c. champion.

the free world, and now organized by the There may be 300 really good general
International Practical Shooting Con- pistol shots in the entire world
federation, affords an insight into what- depending, of course, upon one's stan
might be called "general pistolcraft" as dards. I would estimate that over 100 of
opposed to slowfire, I.S.U., P.P.c., or what those showed up at the World Practical
have you. Practical pistol competition in- Pistol Championships held in Roodepoort,
cludes all of the other disciplines, just as R.S.A., on 10-19 September 1979. The en
Formula One driving includes all the skills try list comprised 185 contestants from
necessary for success in the various forms fifteen nations, but some of those may not
of motor racing, from the dragstrip to the be considered in the _top category; and
banked oval. The specialist may defeat the unfortunately there were a few who found
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P istol competition is highly variegated.
Ifone were to ask "Who is the world's

best pistol shot?", he would get several
answers, depending upon whom he ques
tioned. The many different kinds of pistol
competition are such that each man would
tend to put forward his own candidate,
depending upon what kind of pistol com
petition he enjoys.

There is, however, an answer to this. The
practical pistol competition program de
veloped over the past ten years throughout

THE WORLD PRACTICAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
IN SOUTH AFRICA 1979

TESTED UNDER "IMPOSSIBLE" CONDITIONS
to prove it's right tor

your guns as a

• The BREAK-FREE CLP secret for
mula contains multiple ingredients
including specially-treated TEF
LON':' This combination of mat
erials. although a thin liquid, gives
BREAK-FREE CLP the ability to
prevent wear. Metal surfaces are
kept apart to allow freedom of
motion without adhesion or abra
sion. Friction is reduced. Dirt, grit,
rust, salt, etc. are displaced and
forced to flow away as movement
occurs so bearing areas tend to
cleanse themselves. And BREAK
FREE CLP also provides excellent
protection from rust corrosion.

• BREAK-FREE CLP was and is
right for the care and maintenance
of automatic weapons. BREAK
FREE CLP will prove to be right
for your guns, too.

BREAK-FREE CLP ... the solu.tic:m
you've been looking for!

Available through your local dealer
or for more information,

contact:

"'TEFLON IS a registered trademark 01

E I OUP'1nl did Nemours So Co (Inc 1

SAN/BAR CORPORATION,
P.O. Box 11787, Dept. AH3,

Santa Ana, CA 92711

.CLEANS: Tests show BREAK
FREE CLP removes 98% of firing
residue, makes cleaning easier,
faster, better.

• LUBRICATES: Coats metal with a
layer of lubrication so slippery,
foreign materials (lead, powder
residue, carbon, plastic, etc.) will
not stick. Trigger pull is actually
reduced, and you will feel smooth
er action of the lever, pump, bolt,
etc.

• PRESERVES: Stops the formation
of rust and corrosion, protects all
metal parts against moisture. Lab
tests results: surpassed more than
900 hours in the humidity cham
ber test, surpassed more than 100
hours in the 5% salt spray test,
bolt with no evidence of rust or
corrosion.

BREAK';'FREE§if..
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North Valley Gun Shop
179 East Avenue / Chico, CA 95926 / (916) 345-2928 or 345-9364

II

Write
today for our New
Full Color Catalog!
SEN 0 $1.00 TO:

- Pistol Pocket (Model #3) - a totally New
Concealment Holster! -Engineered by
Bianchi to ride high! -Designed to hug
closer to your body! - Fast draw· yet
absence of bulk! - Handmade & hand
molded to fit exact gun models!

The Wave 01 the Future
Available Now FroID Bianchi

Custom Combat .38 special
'" 6" Douglas or Apex barrel

'" Ejector rod lock
'" Bo-Mar or Arisocrat rib

'" Trigger job
'" Chamfered cylinder for fast loading

'" Stipple back strap
'" Narrowed. thumb 'piece

**~ach gun individually built

North Valley Gun Shop
179 East Avenue / Chico, CA 95926 / (916) 345-~28 or 345-9364

Double
stitched
seam

Open
muzzle

the trip to South Africa just too much of an
enterprise for their exchequer. Still, the
very best practitioners-with a few

" exceptions-were present. They were able
to meet each other in thirteen different
types of contests in order to qualify for a
main event in which they met each other
shoulder-to-shoulder in a man-against
man shoot-off. This was the greatest single
pistol markmanship event ever held, and
those of us who were there can be sure that
we saw heights of pistolcraft never before
developed in the history of weapons.

Of the 185 contestants competing at
Roodepoort, some 30 may be considered
to be "International AA Practical Pistol
Masters." From among those 30 we now
can point out three who stand as the
double-distilled, five-star, gold-plated,
masters of the pistol. Not surprisingly they
placed 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in the World
Championships, and they are so good as to
constitute a small class unto themselves.
They are Jimmy von Sorgenfrei of South
Africa, Raul Walters of the United States,
and Ross Seyfried of the United States.

Pistolcraft is afflicted with what might
be called "big frogism." Anyone who is
pretty good is so much better than the
people in his immediate circle of acquain
tance as to be thought magical by them.
What is important is to bring these big
frogs together in a big puddle and see
which one is really the world's "top toad."
This was done in South Africa in Septem
ber, and we now do have the answer.

The imposing thing about the 1979
World Championships-apart from the
fantastic skill levels demonstrated-was
the luxurious layout furnished by the
South African hosts. The South African
Practical Shooting Association (SAPSA)
was the official organizer of the occasion.
In addition there was lavish support from
the South African Ministry of Sport and
Recreation, and from the City of Roode
poort itself. A previously local facility was
expanded, developed, and polished into a
huge complex of shooting ranges suitable
for a major international competition. Ad
ministration was on an order never before
seen in this kind of activity and its magni
tude may be understood when one realizes
that there were 55 uniformed range officers
on duty. (In the past we have been lucky to
muster a dozen for any given contest.) The
problem is that people who know enough
about practical shooting to officiate are
almost always enthusiastic competitors,
and it becomes very difficult to insist that
they do not compete in a match held on
their own bailiwick. SAPSA, however,
wields sufficient authority to conduct a
complex and efficient seeding process
which insured that the best South Africans
would be competing, and most of the rest
would be officiating. This paid off because
the South African team won, whereas the
U.S. team selection system simply did not
choose the five best Americans as the U.S.
team. That is an important weakness of the
U.S. Region of I.P.S.c. at this time, and
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[ff)fj]l!7oriJ Clark COMPANY
INCORPORA TED

364 Franklin St., Worcester, MA 01604
(617) 756-6216

The
Grip-Lock
Locks down the
Grip safety on all
1911 style autos.

Quick, Easy Installation
Does not permanently alter gun,

In Blue or Nickle
$2.50 P.P.D. PAT. PEND.
Hamrick's Gunsmithing, Inc.

P. o. BOX 1412
GREENWOOD, S. C. 29646

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

Here's What World Practical
Pistol Champion Ray Chapman
says about Straightaway®
Hearing Protectors:

"One of the best investments I
made was a pair of Straightaway®
Hearing Protectors. For the last 15
years I have been using the same
pair of David Clark Straightaway's.

No shooter should elier leave
their ears unprotected when firing. I
won't".

Call or write for name ""-
of nearest dealer. ". ~f

Q?
"the quiet people"

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEH. PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

Shooter's Choice!

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '79 Catalog.

must be given attention in months to come.
Unfortunately Americans do not tend to
work together well as a: team, and there is
more factionalism and conflict between
American shooters than cooperation.

The essence of practical shooting is di
versity, and certainly there was a great deal
of that in the World Championships,
Ranges varied from five to 60 meters, and
every phase of skill-from blinding speed
to extreme precisio,n-was tested. The
courses were so many and so varied that no
one can claim that he was subjected to any
one sort of shooting challenge. It is annoy
ing to hear people refer to HLP.S.C.-style
shooting" when what I.P.S.<;:.attempts to
do is to test all styles, and not to become
committed to anyone. We had school
exercises, we had maximum speed tests,
we had walk-and-draw, we had obstacle
courses, we had night shooting, we had
house clearing, we had jungle shooting,
and to top it off we had a man-against-man.
match run on a J-Ladder never before seen
in international competition. There were
those who felt that the shoot-off was just
another course and therefore should not
have been weighted as heavily as it was. In
my opinion it should have been weighted
more heavily, because conceptually the
other thirteen courses were qualification
for the main event. People who have not
seen a man-against-man shoot-off may
feel that marksmanship is just not a specta-
tor sport. Let them reserve judgment until
they have seen such a contest.

Two sorts of objections to the Cham
pionships were advanced, and should be
considered. The first is that practical shoot
ing competition has become such an ath
letic endeavor that it actually challenges
one's track and field skills more than it
does one's marksmanship. This is an exag
geration. It is true that one has to be strong,
fast, and agile to compete in a major
contest of this type. It's hard to consider
this a valid objection to the program,
however, since the practical pistol is used
under very vigorous conditions, and these
conditions should be simulated in the con
test. Some of us old-timers must simply
admit that we are not 25 years old anymore
and that we're not about to win a war. On
the other hand we should have the judg-
ment to admit that if a man shoots as well
as we do, under more difficult conditions
than wy--c,an command, he is indeed the
better sJ\.6t. I

The second objection is advanced by
many Europeans who claim that the re
stricted nature of the European culture is
such that such contests as this simply can
not be practiced for on their ranges, and
that thus they will be bearing a permanent
handicap against the Americans, the Af
ricans, and the Australians. If this is true it
is indeed regrettable, but I don't think it
should constitute a reason for changing
our format back to that or a sedentary,
inactive, restricted sort of sport. The Euro
peans also have voiced the complaint that
they can conveniently use only the 9mm P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006
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City --;__ State ~

Zip Phone~(__)~ _

Select Your

"LDG

12

~ \~1, r<:~r~;.
f~~!~' -'n;"

k~~h ;'~~I' , I

,J!~~\1;<' _n: _2: _: _..•-'.~~~§
Use your custom plan or select one of ours.
Select Cedar or Pine Log homes, leisure
homes, and cabins from $3900. Plan book
$4.00. Dealership Information pack $6.00.

GWfJdernes§ Log Home§
Route 2 • Dept. ",.,"' Plymouth, WI 53073

o Plan Book $4.00
Please Send 0 Dealership Info Pk.

w/plan book $6.00

Enclosed is $ ._~

Name ~

Street _

SILENCIO
ADVANCED HEARING PROTECTION

Slip on the most a.dvanced hearing
protectors made. Adjustable for

each ear, wear them over the top
or around the neck. You'll shoot

better, fl inch less. Look for
Silencioin the Winner's Circle.

SAFETY
DIRECT INC.

P.O.Box 8907
Reno, Nv. 89505

Holds Teflon~ln suspension I
Tri·Flon fluid cleans bore of contaminates and puts
on a layer of tough, micron size Teflon like bearings,
the slipperiest material ever developed. Right out of
NASA! Tri-Flon diminishes "leading," protects
against rust and corrosive build-up, increases
muzzle velocity and cleans as it protects.

Try Tri-Flon the next time you clean or lube your
gun. And if you're a handloader or competitive
shooter, be amazed at what Tri-Flon can do for
ammo performance.
Dealers inquire. Only $2.95 for
handy 90 gr. container------

•
FREE! Tri-Flon'·Co. Dept AH-9 I
3180 Pullman St, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

IGentlemen: Send me my Free I
Tri-Flon sample and literature:

I Name --------------

IAddress I
City, State & Zip _

I Name of my Dealer is •

~------_...



.Adult air guns .Militaria • Full-size model guns • Firearms accessories

FISHER
CUSTOM
FIREARMS

Specializing in 45
, IPSC conversions;

Perfect match
of reliability;
Accuracy and
control;
All guns tested
and guaranteed
Recommended by
ROSS SEYF,RIEO
1978 National
Champion

2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora, Co. 80013, [3031 755-3710

ARMS RELATED COLLECTABLES
SURVIVAL KNIVES MINIATURE GUNS

IFREE CATALOGIMALlA"K"-Box #6, WINFIELD, IL 60190 U.S.A.

cartridge, and that I.P.S.c. regulations giv
ing a slight advantage to the major-caliber

"pistol are unfair to them. It is possible that
the I.P.S.c. power-factoring system is "un
fair." On the other hand personal
combat-which is what practical shooting
endeavors to simulate-is not fair either, if
one shooter used a considerably more
powerful weapon than his opponent. Ifwe
do not maintain power standards in
I.P.S.c. we will degenerate to the level of
the P.P.c.

The top sixteen qualifiers in the World
Championships all used Colt 45 automatic
pistols, the top 9mm placing eighteenth.
Lest some rise up and declaim that the
deck is stacked in favor of the large bore,
we can on the one hand admit that indeed
it is (to a certin extent) but on the other
point out that anyone who places all his
hits in the center of the target obtains
exactly the same score with large or small
caliber. It is the peripheral hits which favor
the larger bore, and that is as it should be.

Most shooters in the Championships
wore their pistols in holsters which will
have to be characterized as unrealistic. To

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Insures primer fire on those hard primers (add 25~ postage per kit)
All kits are installed in minutes and are fully guaranteed. At your favor
ite dealer or order direct from manufacturer.

13

SPORTS WEST, INC.

COMBAT
.45 AUTOS

IKEYSTARKS
GEORGE ORNDORFF

2200 West Alameda #8-H
Alameda Square Shopping Center
Denver. Colo, 80223

(303) 934-4466

SCORPION@CUSTOMS
Specializing in Ruger, S&W, Colt
eustOn1 tuning, conversions, repairs & refinishing
Dealers Send $2.00 for catalog Ph. 313/779-8750

~~~~~: Trapper Gun Inc.,
~ome of the Mini Scorpion 28019 Harper St., Clair Shores, MI 48081

BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
FOR TARGET SHOOTING TO HELP IMPROVE YOUR SCORES

Kit # 1 Fits all new model Ruger Single Action revolvers .. *6.95
Reduces trigger pull up to 45%.
Target Model reduces trigger pull up to 60% ..... $6.95

Kit #2 Fits Colt Mark III Troopers and Lawman revolvers '. $7.10
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up
to 45%.

Kit # 3 Fits Smith & Wesson Model 36, 37. 60 revolvers
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up
to 45%.

Kit #4 Fits all Ruger Security-Six style revolvers .. $7.10
Reduces double and single action trigger pull up to 45%.
Fast Snap HaInmer Spring for Thompson/Center
Contender $1.25

Kit # 5 Fits all S&W K.N. & S Frames. Reg. steel or stainless
... designed to LIGHTEN double & single action
trigger-pull (up to 40%) . . . _ *10.00

the extent that there can be anything such
as a "competition holster" in existence the
organizers of competition have erred.
Practical shooting attempts to duplicate
reality, and if a man enters a contest with a
holster that he would not use on the street
or on his farm, then something is wrong.

The glowing exception to the foregoing
was the great American champion Ross
Seyfried, who shot the entire course from a
duty holster such as he wears upon his
cattle ranch in Colorado. Later on in Rho
desia I had the privilege of hunting with
Ross, and I was delighted to note that up
there in the terrorist zone he was carrying
the same pistol in the same holster he used
in the match. When you recall that Ross
won overall in the speed shoot, and won
overall in the shoot-off, this achievement
can be seen in its proper perspective. What
it means is that practical holsters are not
only the equivalent but can be the supe
rior, of the unrealistic and overly spe
cialized rigs that have become com
monplace in recent years. Ross's triumph
stands therefore in a very special category.

In the speed shoot the contestant was
required to draw and place one shot on
each of four targets, at a range of five
meters, in two seconds. When the course
was ,inished there were four contestants
who had perfect scores, and they were
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, required to compete again at greater dis
tance, The four perfect scores were logged
by Seyfried and Campbell of the United
States, and Sorgenfrei and Ellingford of
South Africa, Ross-shooting/rom his duty
rig-won this match in the replay with a
score of 59 by 60, one point off a possible,
This was a spectacular achievement, and I
hope it will serve as an example for many
years to come,

To no one's great surprise the standard
shooting position of practically all of the
important people was some variation of
the Weaver Stance, Those who believe that
one hand is faster at short range should
note that the four champions of the speed
shoot shot every shot from Weaver. Very
few shooters elected the kneeling stance in
any but the field courses, and for distance
the majority preferred the prone position.
At intermediate distance-25 meters-it
was about three to one in favor of Weaver,
the others using a little extra time to get
into a prone position. Thus one may con
clude that the champions all used the
Weaver stance at short range, and all used
the prone position at long range. The
majority will use Weaver at middle range,
but a notable minority will pick prone
even at midrange if the terrain per!J1its.

After considerable discussion (much of
, which was unproductive), the Interna
tional Council decided to hold the next
World Championship in 1981 at the same

site. The overriding considerations here
were that the range is there, the money has
been spent, and the South Africans have
not only the support but the experience
needed to put on an event of this magni
tude. Those who feel that the 1981 event
should be held in the United States should
remember that a contest of this sort will
call for a budget of something over
$150,000, and that at this time we have no
promise of that sort of money in the
United States. For 1983 the site chosen by
the council was the United Kingdom. The
British feel that they will have their finan
cial picture sorted out by that time, and we
all wish them the very best. This will be
facilitated by the fact that the new presi-

NOTES FROM IPse
During the World Championship
Matches in South Africa, the world
body met for Confederation business.
At the meeting, a new President was
elected. Named was Steve Jahme
Smith, Flat 3, 10 Greenbank Drive,
Sefton Park, Liverpool lAW, England.
IPSC will be headquartered in
Liverpool. Jeff Cooper was named as
an honorary lifetime Chairman.

The next World Championship
will be held in 1981, again in South
Africa. The 1983 event will be held
in the United Kingdom.

dent of I.P.S.c., succeeding me in that
office, is Steve Jahme-Smith of Liverpool.
Steve is a good man of wide experience,
and we hope that he will be able to solve
the thorny problems of the world organi
zation in a way that I have not been able to
in the past. I wish him all possible success
in his tenure of office, and I hope that all
members of I.P.S.c. throughout the world
will render him their full support.

It now falls upon those of us who are
interested in practical shooting to develop
a program of practical rifle to accompany
what we have done with pistolcraft. Practi
cal competition has taught us things about
handguns that were unsuspected a genera
tion ago. A similiar program for the rifle
will teach us fully as much and possibly
more. The two disciplines should proceed
side by side, and we are n~w regularly
holding man-against-man rifle competi
tion at Gunsite. Several practical rifle
courses have become semistandard
throughout the world, and the future of the
sport looks very promising.

For the present let us all congratulate
Jimmy von Sorgenfrei of Durban, Natal,
R.S.A. as the fitting and proper Champion
of The World, He was the first recipient of
the Presidential Cup, on which are in
scribed the names of Ray Chapman, Jan
Foss, and David Westerhout. Jimmy now
adds his name to that ~

historic list. ~

ACTUAL SIZE, TOP VIEW

At your firearms dealer. Or send for our catalog,
Please enclose 25 cents,

5r_II""IJ'
18"
/JOR/! 211 Grand Street, Lockport, N. Y. 14094

If you've been looking at the world's most respected names in
.380 double action autoloaders, look again. Sterling has joined the

,. list of the elite with the new Mark II. Comparable in performance,
reliability and comfortable handling, our Mark II is priced considerably
lower. The slim new design of slide, frame and grip, adjustable

target-type sights and rolling block safety make this the best
~ value in .380 D/As, Blue, stainless or nickel.

sterling
mark II .380 D/A
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,.HE ANERICAM PIS,.OLSNI,.HS GUILD
The Guild was founded to promote a standard for Quality, Honesty, and Workmanship in
the Pistolsmithing trade. The following is a list of current members and their addresses.

James E. Clark •
Rt. 2. Box 22A
Keithville. LA 71047

Alan C. Marvel··
3922 Madonna Rd.
Jarrettsville, MD 21084

Louis P. Ciamillo m
26200 Frederick Rd.
Hyattstown. MD 20734

Joe Kassay
500 High St.
Perth Amboy, NJ 08861

Ken Eversull
P.O. Box 1766
Alexandria, LA 71301

·PRESIDENT

Bill Davis
2793 Del Monte St.
West Sacramento, CA 95691

Travis R. Strahan
Rt. 7, Townsend Circle
Ringgold, GA 30736

Ron Power
P.O. Box 1604
Independence, MO 64055

Greg Roberts
2145 Delaware St.
Santa Cruz. CA 95060

Jerry Moran
2275 E. Farrand Rd.
Clio, MI 48420

"SECRETARY

Royce O. Weddle
4111 24th Ave.
Norman. OK 73069

Walter A. Sherman
9621 Rose Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32501

Kenneth Leonard
3353 SE 13th Ave.
Portland, OR 97202

James Arbes
500 High St.
Perth Amboy, NJ 08861

mTREASURER

Applications and information about the Guild may be obtained by writing THE AMERICAN
PISTOLSMITHS GUILD, c/o Alan C. Marvel, Secretary. 3922 Madonna Rd., Jarrettsville,
Maryland 21084.

Deluxe First Edition

Written For You I
The only thorough Qnd imaginative, highly de
tailed book about the art of gun engraving.
Sweeps aside the mystery and teaches you to
appreciate and evaluate the work of others.
Clear instruction will show you how you can do

I fine engraving Iik~ the masters.

DESIGN & LAYOUT-what is good layout,
.' THE ART OF how to draw scrolls, leaves, borders.

ENG
' 'RAVING MATERIALS-engravers tools, how they

work, how to make tools, using gold for
Authoritative ..... inlays.

Hundreds of examples of master en· I Please send The ART OF ENGRAVING I ANATOMY-big game & small, fowl, birds,
gravers works in 208 handsome I $19.95 per copy plus 52¢ Postage do.gs, bears, big ccits ... good vs. bad
pages with 1378 photos, designs, ~ ENCLOSED ammals.
drawings and illustrations to show I BACIVISA 0 MC 0 Exp._ LETTERING-laying out letters, tools for
specific styles, techniques and the I # cutting, nameplates, initials, monograms.
effects they achieve. Thorough cross- I THE CAMERA, ANOTHER TOOL-use to
referenced index with over 600 I (Signature) enlarge, reduce patterns and photos to

. entries makes locating tools, designs, designs.
letters and techniques fast and easy. I NAME BEGINNING TO ENGRAVE-tools to use
Listing of books and complete names I ADDRESS how to make cuts effects and practic~
and addresses of all tool, equipment I steps.'
and precious metal suppliers. I CITY ADVANCED ENGRAVING-improving

MAIL HANDGUNNER BOOKS DEPT. 2B·H3 STATE ZIP skills.
TO: SUITE 200. 591 CAMINO REINA •

SAN DIEGO. CA 92108 I Ca. residents add 6% sales tax THE GRAVERMEISTER-a very special tool.~ -J
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BAG TWO IDBIIBOOKS WITH ONE SHOT...ANYWHERE!
Buy OBI Books Locally-or Order by Mail!

Gun Digest Book Of ~ ~,
GUN ACCESSORIES
And Services
Edited by Joseph J. Schroeder
and the Editors of Gun Digest
The first single source reference for gun
related items and services ever pub
lished! Whatever facet of guns you're
interested in, this book showcases
everything other than the guns them
selves that is currently available and
where to find it. More than 1700 indi
vidual descriptions with almost 1500
illustrations are organized into 19 sections,
each covering a specific product or #GN8716
service, including prices when available, 8895plus charts, lists, tables. Packed with
hard-to-find information. An important .
addition to your gun library.
320 8%" X 11" pages. .

~~'\-

#GD1006

1980 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
12th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Outstanding articles on silhouette
shooting, shotgun patterning, com
bination guns and air guns for hunting,
teaching your children proper gun
handling and more. By top gun writers/
experts such as Bud Lang,
Chuck Adams, J.B. Wood, Hal
Swiggett and Ted Dentay, others. Test
reports on Parker-Hale's 22-250
Varmint rifle, Colt's new 6"
Diamondback and a new SKB shotgun.
Plus nearly 200 pages cataloging all8895 u.s. and imported guns sold in this 8795country today, complete with specs and

. . the most current retail prices available.
288 8W' X 11" pages.

By Sam Fadala
Nearly fifty comprehensive chapters
detail surefire loading methods,
accuracy, ballistics, patching, building
the optimum Black powder load.
Muzzle loading shooting facts 'and
myths presented with an entire reeval
uation of black powder safety, includ
ing barrel blow-up. Covers everything
from proper lubes and greases to rifle
twists and do-it-yourself accessories.
Plus tips and tricks to ensure safe and
successful black powder shooting and
a glossary of terms from "whisker" to
"Tennon". 320 8%" X 11" pages.

THE COMPLETE
BLACK' POWDER
HANDBOOK

1980 GUN
DIGEST 34th Edition
Edited by Ken Warner
Editor-in:chief Ken Warner has packed
this edition with great features written by
the top echelon of firearms experts.
Highlights include a full color tribute to
Sturm, Ruger on their 30th anniversary.
Plus outstanding articles by John T.
Amber, Ken Warner, Hal Swiggett,
Dean A. Grennell, Larry S. Sterett,
Bob Bell, Jim Serven, and many, many
others you'll recognize immediately.
Plus our regular departments and, as
always, the famous 175 page catalog
section is the most up-to-date source
for specs and current retail prices on
all U,S. and foreign firearms sold in the
U.S. today! Solid reading enjoyment in
464 8%" X 11" pages.

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
PART II: REVOLVERS
J.B. Wood, noted writer, gunsmith and
firearms consultant, provides a
thoroughly professional presentation
on the artof automatic pistol assembly/
disassembly and an equally out
standing treatise on revolvers. Covers
most modern guns, popular older
models, foreign makes, and some of
the most complex handguns ever
produced. Wood takes the reader
step-by-step through routine field
stripping, and then with a note of
caution, continues on to total disas
sembly. Just as important, reassembly
directions are explicit where neces
sary to prevent having to take

ByJ. B. Wood

disassembled parts to a gunsmith for
reassembly. Close-up photographs of
the most intricate assemblies
accompany the text to help the reader
better understand and follow the
instructions. Wood has also included
a directory of sources for special tools
as well as for replacement parts and
specialized items. These two books
are excellent reference works not
only for the gun enthusiast but for
the professional gunsmith as well.
Companion books on rimfire rifles,
centerfire rifles and shotguns will be
introduced in 1980. Each volume
320 8%" X 11" pages.

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

16 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~



Book #

Book #

$----

$

$

$

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
87 pistols and revolvers are
studied with descriptions and
illustra tions of common
problem areas. Offers do-it
yourself solutions, when and
where to go for help. 192
8~' x 11' pages.
#TH5146 $5.95

Book #

Book #

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
another OBI book FREE! Now you can own
any of the books shown in this ad FREE!
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad o/the same price
or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.
ABC

I'm Buying Retail Send These
These Price FREE!

Column 'B' Total

Address, _

Name' _

Book # Book #

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

City State Zip _

U.S. & Canada only...2,for 1 offer expires in 60 days!

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $, _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _

OR
I Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer

sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'c'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE . ..
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. F211, 540 Frontage Road
Northfield, IL 60093

and use them. How to can
and decoy all types of game
from ducks to foxes. The very
latest information on African
ranch safaris on a budget.
Interesting, factual articles
by some of the sharpest and
most widely known hunters
ever to draw a bead. 288 8\/z"
x II" pages.
#HU3326 $7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8~" x 11" pages.
#HA2086 ........ .. $7.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
GUNS AND SHOOTING

By Clair F. Rees
Covers the world offirearms.
How to select your first gun,
how firearms operate, all the
basics. Indispensable book
for the beginner or pro. 224
8\1z" x 11" pages.
#BE9536 $6.95

BLACK POWDER
GUNSMITHING

By Ralph T. Walker
Replicas to restoration. Cov
ers many specific projects,
kits, plus original guns
when to upgrade and when
to keep hands off. Complete
directory of suppliers. 288
8\/z' x 11" pages.
#BG5626 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis

Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 8~" x 11" pages.
#MV5826 .•••••.. ••$7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of getting all working
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8~" x 11" pages.
#EX9326 $7.95

For the novice hunter or the
veteran stalker, this hunting
"how-to" book has it all! The
best ways, times and places
to hunt the most popular
species of large and small
game. How to develop hunt
ing skills, how to be a better
shot. The hunting camp,
cooking game, bowhunting,
hunting dogs-how to choose

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
THE .22 RIMFIRE

By John Lachuk
What's available in rifles,
handguns, ammo and acces
sories. Choosing the righ t
gun. Accurizing, sighting,
hunting, simple smithing,
ballistics, survival, much
more. 256 81/ Z" x 11" pages.
#TT3726 $6.95

BLACK POWDER GUN
DIGEST 2nd EDITION

Edited by Jack Lewis
A must for muzzle loaders.
In-depth discourse on rifles,
handguns, scatterguns and
accessories. Features updated
catalog ofarms; new alterna
tive to black powder; big
gun look at cannonry; where
to buy. 288 8~" x II" pages.
#BP9346 .....•.....$7.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfo. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8\/z"
x 11" pages.
#HM5156 $7.95

HOBBY GUNSMITHING
By Ralph Walker

Your kitchen table or work
bench, a few basic tools, and
you're on the way to a reward
mg pastime. Close-up photos
and detail drawings keep mis
takes minimal, and enjoy
mentmaximal. 320 8\/z" x II"
pages.
#HG5126 .•....... .$6.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more.
Ballistics and loading data
tables. 288 8~" x II" pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

Edited by
Erwin A. Bauer

HUNTER'S
DIGEST,
2nd
Edition

Buy One IDal' Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or rom his Ad!

"

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF ~\~~~~AND RE~~}~~~ion TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
METALLIC SILHOUETTE Edited by Dean A. Grennell RIFLE AND SHOTGUN
SHOOTING By Elgin Gates and Jack Lewis By J. B. Wood
Comprehensive coverage is All-new 2nd edition covers How to correct minor prob-
given to the rifles, handguns, reloading, maintenance and lems frequently encountered
scopes and ammo currently repairs, silhouette shooting, in 87 popular shoulder arms.
being developed for this ex- handgunning for big game, When to turn to a gunsmith
citing, fast growing sport. new developments in ammo, or return it to the factory.
Plus history, rules and meets. leather, grips. 288 8Vz" x II" Heavily illustrated. 192 81/z"
256 8\/z" x 11" pages. pages. x 11" pages.
#MS8516 $6.95 #PR5926 $7.95 #TR5136 $5.95
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When you
ani)': get

one cHance

SIGHT SETTINGS
LUCY CHAMBLISS

Author wonders why
they had trigger weight

rules because no one
ever weighed her trigger

JUST FOR THE RECORD •••
LET'S CLEAR UP THE RULES

to go back and check your hits on the
target rather than having to take whatever
error may be on that scorecard. True, you
signed it as correct, but in the hurry and
melee of wind, rain, sun, or rushing to the
next relay and the scorecard being inher
ently more complicated than bullseye, it's
easy to make a costly mistake.

Misfired cartridges may be replaced by
competitors. Very practical. One would not
want to keep snapping a dead round in
combat if he had other cartridges on him.

"Ready on the right . .. left . .. ready on
the firing line," replaced with "Is the line
ready?" Commands have been shortened;
the practice of reading the match descrip
tion, "This will be 18 rounds, fired 6 rounds
..." should be abolished. Particularly
reading the rule book like this at Regional
or Nationals is absurd. If a police officer
shooter has gotten that far and doesn't
know what he's standing there ready to
fire, he's in a: bad way. The less that comes
over that mike, the more likely competitors
are to listen to what IS said.

The new NRA Police Combat Pistol
Rule Book clears up questions that

before had to be judgement calls by match
officials or referees, or the Protest Commit
tee. It updates some procedures and estab
lishes entirely new ones. For examples:

Revolvers setting or equalling national'
records shall immediately have triggers
weighedfor verification of2V2 pound pull. I
have wondered why we had trigger weight
rules, for since I began shooting police
combat in 1965, I have never had a trigger
weighed except in Distinguished Matches.
It was worse in Bullseye; I shot that for 25
years and never had a trigger weighed. At
U.S. International Championships in
Phoenix, gun specs and triggers are cor
rectly checked ... should be done in all
preliminary tryouts leading up to Phoenix.
I have meticulously kept my triggers legal
throughout the years, as most shooters do,
but either check a few at every match, or
take it out of the rule books. Checking
after a record score is a step forward,
should also be done after anyone wins a
national championship.

Semi-automatics will be required to have
a minimum of3'/2 pound triggerpull. Again,
unless we at least spot check regularly, it's
wasted ink and paper. That much pull may
make the semi-automatic less popular in
the !'IRA matches than the revolver with
its 2V2 pound minimum. It will depend if
they're checked, and a few illegal ones
disqualified then and retroactively. I think would a "Quick Shot" match to cli-
semi-automatic use will be scarce in NRA max our lengthy national pistol
Police Matches as we know the matches championships nullify the media's some
now. Some gunsmiths may develop a what legitimate excuse of too long, no
custom gun for the event, and if scores are visible winner acclaimed excuse for not
high, a few will try it. The main reason I covering our shooting events? Maybe, it's
think there won't be many, is many re- worth a try and I am sure a better name
volver shooters object due to the safety can be found, but for instance. The owners
aspects, and match sponsors won't want to of the largest target company in the U.S. or
risk the boycott of all those revolver entries a gun manufacturer, donate beautiful, tra
by allowing semi-automatics. Further- ditional styled cups-trophies, in each of the
more, scores fired with semi-automatics I!Iain events at our U.S. International
won't be recognized for national records Shooting Championships. The 1,2,3, place
and prestigious Distinguished Match will winners in the Free Pistol match (selected
stay revolver. as now, through 4 days of shooting,) fire

Sponsors must say in match program if one shot, each in 1minute at their 50 meter
revolvers or pistols may be used and semi- target. High scoring shot wins trophy, im-
automatics will be placed on separate re- mediately. Use a three way split television
lays, or squadded to the far right side of the screen, all three shots can be seen at once.
firing line. Camera time, maybe 3 minutes. Move

Match officials must keep fired targets in right to Rapid Fire, 1,2,3, place winners get
"findable" order until match challenge time one 4 second string, probably could be
expires. A little extra trouble, but how nice fired and scored for all three shooters in 5
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PACIFIC TOOL COMPANY
Dept. AH-3 ' P.O. Box 2048
Grand Island, Nebr. 68801

How accurate
can you get?

Now you can get everything you
need for metallic cartridge
reloading in a kit. Ask your
dealer about Pacific's new
PC and MPC reloading kits.

You'll never really know just how accurate you can be until
you've tried reloading. Because reloading is the mark of a man
who wants to prove things for himself. He wants the satisfaction
that comes from tailoring ammunition to his own guns and his own
shooting conditions. So he reloads. He's an experimenter... not
ready to take someone else's word ..,and reloading lets him find
out firsthand. He's a hunter or a benchrest shooter who wants
better results at ranges which can vary from 100 to 1000 yards.
How accurate can you get? Your dealer who sells Pacific Reload
ing Tools and Hornady Bullets can help you start finding out.

acific
Reloading Tools & Accessories
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We use new books. cut an
opening 8 3/4"H, 5 1/2"W

and line the opening
with red velvet-like material.
With the cover closed. it looks
like an ordinary book.
$13.99 postpaid in 48.

exciting to film. Kick-boxing is more vio
lent, it's televised now, arm wrestling has
less money, influence and participants
than we have, so I've never been convinced
we're left out because we use guns. We
don't explain, help, and provide the great
excitement and climax that we know as
participants, to spectators. I'd be very in
terested to know your ideas on this subject.

Incidentally if you missed the mention
in the American Rifleman, be sure and
write CBS Sports, 51 W. 52nd Street, New
York, N.Y., 10019 and encourage them
after their start in the Pan Am Games.
They'll probably get letters from the other
side, so let them hear .....
from us. Lucy ~

minutes. Men's center fire, Ladies Pistol,
1,2,3, men and ladies get 1shot in 3 second

" facing of25 meter target. Again, all men at
once on split screen, all ladies at once.
Standard Pistol, I, 10 second rapid fire
string. Position rifle, one shot standing by
1,2,3, places in IVz mi.nutes each. All of this
could probably be shot, scored, winners
given awards in 15 minutes ofTV time, OR
covered by reporter or sports writer in 30
minutes ... as compared to now wander
ing around a range all day, or 4 days with
no conclusion, no climax, and if a winner's
found no visual shared excitement of how
he or she got to be one. All of this extra
event, in no would affect standing for
teams places, etc., it would be just an
added event and award for shooters
and way to publicize our international
participation.

CBS's brief (7 minutes) coverage of the
last Pan-American Games is proof that
interest is building. Anti-gun feeling may,
or may not be what keeps media away. It
could be we're not giving them something



MASSAD AYOOB

A pin topples to the .45 of California ace Rciy Neal, a top competitor in
both IPSC and IHMSA. Ray placed 4th at the Second Chance shoot.

COP TALK

sounds like something any reasonably fast
pistolero should be able to accomplish
with more alacrity. After all, at the IPSC
Nationals in LA last year, didn't half a
dozen people clean five falling plates at the
same distance, out of the leather no less, in
2.7 seconds?

The key is in the pins. Second Chance
honcho Richard Davis didn't select that
target for nothing. To clear the three foot
wide table, these targets have to be hit
hard, and hit center; otherwise, they'll spin

F ive years ago, a bright young
inventor-cum-gun buff decided to

throw a pistol match for cops. Nothing
fancy,just knocking some bowling pins off
a table a few yards away and seeing who
could do it quickest. Thirty-two people
showed up.

In June, 1979, some 350 shooters lined
up to quick plink at that guy's bowling
pins, now purchased by the truckload for
the annual occasion. 250 of those people
walked away with nice merchandise

THE SECOND CHANCE SHOOT•••
5 YEARS LATER

Bill Jordan tells it like it is
in his fascinating book about
gun fighting, how to do it
and what equipment to use.
Informative and exciting
reading.

• Choosing the Guns
• Correct Loads
• Proper Leather
• Fast Draw
• Combat Shooting
• Gu nfighti ng

NO
SECOND

PLACE
WINNER
By BILL JORDAN I

f

IPlease send me copy(ies) of I
I"No Second Place Winner." Enclosed is I
I$8.50 plus $1.00 (per book) for post. I
ISend to: HANDGUNNER BOOKS-DEPT. \
110-Ha 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA,\
192108. I
I NAME I
I I
,ADDRESS ----------- I
, CITY
ISTATE ZIP :

I As a bonus Guns readers will receive ILa~ autographed copy. J
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prizes, "including more than 50 firearms, and fall and roll and you have to keep
and some handsome stacks of green stuff. I firing at a target that's even trickier than it
was one of 'em, and I'm here to tell you, was standing up. It's DYC to the ultimate
you can get your share in 1980. degree, the perfect balance of speed,

The game sounds deceptively simple. power, and accuracy.
You face five bowling pins on a table 25 Second Chance has matured into one of
feet away. Your loaded pistol is in your the Big Three "action" pistol matches on
hand. Over the loudspeaker comes: the circuit, the others being the "Shoot for
"Timers ready guns on the rail ... Loot" at Laramie, and the new Bianchi
shooters ready " Then the sharp report Invitational. Second Chance is the largest
of a blank .38 signals you to bring the gun of these by far, in terms of number of
up and blaze away, as three calibrated entries and volume of prizes. Davis gives
stopwatches click into play behind you. out more awards per match than any other
They'll stop when the last tenpin hits the handgun tournament in the history of the
ground. world. This year, the prize pot was esti-

The fastest it's ever been done is 3.9 mated at $15,000-18,000 in value.
seconds in a match, and then only twice. It It's a hell of a spectator event, and the
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Compare Prices at '1:0. Sh<?oters Supply

NRA B-27 targets
- $23.00 per 100

B-27C Repair
centers - $5.00 per
100 - sold in Oty. of

100 or more

Black Finish - $9.95
*Specify Model

Roger's Combat Grip 
Wood Grain Finish - $14.95

P.O. Box 1114
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403

205/759-5385
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Dade I lpid Revolver Reloader Cases
Availabl in; Plain w/snaps or Velcro $8.98,
Basket V'veave w/Snap or Velcro $9.98.

PPC Holster - Accomodates most heavy
barrel revolvers such as Power, Davis, etc.
Only $25.00.

We carry a complete supply of Fish
ing tackle and Hunting supplies.

T.D. SHOOTERS SUPPLY

Hogue Mono-Grip 
$14.95
*Specify Model

Gun Smoke
Carbide Sight
Smoker - $6.95.

Carbide
2-lb. Can
$3.50

~)
:?

\--

fOOOV

"~

~
f

Shooters Stopwatch - $39.95

Lewis Lead Remover - Available in .38,
.41 Mag., .44 Mag., and .45 Cal. $6.95.
Replacement rubber tips - .38 Cal. only
$2.25.
Brass Cloth Patches - all calibers - pkg.
of 10$1.50.

fl·,': I

.... ::+/:8;·.::....

.22- .30- .32
.38-.45 cal.
only $3.50

each

II

f

+

Gun Muffler
- $6.95

(e) Six Second Revolver
Reloader by HKS. - Avail
able for S&W. M36, K, N,

41,44, Colt MK III, Python,
Det. Spl.$3.75.

* Send payment with order * We prepay order of $25.00 or more
Manufacturer guarantees all merchandise * Send $2,50 for smaller orders.

e

t

Break Free - 3.17 oz.
- $2.25

*
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(f) Dade Rapid Revolver Reloader - Avail
able for: M36, "K", "N", .41, .44, MK 111,
Python, Det. Spl., Ruger Sec. Six, $3.65.
N, .41, .44, $3.95.

Dade 72 Shot Plate - Available for;
S&W K, Colt, Ruger, "N" $10.98.

RENO
WINNER (Leather)

$41.95

NEW WINNER
(To Handle Full

Length Under Rib)
$41.95

WINNER (Plastic)
$24.95

8...IMERICARD [.J

'"c

~

'0
"U
o
o
& send number and expo date

cg
"uc
"I
E
o
f-



Colts &
Rugers

RANGE FINDER

The time will
comewhena

policeman and his
weapon must be as

one ... when accuracy
and comfort will be essential!

When that time comes,
reach for the PURE SOURCE.

SUBSIDIARY OF MAG·NA·PORT ARMS. INC

P.O. BOX 1066 MT. CLEMENS. MICH 48043

OMEGA (NEW IMPROVED)
Trigger Spring For All II
New Model Ruger Single 6~~
Action Revolvers

Lightens n trigger pull.

Omega Sales

sighting

a new
concept
in
handgun

for
Ruger &
Colt Handguns

PLUS
White or Gold

OUTLINE REAR
SIGHT BLADES

PLUS $1.50 HANDLING CHARGE
CALIfORNIA RESIDENTS
ADD 6% SALES TAX
DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED

DESIGNED
FOR ACCURACY -'

BRED FOR COMBAT!

'-, COVEREO BACKSTRAP FOR UNIFORM FIT v BLACK URETHANE v FINGER
GROOVES .. TAPERED FOR PERFECT GRIP " ABRASION AND SOLVENT
RESISTANT .... PALM SWELL .:.. UNIOUE FITTING CAPABILITY (PERFECT GRIP
ALIGNMENT) .:.. FITS RIGHT DR LEFT HAND .., ACCEPTS SPEED LOADERS

QD
f]C)

(§)QODD®~ BGU@JQO~~crD®~
1617 E. Seventeenth St., Suite 30

Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 542-2642

Also, while our timekeepers are trained to
stop the clock when the last pin hits the
ground, a lot of the spectators automat
ically hit the button when the last pin starts
to go off the table. I don't think anyone can
match our timekeepers for precision."

Rich has a point. Still, there did seem to
be one or two of the new girls who were a
bit sloppy this year-even the veteran
timekeepers were complaining about
them-and enough complaints were voiced
that I'm certain Rich will have all veterans
running the watches in '80.

Apart from the three main events-the
bread-and-butter five pin shooting, the
Unlimited Match, and the Team match,
which we'll come back to in a minute
Davis throws in some-newies each year. In
'78, it was a two-gun event, in which you
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Pin gun extraordinaire is this Colt
New Service rebuilt and cham
bered to .45 Long Colt by D.
Davis, shown. Gun was smooth
and decisive on Second Chance
targets. (Ayoob photo)

bleachers are always full of excited and
vocal observers. Many now bring their
own stopwatches, which creates a prob
lem. This was the first of my four years at
the shoot where I heard serious bitching
about the quality of the timekeeping. I was
told that several shooters, myself included,
were getting shortchanged a quarter of a
second or more. This is serious in a match
where a tenth of a second often separates
first and second place.

It's a complaint Davis answers instantly.
He told this magazine, "Our timekeepers
are trained and experienced. Several of
them have been working here for years,
which means they've timed more shooters
than probably any other living person.
They're trained to be braced for the signal
shot, and when it goes, their start buttons
go immediately. Somebody in the au
dience is going to have a reaction time
maybe three tenths of a second longer, so
their time will be proportionately shorter.

AIR RIFLE
HEADQUARTERS,

INC.
P.O. Box 327HA

Grantsville, W. Va. 26147

The ultimate in air gun technology imported
from Europe. One·hole accuracy. quiet,
recoiless operation. over 500fps velocities,
life·time durability. ALL for less than a
penny a shot!

Olympic match models for the professional
shooter. powerful sporting models for the
casual shooter. No pumping, no CO2 , Con·
sistent performance, shot after shot.

FREE ... Air Rifle Headquarters' 132 page
catalog of air rifles and pistols, ammunition,
accessories, plus a mini·encyclopedia of
important air gun information. Write today.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
STATE·OF·THE·ART.

AIR PISTOLS FOR
ECONOMICAL

YEAR 'ROUND
SHOOTING

ANYWHERE,
ANYTIME!

I
~ PER
SHOT!



FIELD STRIPPED VIEW

Double Action Revolvers

The barrel, sighting rib, and
ejector rod housing are a
rugged, integral unit, made
of heat-treated stainless or
chrome molybdenum steels.
The rear sight provided on
Security·Six models is ad·
justable for windage and ele
vation.

The spring-loaded firing pin
is enclosed in the frame.
Note: With the trigger re
leased and transfer-bar with
drawn below the firing pin,
the hammer nose rests di
rectly on the frame and can
not contact the firing pin.

The cylinder interlock feature
ensures that the hammer can
not be cocked when the cyl·
inder is open, nor can the
cylinder be swung out of the
frame when the hammer is
cocked.

The transfer-bar ignition sys
tem provides that the ham·
mer blow can be transmitted
to the firing pin only when
the trigger is pulled all the
way to the rear. This is a
positive internal safety fea·
ture designed to prevent fir
ing if the revolver is dropped
accidentally, or if the ham
mer spur receives a sharp
blow.

Music wire or stainless steel
coil springs are used through
out the Ruger double action
revolvers.

RUGER
These are the revolvers created by Ruger engineers who
started with a fresh sheet of paper and an unlimited
budget! There is nothing in the design of these Ruger
double action revolvers which is there simply because
"it has always been done that way"; nothing which re
flects a commitment to outmoded production methods
or obsolescent factory facilities. Representing a signifi
cant improvement in design, these revolvers incorporate
creative Ruger engineering, sophisticated manufacturing
techniques, and superior materials.

The Ruger design philosophy of strength, simplicity,
and ease of maintenance has been applied throughout
the design of these revolvers. ComI}osed of a series of
integrated subassemblies, the Ruger double action re
volver can be field stripped to its basic components in
seconds, without the use of tools. The entire lock mech
anism is installed through the bottom of the grip frame
as a unit, permitting the use of solid frame side-walls
which contribute to the great strength of these revolvers.
The complex milled-out frames and delicately fitted side
plates of other double action revolvers, and the difficul
ties of maintenance and weaknesses inherent in older
designs are eliminated entirely.

The finest materials are used in Ruger double action
revolvers. Music wire or stainless steel coil springs are
used throughout and frames, cranes, cylinders, and barrels
are of heat-treated stainless or chrome molybdenum
steels. Most of the small internal parts of all models of
Ruger double action revolvers are made of stainless steel.

In addition to traditional Ruger quality and dependable
performance, the shooter enjoys the advantages of the
durable stainless steel mechanism parts, even in standard
blued models.

Ruger Security·Six Revolver in
357 Magnum caliber with rear
sight adjustable for Windage
and elevation. Choice of 23/4",
4", or 6" barrel in blued fin
ish or stainless steel.

Ruger Speed·Six Revolver with
compact round butt in 357 Mag
num, 38 Special, and 9 mm
parabellum (blued model only)
calibers with fixed sights.
Choice of 23/4" or 4" barrel in
blued finish or stainless steel.

RUGER, SecuritY-Six, Service-Six, and Speed-Six are registered U. S. trademarks

FOR YOUR COPY OF A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF ALL RUGER FIREARMS, WRITE DEPT. AH-3

STURMtJ RUGER & Company~ Ine.
Southport~(;ouueetieut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Mag-na-porl®
Means: Reduced Recoil

Reduced Muzzle Jump

The original Mag
na-port® a Patent
Precision muzzle venting
process-Has become
famous because of the
thousands of shooters
that insist on having
greater control of their
firearm.

Will not change Ballistics
or Accuracy. For further
information on Mag
na-port® or the Mag-na
port Custom Ruger
Handguns write for free
literature.

We thank all of our
customers for Mag
na-port's success in the
Firearms Industry.

Patent No. # 3808943

®

ARMS, INC.

(313) 469-6727
30016 South River Road

Mount Clemens, Michigan 48045
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had 2.5 seconds to empty 2 Chief Specials
at a Duelatron target. This year, Duelatron
expert John Farnum ran a nightmare
course in which, for 30 seconds, you faced
18 different shoot/no shoot targets that
were flipping madly at ranges from ten to
nearly 100 yards. The possible score was 45
(a 5-point hit on each of the 9 bad guyS in
the bunch), and only two of maybe 200
runners 'cleaned it. Four guns, starting with
an H&K P9S and a Colt Commander,
were given away in this side event. This in
turn created some complaining, because
all scoring wasn't done by the range of
ficers. Other competitors were often dra
gooned to run to the far-apart targets to
score and paste, and there were dark hints
that some of the winners had their buddies
and relatives "score 'em up." I was not one
of the winners so accused, and can state
objectively that the charge was bull. Those
were top-rank shooters who didn't need to
cheat, and wouldn't if they did.

John had set up the Duelatron as a
demonstration, something he does su
perbly. Rich tossed in four guns and some
cash to make it interesting. A handful of
the competitors, stunned by the fact that
this "fun" side event was bigger and richer
than most of their major tournaments back
home, went out for blood and started
whining. That ain't the sponsor's fault.
Next year, Rich will probably thin out the
side match prizes a bit. .

The Unlimited and Team events are
always a big part of Second Chance. In
each, you face 8 pins at 25 feet. Unlimited
is any firearm in the world; team is two of
you with pistols. You have any number of
tries, at $5 a throw until it gets dark.
Remington 1100 auto shotguns with 12-ga.
00 Magnum buckshot shells and extended
magazines dominate this event; sub
machineguns are allowed, but never won.

Team rules have changed back and
forth. This year, you could shoot with
anybody and change teams if you wanted,
unless you were already "in the money" at
the event. Next year, Rich will have an
"honor roll" of the top 20 or 30 performers
at Second Chance, and will allow only one
such man on each team to prevent the top
two individual shooters-ffQm ganging up
on everyone else. The wisdom of this is
evident when you compare the top indi
viduals on this year's results sheet with the
names of the winning team members.

These are the richest stages of the match.
Entries pile up, and are turned back 100%
in prize money. While first place individ
ual wins $500 cash, you get well over a.
grand for the same standing in Unlimited,
and can figure on close to $600 after you
and your partner have split the first place
team pot. It was a grand and a trophy for
the winner last year, but Davis, like Doc
Burgess at Laramie, is trending toward
smaller prizes to more winners. The part of
me that hopes to win mutters, "Damn
Communist!" but the realistic side of me
understands that this is really the fairest
way of doing it. (Continued on page 26)
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'snghtJoin
• to dismantle provisions

of the 1968 Gun
Control Act.

• to protect America's
hunting lands.

• to build new shooting
ranges throughout
America.'

Your membership in NRA helps strengthen your Right to
~iJiiiiiiiiii~~~~~ Keep and Bear Arms against attacks by radical anti-gun,()u:l:( ,

Col:\t..~\, anti-hunting forces. At the same time you receive valuable
.~ot benefits including your monthly subscription to your

, '\96'& choice of NRA's official journals: the AMERICAN

~.\...90-6'\& RIFLEMAN or THE AMERICAN HUNTER, $300 FREE

41f/11111'-~!!!!!!!~~~~ firearms insurance*, FREE $10,000 Accident, Death
"t\\Wi\~~U.$.CQde and Dismemberment insurance*, FREE $300,000

Shooter's liability insurance*, official NRA mem

bership card and many other programs and

services to enhance your ownership of fire

arms.

r··~··~·····~···~···················, 0 YES, sign me up In NRA. I want to JOin the NRA fight to You'll receive your NRA I'I dismantle provisions of the '68 Gun Control Act, safeguard Sh' C h '
our hunting lands and build new ranges across Ameri~a.\~ ooter s ap w. en you send II I Send my NRA membership card and my monthly subscrlp- " \your membership dues now.

I tion to: (Choose one) 1160C I
o THE AMERICAN HUNTER 0 AMERICAN RIFLEMAN I

I 0 I'm enclosing my annual $15.00 NRA dues. Send my II NRA Shooter's Cap.

I
0 Bill me later. I understand I receive the NRA Shooter's I

Cap only if I enclose my dues today.
I 0 NO, I do not wish to join NRA today. I
I Name I
I I
I Address I
I City State Zip I
I NRA PLEDGE I hereby apply lor membership In the National Rille Asso- I

ciation. I certlly that 1 am a citizen 01 the United States; that I am not

I
a member 01 any organization which has as any part 01 its program the I

_ attempt to overthrow the government 01 the United States by lorce or "
violence; that I have never been convicted 01 a crime 01 violence; and r. . I

I that, il admitted to membership, I will lulfill the obligations 01 good sports- One size fits all.
manship and good citizenship, - I

I "There are special limitations to each 01 these insurance policies, You will National Rifle Asso~iation

•

receive lull details 01 coverage with your NRA membership credentials, 1600 Rhode Island Ave.• Washington, D.C. 20036 .-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••



1979 Was also the first year Second
Chance had to tum away shooters. Rich
doesn't want it to happen again. He's
cutting the number of runs in the individ
ual match from nine to six times. Your first
is a tie-breaker, your next five, for aggre
gate record. Of course, each time you go
also counts for side money in "fastest
individual time." He also took me up on
my suggestion to run weekend to week
end; next year will be the longest Second
Chance match yet, and may accommodate
up to 500 shooters.

Plan on some good "spectating" while
you're there. This year's match had excit
ing moments aplenty. My own early lead
fell on the third day of the shoot, when
Nick Pruitt of California cleaned 7 tables

'tn a superb 32 seconds. A protege of the
famed Jerry Usher, this young shooter has
been firing in competition for less than a
year. All tallies in, he left with the biggest
share of the total pot.

But Nick wasn't destined to leave with
the open. That remained for Bill Wilson,
the 26-year-old Arkansas pistol tuner who
also tops that region in IPSC shooting. Bill
shattered average time records by ac
cumulating a 30 total, during which he also
tied the 3.9 second individual record set
two years ago by Johnny "The Kid" Rob
bins, then thirteen. Though most shooters
favor hollow-points or semi-wadcutters for'
a good bite into the pins, Bill used round
nose lead handloads in his .45 auto. Wayne
Umberger, the straight-shooting Memphis
cop who took the shoot last year, captured
third with a hot 33 second aggregate, fend
ing off a challenge from IPSC and IHMSA
ace Ray Neal of California.

No matter how big it's getting, no matter.
whether the "choir practice" aspect has
disappeared, the Second Chance shoot is
still the most fun match I've ever been to,
which is why I go every year. You owe
yourself a piece of it.

Registration is' $60 for cops, $80 for
civilians, and includes all the chicken and
roast beef you can eat every day, and all
the beer you can scarf, once you're qone
shooting. It includes some rollicking good
times with a spectrum of shooters, and you
can even feed your family for a buck a
head per day. It's held at Central Lake,
Michigan, a resort area, the week prior to
the regular "vacation season," and cabins
and camping areas are a steal. There are
guys who go for a vacation and don't even
bother to shoot. But with that prize list
guns to 55th place this year, including an
Auto Mag, two custom sporter rifles, 30
Mini-14s, and ten Mossberg shotguns,
among other fine prizes-you'd be a turkey
not to put your entry fee to use on the pin
tables. I won a vacation for two to Las
Vegas at the '78 Second Chan<:e shoot, and
the casinos never gave me anywhere near
the winning odds the shoot itself does.

Sigp up early. Bring a jam-free .45 auto;
that's what 90% of the contestants, and the
winners, use. I switched to Super Vel

(Continued on page 76)
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WAMMES GUNS INC
236 N. Hayes Street

Bellefontaine. OH 43311
(513) 593-7010

There's more
to shooting

than shooting!

Expert shooters know your ammo is
as important as your gun ... and
when you load it yourself, you know
your ammo:s exactly what you need
for the kind of shooting you do ... or
want to do. Reloading cuts costs, too,
so you can get in a lot more practice
for a lot less money. Send $1.00 for
introductory booklet to NRMA, Suite
300,1221 S.W. Yamhill, Portland, OR
97205.

DI15e.VEAIII
IEI.OADIIINC

Send your F.F.1. lie. #
& Copy for FREE CATALOG

NEW QUICKLINE@) COMBAT SIGHT

GUTRIDGE, INC.
533-214th Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311 ·219-865-8617

ONE STOP. DEALERS HEADQUARTERS
We are distributors for:
CHARTER ARMS-FREEDOM-DAN WESSON-EX-CAM-SMITH /
WESSON-RUGER-COLT INTERARMS-BRAUER 0 HARRINGTON /
RICHARDSON F.I.E.-STERLING ARMS-BROWNING-HIGH STD.
THOMPSON CENTER

UVINC IN FEAR
BE PREPARED WITH

PROTECT-o-UGHT

'

HOLSTERS OF QUALITY by belt slide, inc.
, Dept. AH Box 15303 Austin, TX 78761

'

(Send 25 ¢ for Brochure)
( . Model 10 For Specify color. Model 12

Most DA Revolvers pistol model. For Lg Frame Autos
Black or Brown and bbJ length Black or Brown

Pin $11.95 Basket $1395 Check or M.O. Pin $1195 Basket $13.95
p('l<;lpaid No COD's POSlPdld

II Complete Gunsmithing Service II
Send 30¢ in stamps for Information and prices

COLT 45 ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

Name _

RICHARD B. ENTERPRISES, INC.
'P.O. Box 5046 • Ft. Lauderdala. FL 33310

Please Rush me _._ Protect-o-Light@$12.95
each plus $1.00 Postage & Handling. •

Protect-o-light weighs only 4 ~ oz. and uses 2 Penlight
Batteries (not included),

• It looks like an ordinary flashlight, but when needed
it will render any human or animal helpless without
causing permanent harm. With just one squeeze of
the repaUent trigger. the chemical solution will tem
porarily blind anacking animals or per~ns.

• Keep one in your car or purse while camping,
hunting or walking your dog.

• Effective, yet non-lethal.

• Accurate up to 10 feet.

• Ideal for housewives, nurses, waitresses, salesmen,
security guards, campers and senior citizens.

City _

State Zip _

Enclosed is 0 Check 0 Money Order
SORRY - NO COD

I certify that I am a responsible adult and will use
Protect-o-light only in self defense.

FLORIDA RESIDENTS AOO 4% SALES TAX
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By David Bradshaw

How do the big .44 Magnum
'Super Jocks' stack up under
author's objective scrutiny?

In contrast to almost all other commer
cial revolver cartridges, the .44 Remington
Magnum was developed for hunting and
as a defense against big game. In the past
this was enough to limit its usage among
handgunners. Today, shooters want the
performance that Magnum handguns
alone can supply. Competition in the In
ternational Handgun Metallic Silhouette
Association (IHMSA) has a tremendous
following. Old standbys like the .45 Colt
and .45 ACP have high trajectories and are
not intended to compete with Magnums in
long range performance. In IHMSA Sil
houette, the .44 Magnum is the premier
revolver round.

The success of the mighty .44 was de
pendent upon its being chambered in a
handgun of markedly superior construc
tion. Smith & Wesson produced a number
of .44 Hand Ejector, Model of 1950, re
volvers, utilizing a special heat treatment,
and chambered them for the new .44 Mag
num ammunition, which was supplied by
Remington. Subsequent to tests, barrel
diameter and frame size were increased.
The revolver thus put into production be
came the Model 29.

William B. Ruger got wind of these
developments and produced his .44 Mag
num Blackhawk within an extremely short
time. The primary drawback of the .44

Blackhawk was its aluminum grip-frame
which, under the recoil of factory loads,
was brutal on the flesh. 1956 saw only a
limited production of .44 Magnum re
volvers from both Smith & Wesson and
Sturm, Ruger & Company.

Ruger updated his .44 program and
commenced distribution of his heavy duty
creation, the Ruger Super Blackhawk, in
1962. At the time~ the Ruger retajled for
$116.00, as opposed to the S&W's retail
price of $140.00. For many shooters the
dollar difference was considerable.

Once the public caught on, demand
took 11 big jump. Now both Smith &
Wesson and Ruger have expanded pro
duction many times.

A .44 Magnum revolver must be strong,
yet be of dimensions reasonable for a
handgun. Contemporary handgun com
petitors subject their arms to the firing of
more ammunition than ever before. A
quality .44 Magnum revolver should be
expected to serve reliably for thousands of
firings. It is wise to understand, however,
that maximum loads are much harder on a
gun than moderate loadings.

The Ruger Super Blackhawk and the
Smith & Wesson Model 29 stand as the
models by which all other Magnum hand
guns may be compared. An examination
of their essential characteristics is in order.

RUGIR sUPIa BLACKHAWK
The Ruger Super Blackhawk exists in

two distinct versions, the New Model and
what shooters refer to as the "Old Model."
It behooves the gun hand to carefully learn
the procedure for handling each. The old
model is loaded by backing hammer to
half cock and opening loading gate. The
new model all you do is open the loading
gate.

The Old Model features Peacemaker
style lockwork and it is never correct to
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carry it with all six charge holes loaded.
The New Model was specifically de

signed to be "drop safe" with all six charge
holes loaded. Ruger incorporated the im
proved design ofthe New Model into all of
their single-action revolvers in 1973.

The Old Model Super has a fine cocking
rhythm that endears the piece to fast hol
ster use. Folks who grew up on the old
rhythm-cocker are reluctant to endorse the
New Model.

Factory trigger pulls tend to be
smoother and lighter on the Old Models.

Against this, a safe, clean-breaking trigger
is easier to achieve on a New Model. In
loading mode, the chambers align more
easily with the loading notch in the frame
on the Old Model revolvers. The Old
Model is simpler to strip and reassemble,
an advantage, particularly in the field.

With the Old Model Super, the shooter
must gently lower the hammer, ease it
back to half-cock, and rotate the cylinder
around until he can lower the hammer on
the empty chamber. The melodious clicks
that accompany may easily alarm game.

There are faults shared by both Old and
New Model Supers. The extractor rod is
too short to completely clear Magnum
cases from the cylinder.

The Dragoon-style of the Super Black
hawk is a classic for cushioning .44 Mag
num recoil. It rolls against the palm in
stead of punching it. Steve Herrett pro
duces readily available oversize stocks for
the Super, as does Don Schiermeier.

Having logged some criticism of the big
Ruger, it is time to review aspects of its·
character which form the fountainhead of
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TOP: Here's the long tube saw Model 29 working on the steel turkeys
by a Vermont Silhouetter. MIDDLE: Another competitor is trying for
the 50 meter chickens. BELOW: Kneeling position is steady and oHers
greater visibility than sitting or prone. Author Bradshaw from Ver
mont looks to be dead serious.

J.VSRUGIR
j

its reputation. As we know, it borrows
heavily of the simple and durable Colt
Single Action Army.

The Ruger Super Blackhawk was de
signed specifically for the .44 Remington
Magnum. It weighs 48-ounces with 7Yz
inch barrel. It is not too light and not too
heavy. Solid frame construction contrib
utes greatly to its low maintenance and
long life.

The Super will stand up to incredible
amounts of dry-firing because of the float
ing firing pin.

The barrel is broached Hum in 20
inches and handles cast the jacketed bul
lets equally well. Outstanding accuracy is
the rule. The front sight blade rises high off
its base, allowing welcome visibility to the
side and permitting it to be raised high
over the rear sight notch for shooting at
long range. Elevation adjustment is ample
for most shooting, a necessity in IHMSA
Silhouette competition.

The long lock time and heavy hammer
fall of the Ruger Super is supposed to
make for difficult firing control. Discipline
is a requisite of let-off and follow-through
on wheelguns. That includes double-ac
tion revolvers as well. At the same time, a

, decisive blow to the primer is necessary for
consistent ignition and accuracy. Sure ig
nition is a strong point of the single action
design.

Rugged dependability is always impor-

30

tant and, for this, the Super Blackhawk is
legendary. Within the ranks of the
IHMSA, it is one of the very most popular
guns.

SMITH & WESSON M·29

Perhaps no handgun in the world basks
in mystique so much as the Smith &
Wesson Model 29. Once the .44 Magnum
caught on, it became virtually impossible
for Smith & Wesson to keep pace with
demand. This is not entirely a good thing.
Rumors and caustic speculations 'abound.
It is impossible to criticize the availability
of Smith & Wesson .44 Magnums without
demanding grave shortcuts in manufactur
ing at the same time. And.every critic I
know wants all the quality he can get.

Mechanically, there are some shortcom
ings. Tremendous stresses are imposed on
a .44 Magnum revolver at firing. As if the
initial punt and lift of recoil isn't enough,
the piece torques as the bullet slams
through the rifling. A weak cylinder stop
spring will permit these events to blend
into what Magnum shooters call "cylinder
float." Two symptoms of this occurrence
are a secondary dent on the left side of the
fired primer and/or dry firing on the ·fired
chamber at the next shot. The cure is
simple but not as accessible as it once was.
A greater spring tension must be imposed
on the cylinder stop.

The cylinder stop is that part which
protrudes and recedes through a hole in
side the frame, to the rear of the trigger,
locking the cylinder for firing and releas
ing it so that the next loaded chamber may
be rotated into battery.

Beginning with ..serial number S227,149
of the N-frame serie's revolvers, the screw
and plunger were eliminated, and a new
cylinder stop spring was incorporated that
butted against a. groove milled inside the
frame.

There are shooters who think that the
way to reduce double-action pull is to
lighten the mainspring by backing out the

(Continued on page 55)
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.,.lIeymay look alike
.IJut 1I0wdo tlleysll00t1

By Claud S. Hamilton

Models/Ml911s that were just alike, and
some have been real "characters."
. You don't believe me, huh? Well, here's
an example. Back in the early 1960s I
bought a second-hand commercial Gov
ernment Model in like-new condition that
had obviously had no more than a maga
zine fired through, it if that much. Before I
could enjoy the gun, I was ordered over
seas and had to put it into temporary
storage. I got interested in shotgunning
and birds about then, too, and so it was
that the fine .45 didn't get much attention

,

Friends of mine know me as a .45 lover,
and I suppose that there is some merit

in the charge. I admit that I was fascinated
by the big old Government Model 'way
back during my pre WW II ROTC days,
when I saw one for the first time at a
display of Army equipment. Looking
back, I remember with a twinge of "old age
shock" that the display also included the
Livens Projector ... who else remembers
ever seeing one of those?' It just serves to
remind me that, with the exception of the
Army blanket, the MI911Al pistol is today

GUN WoW FEDERAL AVERAGE

NOTES: I. The Hardballer, I have found, is generally "rough" in finish throughout. It absolutely
refused to feed the Federal JHPs, but did work reliably with the FMJ loads.

Colt Gold Cup National
Match 3.25 3.75 3.50

Colt Series 70 Mk IV 3.75 3.00 3.25

AMT Hardballer 2.75 2.20 2.47

Haywood Nelms' Colt
(Bar-Sto bbl and bushing) 1.62 2.75 2.18

the oldest item of issue equipment we
have.

I wish I had today all of the .45 Govern
ment Model pistols that have passed
through my hands at one time or another. I
believe that I could write a book about
them and their individual characteristics.
Yeah. If anyone tells you that only shot
guns have personality, he's full of bunk.
I've never handled two Government

until the. early 1970s when Bar-Sto came
out with their stainless barrels and bush
ings, which were much like the new com
ponents in the Series 70/Mk IV Colts.

About this time I had made the acquain
tance of a very fine young gunsmith in
Clifton, Virginia, Haywood Nelms. I was
very much impressed by the quality of
Haywood's work and managed to get him
to agree to install a Bar-Sto barrel and

Top: Here's a group shot with Colt
Mark IV-Series 70. WW group at
top and ·Federal below. Center:
TheAMT Itardballer put them
thus. WW group at left. Bottom:

. This is what the old Colt did that
Haywood Nelms worked on. This
one took the prize.

bushing in my gun and to tighten the slide,
do a little smoothing on the trigger and
install target sights. This was a real imposi
tion, for Haywood was about the only
smith left in our area who did real repair
work and he had a long waiting list.

After about three months working my
way to the head of his waiting list, my gun
was done. And then the fun began. I could
not get that thing to fire seven shots out of
a magazine, no matter what. I changed
magazines. I tried every brand of ammuni
tion I could lay my hands on. It didn't

(Continued on page 56)
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The 1979 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IPSC
MATCHES are now history, and the story of the
matches follows. AMERICAN HANDGONNER
Magazine wishes to congratulate the winning

team from South Africa, and Jim
Von Sorgenfrei for his # 1 placement.

We would also like to congratulate all of the
O.S. team members for their performance.

That the shooter we sponsored, Jerry Osher,
placed 12th does not diminish the pride we had
which caused us to sponsor him. We asked of

him only that he compete to the best of his
ability, that he represent the magazine and all

of its readers with sportsmanship and
integrity-and that he did!
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'79 IPse
WORLD
By Jerry Usher

T he South Africans proved that they
certainly know how to stage a match.

The City of Roodepoort built a new
grassed range just for this championship.
Upon our arrival a complete program was
placed in our hands; included were tickets
and invitations to social events and award
presentations. The schedule for each
shooter was listed, enabling an individual
to plan other activities.

The match was officially opened with
Olympic-style ceremonies. The South Af
rican Minister of Sport and Recreation,
Mr. Janson, welcomed us as members of
one of the few sports that does not partici
pate in political leverage.

American star Ross Seyfried leap
ing the 8' wall during the gruel
ing "Cover Course."

The match itse'lfbegan the nextday with
a surprisingly light schedule. The match
was, in fact, spread over ten days and
could easily have been handled in three or
four. Four Americans (not on the team)
that finished in the top sixteen had only
fired twelve rounds by the third day of the
match. This gave them an opportunity to

. watch others make mistakes and to adjust
accordingly. This proved to be one of the
most important factors of the match. The

U.S. and South African teams, on the
other hand, had the pressure of large
crowds and started nearly every match
with only a two minute introductory walk
through the course.

The U.S. and S.A. teams started with the
"Speed Shoot" of the Standard Exercises.
This involved standing alone in front of a
large crowd, firing at four targets in just
two seconds. This was then repeated three
times. Perfect scores were shot by Ross
Seyfried and Tom Campbell of our team
and Ellingford and Von Sorgenfrei of SA.
In all, seven Americans placed in the top
nine of this match. U.S. Team member
Chuck Taylor had just arrived the night
before. In addition to jet lag, which is a
very real thing, his gun fired once and
jammed, costing him points that he had to
work hard to regain later.

This first match set the stage for a prob
lem that continued throughout the match.
There were a large number of hard work
ing, red shirted, range officials who, in
their efforts toward being fair, usually gave
the shooter the benefit of any doubt when

it came to scoring the targets. Conse
quently, shooters that challenged missing
shots as "doubles" usually received points
not deserved. This, of course, has been a
problem unsolved in IPSC for over three
years. I hasten to add that the administra
tion of the match by South Africa was
marvelous. There is no way we could have
done as well in the U.S. under our present
rules.

On Monday afternoon we shot the "Car
Assault," which was one of the "Obstacle"
matches. After shooting the match we real
ized that our strategy had been wrong.
Shooters that followed us made good use
of our mistakes. This course was not a

good example of the "practical" nature of
our sport. No one took advantage of cover
and nearly all shooters fired at some tar
gets while standing exposed upon the hood
of a car. This course was potentially dan
gerous to the crowd, but the officials
worked very hard to minimize the danger
by staying close to each shooter. A full 5
percent of the total competitors were dis
qualified in this match for pointing their
gun toward the crowd, and others should
have been. Several factors were responsi
ble, I think. Unlike our National Cham
pionships where you must qualify to shoot,
anyone can enter the World Match,
providing the regional director will sign
the entry form. It would have been easy to
identify quite a few that would not qualify
as "C" shooters in California. The second
was the the course was simply not laid out
correctly. This placed the entire respon
sibility on the shooters, who had other
things on their minds when they ran the
course. I noticed in 1977 in Rhodesia, and
to a lesser extent this time in Africa, that
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safety does not seem as important as it is in
the U.S. In all fairness, however, over half
a million rounds were fired in this match
without a shooting injury.

The second day again found our team
among the first to try a course. This one,
the "Cover Course," was one I had been
dreading. The one time I had attempted to
vault the 2.5 meter high wall in practice I
had injured myself:' Fortunately, the
braces I put on both knees protected me
this time. Tom Campbell was not so lucky;
he tore a ligament in his foot. This cost him
time and points in later matches. This type
of barrier can change the results ofa match
and is forcing older shooters out of the
game. Only Seyfried of the U.S. Team
finished in the top sixteen in this match.
Most good scores were made by those that
learned from our mistakes. Smith of Zim
babwe-Rhodesia won the gold in this one.

Tuesday afternoon we shot the "House
Clearing" stage of the "Field" exercises.
This was potentially the best course of the
entire match. Jeff Cooper set this one up.
An old building was used as a setting for
some of the best equipment I have seen yet
in a match. Pop-up, bobbing, and swing
out targets were used, creating a very
realistic and demanding course. If the time
had not been divided into the score, it
would also have been very practical. As it
was, however, shooters had to run through
the course as fast as possible, ignoring
cover and good tactics, and using
"gamesmanship" where possible. Seyfried
and I were the only U.S. Team members in
the top sixteen. I received one lucky hit
that ricocheted off a wall into the target.
Another target had only one hit where
there should have been two. I should have
challenged it, as no challenge that went to
arbitration ever went against a "known"
shooter. Von Sorgenfrei of the S.A. team
won this one with a very good score.

Tuesday night saw us standing by for the
night shoot and wishing we had worn
thermal underwear. It's hard to believe
how cold it can get at night in Africa. In the
first match my instinct shooting paid off
with the top score. Two nights later Mike
Dalton beat me out by X count. He had
discovered a special way to paint his sights
that worked. Of the top six places, five
were taken by members of the California
S.w.P.L. In the second night match there
was enough light to aim, and all of the top
sixteen dropped less than five points.
Again, the later shooters controlled the
match, with only Seyfried of our team in

(Continued on page 58)

ABOVE: Seyfried, who came in
2nd, gets oR to a flying start on
this set. Athletic ability went to
gether with accurate shooting to
give him an over-all 339.563.
LEFT: Author Usher explains the
difficulties, like insidiously hid
den targets shrouded by shadows
like this toughie.
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and His PPC Guns

C~linderFit and Rib:Installation
By Ron Power As told to Massad F. Ayoob

The proper fit of front lug is described in test. This specimen, Power
# 500, is author's PPC gun and a well-worn veteran of many matches.

POWER ON
CYLINDER GAP

Proper barrel-cylinder gap is important
to a customized revolver, for obvious

reasons. In a K-frame Smith & Wesson .38
Special or .357 Magnum, the guns I spe
cialize in, factory specs are supposed to be
three to six thousandths. I think, on a gun
that is going to be seeing target use, three
or four thousandths is too tight. You may
be firing 250 rounds without a chance to
strip and clean it, and any closer than five
thousandths, your lead begins to accumu
late and your cylinder starts hanging up.
On the opposite end, I've never found a
way to keep a gun with much over eight
thousandths cylinder gap from spitting
lead ... and I've seen them from the factory
with as much as twenty-five thousandths
gap.

I try to hit right on six thousandths, and
five to seven is all right. If it's a service gun
instead of a target revolver, those dimen
sions are still ideal. If yours isn't right, you
set the cylinder gap back by lengthening
the yoke and setting the cylinder back,
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not be a basic how-to series; we would touch
only on the most unique and important
points. Only excellent machinists and expe
rienced gunsmiths would be able to apply
these subtleties ... but at the same time, we
knew, surveys show HANDGUNNER sub
scribers to be the most technically knowl
edgeable of all gun mag readers, and they
would understand and appreciate inside
views from the top man in the field.

The article has been slated to run in four
parts, the first to kick off with the bonus
feature on S& W's Combat Magnums some
time back. It was moved up instead to
accommodate one of Jimmy Collins' own
Power Customs for a cover, and parts one
and two appeared in the May/June issue.

Part three, on perfecting cylinder fit and
installing the BoMar rib,follows, in Power's
own words as before. With the next issue, we
will conclude the series with still more fine
points of making the Smith & Wesson
revolver into an unbeatable PPC gun or a
dynamite general purpose piece, irrespective
of heavy barrels or super-sight ribs. The
authors and HANDG UNNER staff apolo
gize for the delay between segments.

In the AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
of May/June '78, we began one of the
magazine's most unusual features to date,
an extensive discourse by Ron Power on the
making ofthe ultimate PPC target revolver.

For those who missed it, Ron Power is the
man who built the gun that carried Jimmy
Collins to his first national championship,
and a host of other guns that top-ranked
combat revolver people throughout the
country swear by. The article began some
time ago, when handgun editor Massad F.
Ayoob was dispatched to Power's workshop
in Independence, Missouri. He stayed sev
eral days, watched Power build several
prime PPC guns, and picked the master
gunsmith's brain for hours on end.

Almost to his horror, Ayoob returned
home to realize that the pile ofcassette tapes
and the rolls offilm were a bit much for a
single article: transcribed, without repeti
tion, Power had given enough step-by-step
information on building a PPC Smith &
Wesson from the blue box up, that the total
transcription would have filled an entire
magazine, with some words andpictures left
over. There was literally enough materialfor
a book.

An assiduous editing process followed.
We knew from the beginning that it would
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.Author feels that barrel to cylin
der gap and in a K-frame
factory thinks three to six thou
sandths is ok. He tries to hit right
on six thousandths on target gun.
For space between cylinder and
recoil plate a "go gauge" is an
.062 measurement.

Note the unusual plunger on top
of the 80 Mar sights. This is a
Power original and was first
eHective quick-change sight set
ting (it saves counting screw
driver clicks), and is popular.

POWER ON EJECTOR
ROD SUBTLETIES

you -have, the less hard you have to slam
the hammer down, which gives you all
sorts ofleeway in lightening the action and
hammer fall.

One thing a lot of shooters don't realize
is that a really tight PPC gun like mine has
something in common with a bullseye
target .45 auto that has been critically
fitted: after you shoot it enough, you're
going to want to send it back for an
overhaul. I figure a man ought to shoot ten
or fifteen thousand .38 wadcutters through
one of my full house guns before he has
any problems with it, though occasionally,
they'll go 30,000 rounds. I like to warn my
customers, though, that around 14,000
rounds the cylinder may start touching the
barrel, and that's time, to send it back.

preferably using washers as I described in
the last installment.

Headspace is also a critical measure
ment. That is the measurement between
the back of the cartridge head and the
recoil plate. A "go gauge" would be an
.062" measurement. I'll reject .064 for ex
cessive headspace, though that's probably
an adequate limit. If I need to correct
headspace, I do it with the barrel removed.
Headspace, of course, depends on the
length of the extractor. To .tighten head
space, remove a little off the extractor. I
use a reamer, with a guide that goes in the
hole where your center pin lies. This can be
done with a regular lathe, of course. I like
the ratchet lugs on the extractor to be
about five-thousandths of an inch lower
than what the center of the extractor is, the
part that your headspace bears on; you
don't want your ratchet lugs rubbing on
the recoil plate as your cylinder turns.

Sometimes I'll take a little emery paper When you're putting a Douglas barrel
and polish the end of the extractor. That's with a fitted underlug on a Smith &
often my final step toward getting mini- Wesson, there are times when the ejector
mum headspace. This is a desirable feature rod will mate with it just perfect, and there
in a target gun, because the less headspace are times when it'll be a bit over-long. I like
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to allow about twenty thousandths clear
ance between the back of the lug bolt
housing and the end of the extractor rod. I
might mention also that if you get too long
a bevel on the end of the extractor rod, it'll
make it a little harder to cam on the bolt.
You want the edge of the bolt camming on
the outside edge of the bevel on the extrac
tor rod; put a light bevel on it and then
chamfer the inside of it, and then polish it
smooth a little bit with a piece of emery
paper.

You want the center pin to stick out five
to eight thousandths from the tip of the
extractor rod, when you press it flush in
back to simulate actuating the cylinder
latch. This gives you plenty of room to
push the underlug bolt completely clear of
the front of the extractor rod when you go
to open the cylinder. That's something the
majority of gunsmiths overlook, but it can
make a lot of difference when you have to
reload fast and maybe you're fumbling a
little like in a big match ... or in a gunfight.
I like to shorten the opening where the
centerpin protrudes from the tip of the

(Continued on page 65)
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In part one ofa two part series author shows
what's needed for IPSC, IHMSA and PPC accuracy.
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Cup is an excellent choice for a first-com
petition pistol. A 1911 service or commer
cial pistol with a shooter installed Bar Sto
barrel and bushing is another good first
choice. When this first pistol's
shortcomings become evident, it is time for
the shooter to move into the realm of ac
curacy modifications made by a
professional gunsmith.

An accuracy job of average competence
would probably fall under the Very Ac
curate classification. For a good many
shooters, using their first accurate pistol is
an important milestone in their competi-

(Continued on page 67)

The accurited 1911 pistols that are used
most often are required to group under
JI/.!" at 25 yards and 2W' at 50 yards to be
classified COMPETITIVELY
ACCURATE; under I" at 25 yards and 2"
at 50 yards to be classified VERY ACCU
RATE; and under VB" at 25 yards and IW'
at 50 yards to be classified EXTREMELY
A CCURA TE. The classifications are based
on machine rest groups from a shooting
bench, with the extreme spread of shot
holes in a test group (not center to center)
measured by an accurate Vernier caliper.

A new Gold Cup pistol right out of the
box would be an example of a Com
petitively Accurate pistol. Although some
individual specimens have been encoun
tered lately with poorly fitted rear sights al
lowing lateral play that translates into sev
eral minutes of angle error, the condition is
easily corrected by shimming. The Gold

•An accurate pistol and carefully-tailored loadsare n~cessaryto clean a
bank of rams at 100 yards. New sport of silhoueHe shooting has
created a new demand for accurized pistols and ii's being fulfilled.

Author Lawson on a typical field
test of accurized pistols using machine
rest and chronograph to
record data. An experimenter
can duplicate groups fired.

O ften, a low-scoring competitor ques
tions his shooting technique when he

should be investigating the 1evel of ac
curacy his handgun is capable of deliver
ing. This first section will establish range
accuracy standards for several
classifications of handgun competition
while the second will show how you can
determine in advance, within close limits,
how a weapon will perform on the range.

A few "Pistolsmiths" will be unhappy
when we blow their cover by removing the
facade of mystery associated with hand
gun accuracy. There are, really, no trade
secrets; only different levels of
competence. Accuracy, in any firearm, is
the end result of engineering proficiency
and a high level of gunsmithing
craftsmanship.

Nothing in the firearms field is as
blatantly obvious as a lack of craftsman
ship. Though over thirty years have
passed, I can still hear the voice of my first
teacher admonishing me: "Take your time
and do the job thoroughly. Years from
now, when a shooter looks at the weapon
you're working on today, he won't see that
you saved a few hours on the job; he'll see
sloppy craftsmanship."

A Gunsmith's reputation is a fragile
thing because it is always balanced on the
knife edge of every piece of finished work
he sends out the door.

By John G. Lawson

PARAMETERS OF
ACCURACY ON THE
RANGE FOR LARGE
REVOLVERS, NRA
BORE PISTOLS AND
TARGET PISTOLS
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Armoloy, fused Teflon finish. Complete
hand fit action job, $45; polish and con
tour trigger, $30; polish and contour
hammer, $12.00.

ALEXIOU, LIN-See Trapper Gun, Inc.

ARBES, JIM-See Joe K's Inc.

BAIN & DAVIS (w. H. Little, gunsmith)
559 W. Las Tunas Dr.
San Gabriel, CA 91776 (213) 284-2264

Does accurizing and action work on
almost all auto pistols and revolvers. Spe
cialty is their .357/.44 Bain & Davis
conversion which can be done to S&W 27
and 28's, TIC Contenders, and Ruger
Blackhawks. Conversion costs run from
$25 for the TIC to $55 for the Ruger.

B&D has facilities for blueing, rib
installation using Bo-Mar, and all popular
brands of auto safeties.

ABENE, JACK-See Jack's Guns &
Reloading

ACCURACY UNLIMITED-See Frank
Glenn

ACTIONWORKS (Charles Lowden)
PO. Box 23028, Richfield, MN 55423

Specializes in hand-fitted action work
on S&W, Colt, and Ruger revolvers;
accomplished by matching, polishing, .
and hand fitting all action parts, not
adding gadgets or cutting springs.

Fits stainless interior' action parts on
Model 19's. Premium grade blueing,

BEHLERT CUSTOM GUNS
(Austin & Frank Behlert)
725 Lehigh Ave.
Union, NJ 07083 (201) 687-3438

Claiming to be the most complete
pistolsmith shop in the world, there are
now 10 gunsmiths and store employees.
Some of their specialties are: Mini-com-
bat .45's, Hi-Powers, S&W 39's and 59's.
Full-blown combat and PPC guns and
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In the past several months we have received letters from our
readers concerning work done (or not done properly) by some
pistolsmiths. If we received, more than two complaints about a
certain 'smith we did not list him in this directory. We are not
recommending any of the people or firms listed here; the best
recommendation you can get is to see some of his work and talk
to shooters who have had their guns worked on by a particular
'smith. Only you can judge if the quality meets your standards, if
the delay is acceptable and if the price is right.-Editor

This listing mentions only the highlights of each 'smith's work;
most of them handle the normal throating, beveling, stippling,
metal checkering, etc. in addition to their specialties as listed.
The prices quoted here are generalizations only; do not hold any
of the 'smiths to them, their costs will undoubtedly increase and
so will their prices. Phone numbers are listed as a convenience
where available; remember that many of these craftsmen work
part-time only, and if not available during the day, they may be
during evening hours.

For the first time, a comprehensive directory of custom
pistolsmiths, and please note that title "Custom Pistolsmiths."
While every effort has been made to make this listing as
complete as possible, note that all of the 'smiths listed here do
custom work of some kind, not merely repair work. If we have
missed you or any of our reader's favorite custom 'smiths, we
want to be notified, and we will update this list in a future issue.

THE AMERICAII
,"



CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH PROFILE:

Evan Marshall

----8ill Wilson----

specialty guns for Silhouette and NRA
bullseye. Soon to have a long slide Hi·

." Power.
Popular Behlert Sight now available for

S&W, Ruger, and Dan Wesson. New
ambidextrous safety for Hi-Power. Some
examples of work and prices: Mini-com
bats from $325 (your gun); Cooper·style
IPSC .45 from $385; Python super-tune
$110; standard action job on revolver
from $35. Likes to "Micro-Finish" action
parts for ultimate smoothness and duo
rability, cost, $50. A lO-page brochure
covers all of their work. (Featured in our
January / February 1978 issue.)

BULLSEYE GUN SHOP
5091-F Buford Hwy.
Doraville, GA 30340

Offers accurizing on Colt .45's and
Commanders; action work on S&W
K-frame revolvers. Facilities for blueing
and Parkerizing; installation of all popu
lar stocks, ribs, safeties, and sights.

CAKE·DAVIS COMPANY
(Bill & Gil Davis)
2793 Del Monte St.
West Sacramento, CA 95691
(916) 372-6789

All types of action andaccurizing work,
with a specialty of full house PPC guns;
the newest is the Grade IV barrel assem
bly with a heavy accu-Iock crane lock
(your gun plus $250).

Fast sellers include the "Smolt"
(Python barrel on S&W K or N frame) and
the "Cougar" Python barrel on Ruger
frame). The Davis Custom Sight Rib with
front adjustable sight sells for $69.95.

ANDY CANNON
Box 632
Center Harbor, NH 03226
(603) 476-8837

Specializing in police combat revolvers,
Cannon tunes Smiths, Colts, Rugers, and
Dan Wessons for, as he says: " ... the
stre.et cop or rural officer who needs a
silent partner with proven reliability."

His "Complete" Police Special runs
$100.00 on your gun. An IPSC custom .45
auto will run about $200 and a PPC
custom about $275. Andy has a "Cannon
Plate" finish that he claims is "like
Armoloy, only stronger." He also claims a
2-4 week turnaround time on pre-paid
orders. (Featured in January/February
1978 and November/December 1978
issues.)

CENTAUR SYSTEMS
1653 S. Magnolia Ave.
Monrovia, CA 91016 (213) 357-2645
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A long with the growth oflPSC shoot
.n. ing has come an explosion of peo
ple claiming to be pistolsmiths. I say
claim, because I've. received several
complaints over the last year or so
regarding inept or dishonest
pistolsmiths from American Handgun
ner readers.

There's nothing more discouraging
than to ship your favorite gun half way
across the country for several months,
only to have it returned all buggered
up. A common problem for IPSC
shooters, is that their .45 Auto has had
all the looseness taken out of it, so that
it will no longer function under the
trying circumstances commonly found
in IPSC matches.

Ifyou're an IPSC competitor then it's
essential that you find a pistolsmith
who understands the rigors of this spe
cialized competition. Even more essen
tial is that the pistolsmith himself be a
competitor so that the complexities of
such competition is something gained
first hand.

Bill Wilson (l0l PublicSquare, Ber
ryville, Arkansas 72616) may be young
in years, but he's long on experience
and ability. Trained as a watchmaker,
he soon discovered that .45s were more
fun to work on than watches. Bill does
almost all of his own work, farming out
only the Metalloy finish work.

While Bill will build a gun to the
customer's specifications he offers sev-

eral package deals that he feels are
ideal for their intended purpose. They
are as follows:

# no Basic Combat Pistol on a new
Colt Government MKIV. $402.00 com·
plete, or $125.00 for work on customer's
gun.

# 120 Competition Grade Combat
Pistol (new Colt Government MKIV).
$522.00 complete, or $245.00 for work
on customer's gun.

# 130 Master Grade Combat Pistol
(new Colt Government MKIV).
$700.00 complete, or $423.00 for work
on customer's gun.

# 140 Commander Special (new Colt
Combat Commander). $546.00 com
plete blue), nickel-$557.00 or $269.00
on customer's gun.

# 150 Champion Grade Combat
Pistol (new Colt Government MKIV).
$847.00 complete, or $570.00 for work
on customer's gun.

As stated earlier, Bill will build a gun
to a customer's specifications, but he
feels the above mentioned packages
cover every type of need. Each gun is
test fired a minimum of fifty rounds
before being shipped. Bi,ll guarantees
his work, and it's a guarantee you can
count on.

Bill Wilson is not just an IPSC com
petitor, but a winner in this highly
competitive field. Some of his recent
accomplishments are listed below:

(Continued on page 76)
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Deve' Corp.

CYLINDER AND SLIDE SHOP
(Bill Laughridge)
523 No. Main St.
Fremont, NE 68025 (402) 721-4277

Specializing in auto and revolver ac
curizing, they work on all major names
including Diamondback and Troopers.
They claim that "if it's safe, we'll build it."
They will follow customer specs. Accesso
ries like Swenson safeties and slide stops
by Hoag. Other accessories by King. Will
reblue and are setting up to Parkerize.
(Featured in our May/June 1979 issue.)

DARLINGTON GUN WORKS (Jim
Kelly)
Box 698-516 S. 52 By-pass
Darlington, SC 29532

Accurizing and action work on combat
autos and specializing in PPC revolvers.
Facilities for blueing, plating, and
Armoloy, all with optional bead blasting.
Can furnish and install most popular
brands of sights, ribs, and accessories.

DAVIS, BILL & GIL (See Cake-Davis)

DEVEL CORP. (Chas. Kelsey, Jr.)
3441 W. Brainard Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44122 (216) 292-7723

Conversions of Model 39 S&W's (soon
to come Model 59's) into a compact,
lightweight pistol with innovative features
such as see-through grip window, am-
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accuracy jobs on .45 autos, Bob also
offers precision services on combat, PPC,
and NRA bullseye guns. Custom .22 au
tos made up for NRA matches. Bob has
facilities for custom blueing. He uses Bo
Mar and Micro sights, Douglas barrels,
and his own design safeties and slide
stops.

CIAMILLO, LOUIS-See Maryland Gun
Works

JAMES E. CLARK
Rt. 2, Box 22-A
Keithville, LA 71047 (318) 925-0836

Specializing in custom guns for bulls
eye shooters, Jim Clark also turns out
some fine PPC guns and .45's, .38's, and
9mm pistols for the combat shooter. His
custom .22 Ruger autos are favorites of
rimfire shooters. Long slide .45's and
.38's are popular at matches throughout
the country. Jim has a new adjustable
rear sight for Ruger revolvers at $16.50.
Shown is the new Grand Master (in con
cert with Ron Power) fitted to a S&W
Model 10, priced at $518.50; the Grand
Master kits are $325.

CLEMENS, CHARLES-See North
Valley Gun Shop

CLEVELAND BLUEING CO.
1024 East 185th St.
Cleveland, OH 44119 (216) 481-2104

This firm does a tremendous volume of
custom work on autos and revolvers. Be
sides the .45 autos, they also will accurize
and tune Browning 9mm's and Colt
Pythons. They do full house jobs and
furnish s&W, Omega, King, MMC, Bo
Mar, Micro, and Behlert sights. Blueing
and plating can be had as well as Ma-Na
Porting. Custom barrels and action
smoothing is a specialty.

COLT CUSTOM GUN SHOP
150 Huyshope Avenue
Hartford, CT 06102

This venerable and famous firm has
fairly recently re-opened their custom
shop, and the variety of custom touches
you can add to your Colt is almost end
less. Custom engraving, tuning, grips (in
cluding ivory and silver and gold inlays),
sights ... you name it. Less exotic but
very practical is their tuning of the Colt
Python .357 Magnum. (Featured in
January/ February 1977 issue.)

CRAWFORD'S GUNSMITHING
Swain Drive
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
(914) 635-3210

This New York firm does accurizing on
autos and accurizing and action work on
revolvers. They can also work on your
NRA Target handgun. Their IPSC accuriz
ing job is guaranteed to shoot 21/2"
groups at 50 yards with full reliability. An
unusual extra they specialize)n is a .38
Super conversion to .38 Special, and they
will shoot 2W' groups or less at 50 yards.
They'll also take care of your blueing or
plating needs, too.

Specializing in "Quick-Kit" inter
changeable calibers system for Ruger
SA revolvers. Calibers available run from
.357 Magnum, .41, .44, .45 and include
the new .45 and 9mm Winchester Mag
nums. Typical cost: new .45 Win. Mag
cylinder for .45 Blackhawk, $59.95.

Centaur also does action work on
Rugers, makes their own barrels from
Douglas blanks, and has facilities for
blueing and chrome plating. Full house
PPC guns and action work on S&W re
volvers.

CHESHIRE & PEREZ
DISTRIBUTORS
136 E. Walnut Ave.
Monrovia, CA 91016

Offering action and accurizing work on
revolvers, the specialty of the house is
their custom PPC revolvers. Also offered
are custom conversions on S&W 29, 27,
and 20 for hunting and silhouette. C&P
are exclusive distributors of Aristocrat
poly-set ribs; they make their own barrels
and custom stocks, and manufacture
and install left-hand safeties on S&W
M-39's and 59's.

F. BOB CHOW'S, INC.
3185 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94110

Long known for his excellent Chow
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CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH PROFILE:

-----Bud Price-----

45

Greg Moats

package containing my altered frame.
There was no thinning of the metal at
the apex of the "square" of the trigger
guard, the checkering was clean, crisp
and distinct with no run-overs or hid
den errors. Deciding to "dive in," I sent
Bud a new Colt Mk. IV to be totally
worked over. The result is a gun that is
as aesthetically pleasing as it is func
tionally competent.

Possibly the single most important
alteration that can be done to the Colt
auto is to polish the feed ramp to insure
proper functioning. To date the Price
altered pistol has digested everything
I've fed it. The only malfunctions I've
experienced have been directly at
tributed to a bad magazine. The second
mandatory modification is a proper
trigger job. I had Price install a long
trigger with an over travel stop. This
particular one "breaks" cleanly at a
little over three pounds, admittedly
somewhat light for a "combat" gun, but
done to my specification. The third
necessary refinement is a set of high
visibility sights. Bud prefers the S&W
but was happy to install a set of Do
Mars at my request. In the almost
twenty years that he has been installing
custom sights, he has never had a set
come loose. The Bo-Mars that Bud
installed on my .45 were milled into the
slide providing an extremely low pro
file; this may be more vogue than func-

(Continued on page 63)

A s a practica! shooting competitor, it
fiwas with a discerning eye for value
that I stopped at the Western Gun
Exchange booth at a local gunshow. A
display board had on exhibit a .45 Auto
with the more celebrated combat
custom features such as adjustable
sights, a squared and checkered trigger
guard, checkered front strap and main
spring housing. When the individual
running the booth quoted prices which
were, in some cases, less than half of
what the "big name" customizers get, I
wanted to know more.

Bud Price is an amiable person; in
fact, he's the epitome of the "good ole
boy." He's a craftsman operating the
Western Gun Exchange near Miami,
Oklahoma. It's a one man operation
and Bud prefers it that way. Price
doesn't suffer from the idiosyncrasies
that seem to plague most artisans, other
than a healthy regard for privacy. He
likes his remote location in that it keeps
the retail traffic down and gives him
time to concentrate on what he loves
most, building exceptional custom
handguns. Bud started his gunsmithing
in California under the training of Bill
Washburn in the early 1960's.

Deciding to "test the water" before
diving in, I had Bud square and checker
a trigger guard on an old-model Essex
frame (an alteration that many feel is
superfluous). Three weeks after hand
ing the frame to him, I received the

Mag·na·port Arms

FRED'S GUN SHOP
5904 Signal Hill Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
(804) 746-9269

Building PPC revolvers and accurizing
.45 Autos is Fred's thing. He has a patent
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bidextrous safety, bobbed hammer, and a
complete set of leather accessories in
cluding holster, belt and clip holders.
Conversion cost with customer's M-39,
from $395. (Featured in our MaylJune
1979 issue.)

DOMINIC 01 STEFANO
4303 Friar Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

Offers action and accurizing work plus
full house combat autos and NRA bulls
eye guns. Specialty is accurizing, shorten·
ing .45 ACP. Has his own make extended
safety for the .45 or can install any com·
mercial makes.

KEN EVERSULL GUNSMITH INC.
P.O. Box 1766
Alexandria, LA 71301 (318) 442-0569

Ken's custom PPC revolvers have been
used by the 1978 National Champion and
the 1978 2·man Team. His full house PPC
revolvers run from $420 made up on a
S&W M-W. Ken also offers .45 long slide
combat autos, his own custom barrels,
and can handle blueing, plating, and en
graving. Ken also has a line of custom
tools for pistolsmiths and can make up
custom drill and tap jigs.

FISHER CUSTOM FIREARMS
(Don Fisher)
2199 S. Kittredge Way
Aurora, CO 80013 (303) 755-3710

Don's specialty is accuracy,m with 2"
groups at 50 yds. with a .45 the rule. He
offers two packages for the Colt .45 auto;
the Competition Package at $200 and the
Accuracy Package at $330.

Don's regular pistol smithing services
run the gamut from bevel magazine wells
to beavertail grip safeties, and his metal
checkering is superb. Don offers his own
custom 5" Commander barrels and his
own custom-made ribs.

"



action in to abide by the rules. He also
works up a D.A. Service revolver from the
Python. Any of these conversions run
about $100 on your gun, and the wait is
from 8-12 months. (Featured in our
January / February 1977 issue.)

LEE JURRAS
cso J&G Sales, Inc.
442 Miller Valley Rd.
Prescott, AZ 86301 (602) 445-9650

Specializing in hunting guns, Lee
makes up custom Wildcats on special T/C
actions. Lee still does Auto·Mag custom
tune-ups. Latest project is custom T/C
handguns and carbine combos with
matching wood & consecutive serial.

JACK'S GUNS & RELOADING
(Jack Abene)
1607 W Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606 (813) 251-6914

Offering accuracy and action jobs on
autos and revolvers, Jack's specialty is
the Douglas barrel PPC revolver; a com
plete gun runs about $387. Heat Bath
blueing and hard chrome finishing are
offered. Jack's latest innovation is a float
ing firing pin on S&W K·frames (using a
K-22 hammer) which runs about $72.

JJL CUSTOMS
1333 Highland Pkwy.
St. Paul, MN 55116 (612) 690-1333

Specializing in full house .45 combat
autos, JJL also offers custom finishes
and tuning of Ruger revolvers. Can install
all popular accessories for .45's. Carries
all name brand stocks but features Eagle
grips from Art Jewel Enterprises.

REEVES JUNGKIND
Box 4087
Austin, TX 78773

If double action's your game,)ungkind
is the "ame. Working with the Colt
Python, Reeves offers a complete re
work. For individual competition, he
makes the Python strictly D.A.; for Dis
tinguished Matches, he leaves the SA

JOE K'S INC.
(Joe Kassay & Jim Arbes)
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LADDIE V. HOUCK
PO. Box 1071
Monticello, UT

They specialize in custom tuning PPC
revolvers and .45 Autos. They like to use
S & Wand Bo-Mar sights. Bo-Mar too is
preferred in ribs along with the Arist-O
Crat. With your gun furnished, the basic
charge for revolvers on a K or N framed
S & W is $40.00. That is the action job
only. On Colts and Rugers it's $55.00 and
$50.00 respectively. You can write for all
the rest of the refinements and they'll
send you a detailed price list.

Dick was one of the first pistolsmiths

profiled in our magazine. His specialty is JJ ~
.45 combat autos and, unlike many oth·
ers, he will work on AMT Hardballers and
other stainless guns. His .45 Combat
Con",,;on "ns about $130 wh;,h ;n· ~

cludes a new Bar-Sto barrel and bushing,
slide tightening, polishing of throat and
feed ramp, etc. All other normal
pistolsmith services are also available.
Has a waiting list. (Featured in
September / October 1977 issue.)

JAMES W. HOAG
8523 Canoga Ave., Suite C
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(213) 998-1510

Jim's name comes up when you talk of
Long Slide .45 Competition autos. His 8"
and 6" Master Class Competition Grade
guns are legend. Available also are the 6"
Competition Browning, the Grade A and
B standard length .45's, a Police Special,
and a Competition Browning. Hoag offers
all of the usual pistolsmithing jobs from
basic accuracy jobs to hammer bobbing,
installation of H&D combat safeties, and
extended slide stops. Revolver work runs
from full house jobs on S&W's to
conversions from .41 to .44 Mag. (Fea
tured in our September/October 1979
issue.)

DUANE HOBBIE
2412 Pattie
Wichita, KS 67216

Duane does both PPC and .45 auto
accurizing and tuning. He does all
his own blueing and is an experienced
shooter as well. He installs ribs and cuts
down barrels, too.

GATEWAY SHOOTER'.S SUPPLY-See
SOR Custom Handguns

FRANK GLENN
Accuracy Unlimited
5425 W Thomas Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85031 (602) 269-8986

Frank specializes in full house PPC and
Distinguished Class revolvers, using S&W
K and N frames and the Python. An Open
Class PPC gun on a S&W frame will run
about $225 plus customer's gun; the
Distinguished Class Python runs about
$110 on your gun. A full line of other
services available.

JACK GUTRIDGE
5332 14th St.
Dyer, IN 46311 (219) 865-8617

His Qwik Line sight has the industry
talking. Here's a sight you can pick up
fast in combat shooting. He does .45 auto
and PPC accurizing and tuning. You can
get your blueing and plating here, too.
Drop him a line about how his Qwik Line
sight can help your combat scores.

KEITH HAMILTON
PO. Box 871
Gridley, CA 95948 (916) 846-3968

Here's a great shooter on the combat
competitive circuit who also is an expert
gunsmith. He does actions and accuriz·
ing on autos and revolvers. He does his
own blueing and sand and bead blasting.
He builds for duty, competition, and
sport. 4-6 weeks on full-house jobs. His
complete reblue (includes vapor blast
edges and polishing flats) runs only $35.

RICHARD HEINIE
821 E. Adams
Havana, IL 62644 (309) 543-4535
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pending on a new short cylinder PPC gun
that has been fired 7,000 rounds before
cleaning. Fred likes Micro, King Tappan,
Bo-Mar and S & W sights. His short
cylinder PPC conversion, for instance,
runs $250 (your gun).
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J. K. Osgood

order after discussing with the shooter
what is expected and desired.

Before the order is complete, Jack
may suggest a lighter barrel, special
sighting, or further action work, de
pending upon the shooter's build, expe
rience, or other factors. Each finished
gun is an individual piece made to
complement the buyer.

In addition to PPC guns, Jack does a
great deal of rechambering suitable
.357's of various makes to .44 Special
and .45 Long Colt. He also rechambers
certain .44 Magnums to .45 Long Colt
for those who wish what amounts to a
.45 Magnum. Prices for these conver
sions vary considerably, depending
upon barrel and/or cylinder
availability or exchange.

.45 ACP buffs can also get Jack to
work on their Government Models. A
full rib costs $50 and for $45, take your
pick of having front and backstrap stip
pled, tightening the slide and frame, or
have a barrel lug welded and fitted. A
custom barrel bushing turned on a
lathe to your barrel o.d. costs $15.

Hard Chroming is one of Jack's spe
cialties. He uses the same type of mate
rial developed to finish industrial en
gine crankshafts. In a high polish, this
hard chroming goes for $58. A brush
finish, which looks exactly like stain
less, is $52. I declined his offer to try to
mar a brand 'new Highway Patrolman

(Continued on page 71)

----Jack Abene----

j ack Abene is a trained tool and die
maker, and master machinist._ He

became interested in bullseye shooting
in the early 1970's. By 1974 he was
customizing handguns for local shoot
ers and today builds for shooters na
tionwide. Jack builds half a dozen pro
gressive reloaders a year, and custom
loads ammunition as well.

Combat pistols, and more recently,
silhouette guns, are his stock in trade.
His basic PPC gun starts as a Smith &
Wesson Model 10, to which he adds a I"
Douglas barrel with a 1/14 twist, cut to
an overall length of 5-7/8". ABo-Mar
West Coast winged rib is milled to
match the barrel contour. He adds a
special rear sight blade and does some
alchemy to the front blade as well. The
cylinder is chambered, action honed to
give a velvety 4 pull, and Roger's Com
bat Grips mounted. At today's prices
this will set you back $375. Provide
your own Model 10, or 13, 14, 15, 16 or
19, and the same work costs about $225.
Add $15 to either if you want the ham
mer bobbed and polished. For those
who like a floating firing pin on a
Smith, add $72.50 for Jack's modifica
tion, which includes the K-22 hammer
required. Gas porting goes for $60 on a
round barrel, $72 on a slabbed, and add
$20 to either if stainless.

Don't expect to find a stock gun on
Jack's shelf, though, for he doesn't
work that way. Each gun is built to

LAUGHRIDGE, BILL-See Cylinder &
Slide Shop

LAWSON, JOHN-See the Sight Shop

LENZ FIREARMS CO.
1480 Elkay Drive
Eugene, OR 97404
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500 High Street
" Perth Amboy, NJ 08861

(201) 442-4114
Joe K's place is a mecca for civilian and

law enforcement handgunners. One rea
son is the 50·yard indoor range, and the
other is the quality of the work turned out.
Joe's work runs from full house combat,
PPC, and NRA guns to installation of his
own Master Rib. In addition to the Rib,
Joe has also developed the PPC Competi
tor holster, a PPC ammo tray, and the
Strike Force barrels that give a full length
ejection rod on a 3" bbl.

Joe's full house revolvers with new
M-lD frame run from $367. A .45 ac
curacy job goes about $lDO. Joe uses
Douglas barrels. Services of all kinds of
fered for Colt .45's, Brownings, and S&W
autos; revolver work also offered on S&W
K and N frames, Ruger Blackhawks. Blue·
ing done on premises.

KELLY, JIM-See Darlington Gun
Works

KELLY, LARRY-See Mag-Na-Port
Arms

KELSEY, CHARLES-See Devel Corp.

KING'S GUN WORKS
1837 W. Glenoaks Road
Glendale, CA 91201 (213) 244·6811

This old line gun shop does accurizing
on both Nand K frame S&W's as well as
all types of sporting firearms. They man
ufacture King·Tappan fixed sights and
white outline blades. They also build King
speed safeties and extended slide stops.
They work on tuning autos like Colt and
Browning, too. Finally, they offer blueing,
hard chrome, and Parkerizing.

REED KNIGHT
130629th
Vero Beach, FL 32960

A very good combat revolver man him·
self, Reed loves the challenge of custom
conversions. He takes on unusual jobs,
and one of his conversions involved a
Model 53 .22 Jet to .32 caliber. (See
American Handgunner article-January /
February 1979 Custom Shop.) His front
sight shrouds are excellent, and as for
accuracy, he got under 1" groups at 50
yards off the bench.



and sights, target, combat or polished
trigger, action lightening, crisp trigger
pull, chambered cylinders, cylinder re
working for speed loaders, stippled back
strap, thinned trigger guard, and grips
adapted for speed loaders. Here's a good
place to get an N frame converted to .44
Special or .45 Long Colt. (Featured in
March/April 1977 issue.)

NU-L1NE GUNS (Jerry Stevens)
1053 Caulks Hill Rd.
Harvester, MO 63301 (314) 441-4500

Jerry's forte is accurizing and action
work on both autos and revolvers as well
as single action Rugers. He likes to con
vert .357 Magnum to .44 special or .45
long Colt. You can choose from Nu-Line or
Douglas barrels. Nu-Line can blue,
Nickel, or Chrome plate and even Gold
plate, if you prefer.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS
1220 S. Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90015 (213) 748-7271

Complete facilities for all types of
custom pistolsmithing. Although they're
not into PPC guns, when it comes to
combat and NRA autos, you have to look
up to a gun with the Pachmayr signature,
and why not, with more than 42 years of
experience behind each one.

Facilities are available for all types of
finishes, from custom blues to dense

MORAN CUSTOM GUNS
2275 E. Farrand Rd.
Clio, MI 48420

Jerry specializes in Browning autos
and Auto-Mag. He will do accurizing and
action work on revolvers too. He is es
pecially good with Colt Pythons and
makes sight protectors for Colt and S& W
K frames. He makes his own custom ribs
or you can specify Bo-Mar. He also does
Ruger Single Actions.

models. He will do blueing, Armoloy, Sa
tin Nickel and other plating according to
customer specs.

MARYLAND GUN WORKS
(Lou Ciamillo)
26200 Frederick Road
Hyattstown, Maryland 20734
(301) 874-2661

Besides being a top·notch shot, Lou is
noted for his custom PPC conversions.
He does accurizing on Colts, S&W

revolvers and autos. He is also known for
his Ruger Security Six revolver work. Fi
nally, Lou will do blueing. A complete
chop job on a .45 auto is $375. (Featured
in our July / August 1979 issue.)

FRED R. MILLER
2620 E. 32nd Sf.
Davenport, IA 52807 (319) 356-6165

Fred likes to do match-grade .45 autos
with long slides for ball or semi-wadcutter
bullets. He can make a shorter version of
the 1911, too. They make their own match
barrels using Douglas tubes in any length
the customer asks for. His rib is custom
designed. He has a standard, deluxe, and
supreme blueing finish. He guarantees
under 3 inches at 50 yards for the Govern
ment Model Colt.

hard chrome, and, of course, you'll want
your custom .45 to come back fitted with
the now-famous Pachmayr Signature
grips.

PATTON'S CUSTOM GUNS
(Leroy W. Patton)
612 Chenevert
Houston, TX 77003 (713) 236-9350

Profiled in this issue, Patton does ac
curacy and action work on revolvers and
autos for combat, PPC, and NRA bulls
eye. His accuracy jobs run from a semi
job at about $60 to a complete job at
$125. Also offered are most popular ribs
and sights installed and facilities for blue-
ing and Armoloy finish.

NORTH VALLEY GUN SHOP POWER CUSTOM, INC. (Ron Power)
(Charles Clemens) Box 1604
179 East Avenue Independence, MO 64055
Chico, CA 95926 (916) 345-9364 (816) 833-3102

Some of the options on PPC accur~'ling Offering premier double action PPC
revolvers are: Douglas or Apex b rrel, revolver work on S&W and Ruger guns.
ejector rod lock, Bo-Mar or Aristocr' t rib The latest, in concert with Jim Clark, is
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This gunsmith is an authorized service
center for Colt, Dan Wesson, and
Mossberg. They will make custom-made
parts and do conversion work and even
Single Action revolver tune-ups. Their
metal refinishing starts from $45 and up.
Custom-made sights by Lenz, MMC, and
Elliason. They even have a Lenz night
sight.

LITTLE, W. H.-See Bain & Davis

KENT LOMONT
4421 South Wayne
Ff. Wayne, IN 46807 (219) 694-6792

Complete tuning and custom barrels
for the big .44 Auto Mag. Offers shooters
custom ammo, pressure and velocity
work. Accessories include: holsters, clip
depressor and laminated grips.

LOWDEN, CHARLES-See
Actionworks.

MAG-NA-PORT ARMS (Larry Kelly)
30016 S. River Road
Mf. Clemens, MI 48045
(313) 469-6727

You have probably already read about
the way Mag-Na-Port reduces felt hand
gun recoil and reduces muzzle jump. A
No.1 Ma-Na-Port Job ... Cut and Crown
barrel, mount sight and finish with a
deluxe blue job. Charge is $140. They also
do refinishing only at $55. Miscellaneous
services run from $1.50 for a blade in
stallation to $25 to jewel and polish trig
ger and hammer. Ruger single action jobs
on the action run about $35 at this writ
ing. (Featured in September/October
1978 issue.)

RUDOLF MARENT
9711 Tiltree Sf.
Houston, Texas 7,7075 (713) 946-7028

This Texas smith specializes in Ham
merli-made guns. He is the official Ham
merli gunsmith in the U.S.A. You can also
use him for barrels, slide stops and
blueing.

ALAN MARVEL
3922 Madonna Road
Jarrettsville, MD (301) 557-7270

Also known as Chesapeake Gun Serv
ice, Alan is a member of the American
Pistolsmith's Guild. He does accurizing
for autos and revolvers even including the
Hi Standard and S&W Model 41 autos. His
specialty is Colt .45 auto and .38 Super
conversions in standard and long-slide
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.T. K. Osgood
•

possibility of rusting to an absolute
minimum and virtually eliminates foul
ing problems.

If even the slightest bit off center or
out of alignment, t,he ejector rod can
throw off a shooter's feel and timing
during double action firing. Patton
eliminates the front latch entirely, leav
ing the rod end free. He then adds a
spring and plunger to the cylinder
crane for front lock-up.

A complete combat conversion in
cludes barrel, rib, sights, trigger stop
and action tuning, and currently costs
$210.00. Add $10.00 for a stainless con
version. Workmanship is absolutely
guaranteed, as are 2Yz" groups at 50
yards.

For .45 auto users Patton offers two
basic packages. A partial accuracy job,
for service pistols only, costs $60.00.
This includes a trigger stop, smoothing
the action, and sorile tightening. The
complete job is $125.00 plus sights, and
is intended for serious target work. 21/2"
groups at 50 yards are guaranteed for
the complete accuracy job.

In addition to building combat and
target pistols, Patton finds himself con
verting significant amounts of factory
.357s to .45 Long Colt. He bores out the
factory cylinder and adds a new barrel
for this conversion.

Patton's favorite personal pistols in
clude the Smith & Wesson Model 1926

(Continued on page 64)

L eroy w. Patton's credentials as a
gunsmith start with barrel making

for P. O. Ackley. Add to that, service in
the U.S. Border Patrol where he served
as gunsmith and firearm Instructor for
25 of his 30 years' experience. Top it off
with factory training at High Stand
ard, Colt, Remington, S & Wand
Ruger!

His shop in downtown Houston re
flects a mix of rifles, shotguns and
handguns in for various repairs and
modifications. But Patton's interest is
predominately in handguns and cus
tom combat pistols. As expected, the
majority of his combat pistols are on
S & Wand Colt frames. But more and
more shooters are asking for Ruger
conversions. Patton considers the
Ruger a fine pistol, with perhaps the
best overall quality control of any fac
tory gun.

Patton regularly uses Shilen and
Douglas barrels, and Bo-Mar and Day
ribs. He finds shooters asking for spe
cific components and has recently
added Davis ribs as a result. Davis has
developed a quick-adjustable front
sight ~hich has proven popular with
westoast shooters.

T 0 Patton touches on combat
pisto s are the use of Armoloy and
elimihation of the front latch on the
CYlind,~ejector rod. Armoloy is ap
plied \:j electrolysis and gives a dull
satin chro ,e-like finish. It reduces the

---leroy ~ Patton---

the Grand Master PPC kit (a 6" Douglas
in a shrouded rib assembly) and the soon·
to-be-announced Grand Master Deluxe.

Ron is also involved in XP-100 work.
Having problems with S&W cylinder end
shake and yoke fitting? Ron has special
bearings that- will solve the problems.
Lots of other goodies, but let's not forget
Ron's main occupation, building fine PPC
guns. (Featured in MaylJune 1978 and
January / February 1979 issues.)

ROBERT A. RICHTER
5792 Vista De Orb
Riverside, CA 92509

Evan Marshall checks out the Richter
Mini·.45 in this issue. Bob also offers
Bobkat conversions on the Commander
or standard frame Colts at about $295.
Bobkat conversion units for your gun run
from $180 to $210. Action work on re
volvers and aCcuracy jobs on autos are
also available.

CHUCK RIES
P.O. Box 205
Culver City, CA 90230 (213) 837-6858

This very good Single Action fast draw
competitor is also a very knowledgeable
man when it comes to automatics. For
around $150, you can get a lot of major
improvements. His list of the things he
will do for your auto is extensive, but for
that amount you can get a lot done. All
finishes are available with hard chrome
going at $80 and blueing only $35.

GREG ROBERTS
2145 Delaware Ave., Suite 21
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (408) 426-7630

As much at home in the winner's circle
as he is at the bench or lathe, Greg
specializes in revolver work, though he
will work on autQs as time permits. Using
Douglas and Atkinson barrels, he puts
together a complete competition gun on a
S&W M-lO frame for about $359. Action
work on Smiths or Colts runs about $30.
Greg has developed a yoke lock system
for bull barrel guns that assures better
accuracy and reliability. (Featured in
January / February 1978 issue.)

tSADOWSKI, FRED-(See "300"
Gunsmith Service)

SCffNEIDER GUNSMITHING
404t W. Garbry Road
RiG/sa, OH 45356 (513) 773-1417
ESchneider will accurize PPC revolvers

aFld .45 Colt Governments. S&W and Colt
PyShons are included. They list their spe
eralt'¥' as custom blueing. Gold and silver
are available.
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These customizers do both auto and
revolver tuning and accuracy jobs. In
addition to the Colt they will do PP and
PPKs, Brownings, Pythons and S&W K
and N frames. They manufacture their
own ribs or furnish Bo-Mar and Poly
Choke. Blueing, Hard Chrome and even
Black Chrome can be furnished. They do
anodizing of aluminum and nickel plating
too. Ask to speak to Vern Ewer.

SPORTS WEST, INC. (lkey Starks)
2200 W. Alameda Ave.
Denver, CO 80223 (303) 934-4466

Combatizing the .45 auto is this fine
company's thing. They will do NRA target
types, too, but the combat models are
their real specialty. Douglas barrels are
used on their PPC guns. Sights they pre
fer working with are Micro, Bo·Mar, King
Tappan, and MMC.

STEVENS, JERRY-(See Nu-Line
Guns)

TRAVIS R. STRAHAN
Route # 7
Ringgold, GA 30736 (404) 937-4495

This firm does complete accurizing of
pistols and revolvers. They use the new
Mascot sight. They also have a deluxe coil
spring for PPC revolvers. The company
also just blues their own work and does
not take other blueing jobs. In addition to
S&W's and Colts, Strahan does work on
Colt's Python. Jim Collins shot a 1500·
126X in PPC competition with a Strahan
job.

EARL R. STROUP
30506 Flossmoor Way
Hayward, CA 94544 (415) 471-1549

Offering 30 years' experience in .45
auto accuracy work and rebarreling of
Smith, K and N frames, and Pythons. Full
house combat, PPC and NRA bullseye
guns, custom sight work and rebarreling
using Atkinson stainless match grade
barrels. Does his own custom blueing,
high polish or matte finish.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
(Armand Swenson)
3839 Ladera Vista, Box 606
Fallbrook, CA 92028

Don't let the cosmetically handsome
Swenson .45's fool you; they are
accurate! Pioneering innovative custom
parts, Swenson has patented ambidex·
trous safeties, slide stops, etc. Has his
own custom .45 rib and his own formula
for chrome satin finish. Just about any
customizing and accuracy work on .45's
are handled with expertise. (Featured in
our MaylJune 1978 issue.)

THE SHO GUN SHOP
(Richard Nott)
26646 Five Mile Road
Redford, MI 48239 (313) 534-3272

PPC revolvers .45 and Browning Hi
Power Autos and NRA Target accurizing
work, they do it all. Their range is wide
because they also handle Pythons, Dan
Wessons, Rugers in addition to S&W.
They do general repairs too. They'll take
care of your blueing and plating needs as
well.

HAROLD SHOCKLEY
Box 116
Hanna City, IL 61536 (309) 565-4524

Here's a firm that's been into gun
refinishing since 1948. All types of blue
ing and plating are what they do best.
They deal in Bo-Mar, S&W, and MiGro
sights. They also are a.parts and warranty
station for Colt and Browning. For blue
ing or satin nickel, the prices start at $30.

THE SIGHT SHOP (John G. Lawson)
1802 E. Columbia Ave.
Tacoma, WA 98404

Their specialty is restoring Lugers and
Nambus. Sights include Bo-Mar, MMC,
and Micro, among others. They will accur
ize revolvers or autos, including Brown
ing. They have a special slow-rust blueing
available. This is the kind used on the
very early Lugers.

SILVER DOLLAR GUNS
(George E. Sheldon)
10 Frances St.
Franklin, NH 03235

Combat customizing .45 autos, square
trigger guards, and shortened slides and
barrels are George's specialty. He empha·
sizes that the trigger work isall his own
design.

SNAPP'S GUNSHOP
6911 E. Washington Road
Clare, MI 48617

Bob does more of his work with hunt
ing-type revolvers and some metallic sil
houette guns. He has a large volume of
reboring jobs. Mostly, it is converting
smaller caliber N frame S&W's to .44
Special or .45 Long Colt. He can custom
fit new cylinders on the Ruger Black
hawks. You probably recognize the name
Snapp from .his fine custom rifle barrel
efforts.

SPOKHANDGUNS, INC.
East 1911 Sprague Ave.
Spokane, WA 99202 (509) 534-4112

accuracy job on the .45 runs about $100.
A full line of sights, safeties, and ribs.
Handles trigger jobs on revolvers and
blueing, Armoloy, or nickel on all
handguns.

L. W. SEECAMP CO. (Larry Seecamp)
Box 255
New Haven, CT 06502

Long known for their double action
conversions of 1911 Colt .45 autos,
Seecamp offers a shortened version
dubbed the "Rolls Cat." They also feature
safeties and slides by Swenson and Hoag.
They will restore blue or satin nickel
finishes to converted guns.

SHERMAN'S CUSTOM GUNS
(Walt Sherman)
9621 Rose Road
Tallahassee, FL 32301

Although he specializes in Colt Python
actions, Walt will do S&W K and N frames.
In sights, he prefers to use Bo-Mar and
Bill Davis. In barrels, they offer round or
slab-sided numbers. When it comes to
ribs, once again he likes to use Bo-Mar
and Bill Davis custom ribs. (Featured in
our MaylJune 1978 issue.)
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SCHONE TOOL & MODEL CO.
(Don Schone)
309 13th Avenue West
West Fargo, NO 58078

Don specializes in heavy barrel PPC
revolvers. He also rebarrels S&W
revolvers with 6" to 10" tubes for hunt
ing. Prices go just under $300. You can
get more or less work, of course, but the
basic modifications run about that.

SDR CUSTOM HANDGUNS
Gateway Shooter's Supply
10145 103rd St.
Jacksonville, FL 32210 (904) 778-2277

Offers a variety of services on the .45
Colt and the Browning Hi-Power. His full
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Evan Marshall

A short stint at the Star loader pro
duced 1,000 rounds of my favorite IPSC
load; a 200gr SWC on top of 4.8 grains
of Bullseye. The' gun produced excel
lent combat accuracy at fifteen yards
with this load. Furthermore, it fed this
load without failure. The gun also fed
hollow point loads from Speer,
Federal, and Super Vel flawlessly.
Frankly, I doubt if any of these loads
would expand out of the abbreviated
barrel. On the other hand, I've always
been more concerned with bullet shape
than expansion capabilities with a big
bore handgun.

In spite of its relatively light weight
and shortened grip, the gun is easily

. controlled in recoil. Recognizing that
I'm not especially sensitive to recoil, I
had a couple of female officers that
work for me shoot the gun. Their big
gest complaint was not recoil, but the
heavy muzzle flash and blast created by
the Federal hollow points. The alumi
num frame gun, of course, would offer
a substantial increase in recoil. Recoil,
however, is a highly overrated factor,
and I'd prefer the aluminum frame gun
for ease of carry.

I know that fellow American Hand
gunner staffer Jeff Cooper feels that the
lightweight Commander is sufficiently
compact enough for concealment pur
poses, but I can't completely agree.
Most non-cops I know are somewhat

(Continued on page 71)

T here was a time, when if you
wanted a small .45 Auto, you car

ried a lightweight Commander and
hoped for the best. Today, of course,
there.is a wide variety of selections for
the shooter interested in owning a sub
compact .45. They all are very
expensive! At least they were until Bob
Richter of Riverside, California, took a
look at the situation. Bob decided that
there was no logical reason for all the
custom (and expensive) options usually
found on chopped and channeled .45s.
After all, what sense does it really make
to put adjustable sights, tight accuracy
jobs, and fancy finishes on what is
simply a close-range concealment
weapon?

What Bob offers then is a cutdown
Colt .45 Auto with either steel or alumi
num frame for $305. No, gentle reader,
that is not a typographical error. That's
the price for the whole gun including
the customizing. Bob is able to offer this
package simply because of a lack of
questionable customizing options. In
spite of a recent price hike by Colt, Bob
still offers this price if you'll mention
American Handgunner in your inquiry.

The gun that Bob sent me for evalua
tion was the first .45 he ever cut down.
It's a pre-MKIV Government Model
that has obviously seen a lot of use over
the years. He currently, however, uses
either a lightweight or Combat Com
mander as the basis for his conversion.

"300" GUNSMITH SERVICE
(Fred Sadowski, Sr.)
4655 Washington St.
Denver, CO 80216 (303) 893-2158

Accuracy and action work on autos and
revolvers for combat and PPC are under
Fred personally. His D.A. revolver action
work is done on both Smiths and Colts; he
does work on stainless guns, arid as can
be seen on the bottom gun-note main
spring-his modifications are more than
just smoothing and polishing. A complete
gunsmith service, "300" will quote prices
on request. (Featured in January/
February 1977 issue.)

TRAPPER GUN, INC.
(Lin [Trapper] Alexiou)
28019 Harper
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
(313) 779-8750

The specialties of the house are custom
combat autos and Ruger S.A. revolvers.
Famous for their Scorpion combat con
versions, Trapper also has his own
custom blueing and nickel facilities. Man·
ufactures Bullseye spring kits for instant
trigger jobs on revolvers. Most any type of
accuracy job on autos and action job on
revolvers can be handled by Trapper.
(Featured in our July / August 1978 issue.)

DENNIS ULRICH
2511 S. 57th Ave.
Cicero, IL 60650

Doc Ulrich specializes in accurizing au
tos and revolvers for NRA bullseye and
International Pistol Competition fire
arms. Prefers working with Colt .45's and
S&W K-frame guns.

STEVE VANIADIS
4657 E. 57th Place
Tulsa, OK 74135 (918) 496-2074

Steve has done a lot of shooting, but
business is too busy to get out as much as
he wants to. He accurizes and tunes .45
autos and PPC guns. He likes to use Bo
Mar ribs and does his own blueing and
plating.

VIC'S GUN REFINISHING
(Victor Strawbridge)
6 Pineview Dr., Dover Point
Dover, NH 03820

Vic is a S&W factory-trained pistolsmith
and offers action work on Smiths, Colts,
and Rugers for about $30. One of his

(Continued on page 70)
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WORLD'S FINEST
HOLSTERS

PISFOLSMIFHING
LOU CIAMILLO

Joe Kassay
500 High Street
Perth Amboy, N.J. 08861
Ken Eversull
P.O. Box 1766
Ale}{andria, LA 71301
James E. Clark
Rt. 2 Box 22A
Keithville, LA 71047
Bill Davis
2793 Del Monte St.
West Sacramento, CA 956~1

Travis R. Strahan:
Rt. 7 Townsend Circle
Ringgold, GA 30736
Ron Power
P.O. Box 1604
Independence, MO 64055
Greg Roberts
2145 Delaware St_
Suite 21
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Jerry Moran
2275 E. Farran4 Road
Clio, MI 48420
Royce 0, Weddle
4Ill 24th Ave.
Norman, OK 73069
Walter A. Sherman
9621 Rose Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32501
Alan C. Marvel
3922 Madonna Road
Jarrettsville, MD 21084
Louis P. Ciamillo
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD.
2()2oo Frederick Rd.
Hyattstown, MD 20734
Ken Leonard
3353 Southeast 13th Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97202
James Arbes
500 tHigh Street IIIIIM
Perth Amboy, N.J. 08861 ~

may be obtained by writing to The Amer
ican Pistolsmiths Guild c/o Alan C.
Marvel, Pistolsmith and current Secre
tary of the Guild, 3922 Madonna Road,
Jarrettsville, Maryland 21084.

The following is a complete list of
all current Guild members and their
addresses:

W ith the current unprecedented pop
ularity of handgunning of all types

and description there has been a market
created for custom pistolsmithing, which is
being pursued by more gunsmiths than
ever before. Many of these are excellent
mechanics who produce fine quality work.
Unfortunately, there are many more who
advertise quality workmanship and
achieve little more than a good try. With
this in mind, several of the top pistolsmiths
in this country met at me NRA Police
Revolver Championships at Jackson, Mis
sissippi in 1977 and formed The American
Pistolsmiths Guild. The motivating force
behind those who formed the Guild was a
common desire to promote quality work
manship and also have the opportunity to
exchange information and ideas. Addi
tionally, the Guild stands ready to provide
the shooter with answers regarding some
particular type of work that he or she
might want done and also which Guild
member specializes in that type of work.
The requirements for membership to The
American Pistolsmiths Guild are very
strict and only experienced and talented
pistolsmiths are considered. This insures
the shooter who chooses a Guild member
to work on his or her gun that the work
manship produced by this smith is recog
nized by the best pistolsmiths in the coun
try as being of excellent quality. The Guild
was organized by gunsmiths who special
ize in custom pistolsmithing and has essen
tially been limited to this type of person
since the gunsmith who is not involved in
pistolsmithing to this extent would not
meet the requirements. Pistolsmiths who
apply to the Guild for membership are
screened by the current members of the
Guild as to reputation, quality of work
manship, experience and the manner in
which the applicant conducts business.
Each member is required by the Guild By
laws to give an unconditional guarantee on
all of his work. Failure to comply with this
or any other Guild By-law could result in a
vote by the membership to expell the
delinquent member from the organization.
Since we realize that there are many repu
table gunsmiths who are not members of
the Guild, it should be pointed out that
nothing in this article should be construed to
imply that, ifa person is not a Guild member
that his or her work is not satisfactory.
Applications for membership to the Guild
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THE AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD
Plain $22.95
Basket or Swirll
Stamped. $25.95
Add $6.50
for lining

Model 1920
(Swirll Stamped)

WE MANUFACTURE
A COMPLETE LINE OF MODERN
AND REPRODUCTION HOLSTERS
AND BELTS.

Model 1890
(Floral Carved)

P.O. BOX 27194 EL PASO, TEXAS 79926
(915) 779-1647

PLEASE ADD 10% FOR SHIPPING,
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% TAX.

We gladly accept

•

OUR QUALITY
IS UNSURPASSED

ANYWHERE.

Plain $24.95
Basket or Swirll
Stamped $27.95

Add $8.50
for lining

SEND $1.00 FOR
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.
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AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DEUVERY!

• Sights are based on light and shadow
effect-aiming is possible even under
unfavourable lighting and visibility conditions
• Calibre 9mm x 19 (Para)

• Magazine capacity: 18 rounds
• Only 4 movable operating parts-ensures
shooting accuracy and absolute reliability

HECKLER MDCH 933 N. KENMORE ST., SUITE 218
& n , INC. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 525-3182

Write for our 2o-pg. catalog of new and exciting H&K weapons. Include $2.00 for postage and handling.

Precision is something
Germans are famous for.
but Heckler & Koch
makes an art of it!

H & K's VP70Z 9mm
SELF-LOADING PISTOL

Accurate..•
Reliable••• And
Available No1lU'!

For years, handgun enthusiasts have depended on DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS for quality holsters and accessories. Our
exclusive Jordan@ Holster is made to last . . . heavy saddle
leather construction, hand-stitched welt and plug with a metal
shank extending from the holster into the belt loop. Add our
famous River belt, fully lined and featuring heavy leather billets
with a solid brass buckle, for that complete quality outfit.

See our complete line of quality holsters and accessories, at your
local dealer or send $2.00 for our color catalog today.

/'

Holsters and Leather Accessories
That You Can Depend On.

The original Jordan\!! Holster
manufactured under
exclusive rights.

WHEN ONLY THE VERY BEST Will 00
Choice of 3,40r 5 gun models in beauti
ful black or brown simulated leather.
lok-Grip tray holds gun securely. Has
compartment for spotting scope and
accessories. Scope bracket and carrying
strap optional. 4 or 5 gun cases avail
able with back door compartment. Per
sonally designed by Frank A. Pachmayr
for discriminating shooters. See at your
Pachmayr dealer or write for info.

~GUN WORKS, INC.
_1220 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE· LOS ANGElES. CALIF. 90015

MATCH
SHOOTERS
HANDGUN CASES

.....................................
: DREADNAUGHT :
: 357/44 B & D :
: Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS :
: 559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. ..•.....•....•..............•.•.......
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Dept. AH • Box 351 • Miami, Oklahoma 74354
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HOGUE MONOGRIp®

LIKED AYOOB'S
IPSe COVERAGE

Regardless of propaganda to the contrary,
the negative "myths" of the .45 Auto are,
by and large, true as experienced by the
majority. At this point, I would like to
make clear-despite what was reported in
the Cop Talk column of the Sept.lOct.
1979 Handgunner, that I do NOT consider
the .45 Auto as the best combat/defense
handgun. I do consider the .45 Auto to be
the best combat/defense automatic pistol,
but that makes it only second best to the
sixgun. .

George Bredsten
Wrangell, Alaska

.45 SECOND BEST?

PLEASE MENTION
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
WHEN WRITING OUR FINE

ADVERTISERS

SPEAK
OUT

First, let me explain that in all probability,
I am prejudiced. Nonetheless, a recent
editorial in the South West Pistol League's
newsletter has demanded a response.

To clarify my prejudice a bit, I belong to
a group of Idaho natives who believe that
there are three good types of Californians,
(I) Those who still live there (2) Dead
ones (3) Those who have moved anywhere
but here. We have proposed a bounty on
them when they cross our borders but so
far to no avail. There has also been a
movement to have our Governor declare
one week a month as "Give A Californian
The Duff Week." If it was good enough
for Nelson Rockefeller, it should be good
enough for us.

Anyway, back to my original purpose for
this letter. The aforementioned copy of
Combat took you to task for pointing out
the. shortcomings of the 1978 I.P.S.c.
Nationals. It urged all members of
S.W.P.L. to write a protest to you inform
ing you of how wrong you were. Having
also participated in the 1978 Nationals, I
must. say that I agreed wholeheartedly
with your observations. It was a pleasure
to see so many of our feelings expressed
in print. There is no doubt that a match
of this magnitude would entail a few
problems, but good grief!

Donald G. Hamilton
Nampa, Idaho

the HOWDAH

CHRONOCRAPH

EXCLUSIVE AGENT

J &GSales
442 Miller Valley Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301
(602) 445·9650

• Proven Grip Design Finger
Groves, Palm Swells. Used right
or leh handed. Designed for all
speed loaders. Copied, not
duplicated.

• Made of Black Nvlon Com
position with stainless steel
retainer.

STOP FOULING
DYES &MOLDS STICKING

Send large, stamped, self-addressed,
envelope for information.

RICE GUN COATINGS
152143 St.• West Palm Beach, FL 33407

305-848-2228

complete systems .
from ~$79.95 ~.._,>o...... ~

WRITE FOR FREE ~_It..;;.-..;;;..;...l;;.'~.;;;'.;.'_'.~
TEST REPORT: -

CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
RI. 1 Box 193-A Tonasket, WA 98855

VELOCITY TEST YOUR RELOADS

,rliGHTWEIGHT R~il- - - -',
45 FRAMES $60.00

11IJIJ~#tlJ".c/~NJ1., I
I STAINLESS STEEL CLEANING BRUSHES $1.00 ea I

+ .50 postage. Cashiers check or M.D.

1 Dealers [> OAKS WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS I
send large 954 Flo"da Ave. Rockledge. FL 32955

LS~t~ I~~3~ __ J

M~OO

~:!I~~;;~;;=· One Piece Combat Grip for duty
and target use. The Positive Grip
that is almost indestructible.

• Reno Holsters

• Hume PPC Holsters

• PPC Revolvers

• Metal ic Silhouette Revolvers

• XP 1OO's Silhouette Pistols W/Bi-Grip

Check or Money Order

$14.95
(For S&W K Frames)

Ruger Square Butt Dble. Actions

• Mag-na-port

• Meta.life
• Combat Revolver Alternations

• Hogue Grips

(sandba9s not included)

Quantity Discounts To Dealers and Law Enforcement Agencies

Another FIRST Brought ToYou
By

POWER CUSTOM INC.
Box 1604

111~le"jel1del1ce, Missouri 64055

• Ideol for accuracy testing.
• Adiustable for all handguns.
• All steel construction.

THE HANDGUN REST

CUSTOM HUNTING HANDGUNS

.375 - .416 . .460 - .475 - .500 Calibres

To order send $19.95 + $2.00 shipping to:

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
Dept. AH Hwy. 34 E.
Ottumwa, Iowa 52501

Dealers and distributers write for quantity prices.

LEE E. JURRAS

.,. .. r1t :;;: dB....
Makes removing dents in shot1lun barrels

olB~u~s1
easy. Use our one bronze expanding plug in·
stead of several expensive solid ones. Won't
mar or jam bore. Center dia. is about .020" ..........~t?~~~~.e
less than standard dia. 01 corre!lponding bore.

(~~~,~~io) ..~25NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG S1.50

FRANK MITTERMEIER.INC. (Est.1936)
Dep1AH3803577 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465
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Ask your dealer or send
for Free Brochure: Send
stamp to

PRECISION.REFLEX, INC.
201 N. Main St.
New Bremen, Ohio 45869
(419) 629-2603

Cylinder Chambers Chamfered
For Faster Loading

Machine Rest Tested and Target
Revolver used to win 1978 National
NRA Police Revolver Championships

and 2-Man Team Championships

Jackass Leather Co.
7383 N. Rogers Ave.,
Chicago, ILL 60626

KEN EVERSULL· Gunsmith, Inc.
"Quietly the Best"

P.O. Box 1766 • Alexandria, Louisiana 71301· (318) 442-0569

X-Ring Accuracy Guaranteed

Available in 10"-12"-14" Twist

BBL Contour Milled On Top-

More Weight On Bottom Of BBL For
Less Recoil

Engineering & Craftsmanship put us #1 and will keep us #1.
BBL. Machined With Ejector Rod Complete Action Jobs

Shroud As On Mag. Factory BBLS. • ~"IIIIIlI'"
Custom Hogue Grips

KEN
EVERSULL,
GUNSMITH, INC.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

Insla- SIGHT
THE SMALLEST OPTICAL HANDGUN SIGHT AVAILABLE!
Just 23,4" Ig.; One power; A" to 36" Eye relief; fits most
holsters with only slight alteration; just 5 oz. We stock all
standard bases plus specials for any firearm. Dealer discounts available.

Full size
photo of

Sight

• COlllbat
• COlllpetition
• PPC

or just plain
shooting fun.

Send $2 for color catalog
toSMITH & WESSON OR

RUGER?
How does the prospective buyer decide

which gun to purchase? If he has friends
who shoot Ruger and S&W, .44's, he
should avail himself of the opportunity to

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . MARCH/APRIL 1980

strain screw. This is a bad practice, as it
reduces the blow of the firing pin to the
primer. And, since the hammer describes a
shorter arc in double-action than single
action mode, ignition consistency is sacri
ficed. While a light double-action pull is
desirable, a smooth stroke and sure igni
tion are more important.

Spitting and backblast is a potential
problem with all revolvers and the M-29
has known its share. At the safe maximum
working pressures, the .44 Magnum will
spit every chance it gets. The powder gets
very excited behind that bullet. Therefore,
chamber-to-bore alignment and an ade
quate forcing cone are critical.

The elevation screw must have a good 3
or 4 turns of thread in its nut, lest it go
airborne upon recoil. The installation of a
rear sight assembly with the optional high
slide, and/or having the front sight
carefully filed down, will permit long
range shooting with an acceptable degree
of adjustment. My rule of thumb is not to
exceed 20 to 24 clicks of elevation above
zero (bottom detent). The exact same
count applies to Super Blackhawks.

The target stocks supplied with the
M-29 are too bulky for most hands. They
need slimming, particularly at the front.
The clearance-cut in the left stock panel
for loading/unloading needs further relief.
Judicious carving will turn the factory
stocks into a pleasant grip. The new owner
is, however, strongly advised to leave the
factory stocks alone and to purchase a set
of commercial stocks.

Carry-up, the act of the cylinder being
rotated by the hand, is critical to timing.
Timing is a measure in sequence of the
cylinder rotating and locking into battery
and, of the hammer pivoting back to its
break point, whether cocked manually or
by the trigger. The chamber to be fired
should be locked in alignment with the
barrel before the hammer. reaches its break
point. This is especially important to dou
ble-acti.on accuracy and also in hunting
situations, when it is prudent to cock the
revolver slowly. In most normal and fast
usage, momentum of the turning cylinder
will compensate for poor carry-up. Poor
carry-up on a new gun is unacceptable.

Should the extractor rod be loose, it will
back out under recoil and bind the cylin
der or prevent it from opening. Extractors
on M-29-1 and M-29-2 revolvers have a
left-hand thread. A loose rod may be
tightened.

M 29/BLACKHAWK
(Continued from page 30)



LIFESIZE, FULL COLOR
COMBAT TARGETS

try each. Personal preference is a real
consideration in the selection of firearms.
The Ruger is the correct tool for the
shooter with limited gun-money. The
Smith & Wesson is for the shooter who
insists on double-action. Trigger-cocking is
far from a priority requirement in most .44
Magnum shooting, yet it involves a skill I
value.

Both arms are very accurate, equally so,
in my experience: whether using cast or
jacketed bullets.

One way to enjoy your .44 Magnum is to
join the International Handgun Metallic
Silhouette Association (IHMSA), and en
ter IHMSA Sanctioned matches. Member
ship is $12.00 annually, and entitles the
member to enter the State, Regional and
International Championships, as well as
receiving a patch, scale templates of the
chicken, pig, turkey, and ram targets, and
the monthly publication, The Silhouette.
The address is: IHMSA, Box 1609, Idaho
Falls, Idaho 83401.

I do not know one Magnum handgun
ner whose skill has not improved from
shooting in IHMSA Silhouette Matches.
There is no faster way to learn what Mag
num revolvers are all about than to take on
the steel critters at 50, 100, 150 and 200
meters. This is a great pre-training for
hunting.

There are many shooters who love the
challenge of shooting .44 Magnum re
volvers well. For action in the hunting
fields or at the Silhouette range, no hand
guns adapt so easily, and with less trouble
than do the Model 29's and ~
the Super Blackhawks. ~

SAGA/FOUR .45'S
(Continued from page 31)

matter ... inevitably, before all seven were
loaded, the pistol would jam with a round
half in and half out of the chamber. Over
the course of the first year, I teased Hay
wood unmercifully about this and brought
the gun back to him at least three times. At
first it would jam for him, too, when test
fired in the shop. (By this time I had been
granted behind the counter privileges, and
was able to watch the testing ... ) Finally,
after much searching, a tiny radial cut was
discovered in the top surface of the cham
ber, and Haywood polished that out. For
him, the gun fed flawlessly and we thought
all was well.

Ah, but not for ME. My very next time
out with the .45, it started the same old
story all over again. I, in desperation,
decided that the problem must be in the
recoil spring, and replaced it with a new
one. No change. I took the gun back to
Haywood. This time in the shop it per
formed like a champ for the first

'magazine but then the slide latched opened
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STATE PISTOL LAWS

Booklet outlining latest feder.ll I.lWS conc.emina firurms.
80th booklets (Jute " federal) $3.00. CRIME
DETECTION EQUIPMENT CATALOG - $2.00. Hen",
Sc/ll...n.... , Dept. A, ,41 S E. 52 .St., N.Y•• N.Y. 10022.

Booklet describinl latnt p;stol felUl.Jtiom pertainin, to
possess.inl. e..trryinl; Mld purchuin& of h.llldauns for all
s~tes.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W ·Colt· Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

ACTION WORKS
P.O. Box 23028
Richfield, MN 55423

SIGNATURE
AUTO GRIPS

NOW 36 TARGET
COMBINATIONS

FOR INFORMATION AND

FREE SAMPLES:
ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS
12 Skillman Lane
St. Paul, Minnesota 55110
(612) 483-8113

"The Electronic Range Specialists"
ADVANCED TRAINING SYSTEMS f/iIlIlilf..

Improves accuracy .. absorbs
recoil improves "Grip
Security" in any combat situa·
tion or weather condition.

. Models for Colt .45, S&W 39
and 59, Browning Hi Power
and Walther PP and PPK/S
autos.
'At your dealers or write us.

1220 SOUTH GRANO AVENUE. LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90015
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MAGNUM GRIPS
For RUGER BLACKHAWK

MAGNUM GRIPS

SPORTSMAN
STYLE

$22.95
without thumbrest.

Also available

Custom combat modifications & Ace.

Specializing in tuning COLT MK IV Series 70
.45 ACP's for PRACTICAL PISTOL

SHOOTING.

Modifications on your handgun or complete
combat modified handguns available.

For complete picture brochure of custom
work & ace .. send 2-15<1: stamps to:

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, 101-103 Public
Square. Berryville. Ark. 72616

PH 501-423-2982

"COMBAT .SHOOTERS"

P.O. Box 80l·AH Payson, AZ 85541

Quality Walnut, specify caliber and
left or right hand for target style.
Caliber only for sportsman style.
Send check, money order or
C.O.D. to:

COLLECTOR'S GUN RECORD BOOK

NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only SI4.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il·
lustrated catalog only $2.00
(free ·with order).

W.W. #2 LJd. (G) Bo. #206J
S•. Loui,. MO. 63 I S8

Your guns are probably more valuable than you think. Find out by properly recording their features. The Gun Record Book
helps you discover points of uniqueness which add value. This systematized record lets you detail essential data on each
gun in a uniform. orderly and comprehensive manner. It's easy. fun and instructive. And the cheapest protection you can
give your collection. Many advantages: insurance purposes. sale or .trade, guides your collecting. keeps values current,
quick reference at shows. proves ownership. etc. For only $8.00 you get, postpaid, attractive ring binder. record sheets for
25 guns. model pages for pistols. rifles. shotguns. old or new. Two sets $15.00. 25 extra sheets $3.00.

B. J. Co., Drawer D2, Bluffton, S. C., 29910.

o

HECKLER & KOCH

H&K

~

HI-COMPRESSION
22 CAL- PELLET FIRING

AIR PISTOL only S995

FACTORY MANUALS

HK 91 HK 93
$6.50 $6.50

HK 91 and HK 93, HECKLER and
KOCH Factory Manuals. Illustrated,
50 detailed pages covering main
tenance, operation, cleaning, acces
sories, Semi-Auto, Full Auto, and
Burst Fire functions; Catalog $1.
Money Order only; Survival Books,
11106 Magnolia Blvd., No. Holly
wood, CA 91601. 213-763-0804.
In store or by mail.

• No Permit Required
• Purchaser must be over 21
• FREE: 50 rounds of Reusable 22 Cal

Ammo and a Supply of Targets
This high compression air pistol slams eight
hard-hitting 22 cal. pellets into its target without
reloading. Just snap back the bolt, turn the
cylinder and you're ready for the next round. A
molded hand grip, long barrel. and ring sight
provide unusual accuracy and comlorl. Only
$9.95 plus $1 for postage and handling. if COD
send $2.00 good will deposit and pay postman the
balance plus COD charges. FREE ammo and
largets included. State age when ordering. Not
sold in N.Y.C.
Elan Products Corp. Dept 527-AP!H
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563

.....__ N.Y. Res. add appropriale sales lax ...

in mid magazine when a second was fired!
This was a new quirk. Looking into it we
found that the slide latch had worked loose
somehow and moved to the left just
enough as the gun fired so that it caught in
the dismounting cut as the slide attempted
to return to the closed position.

I've heard of this happening with Smith
Model 39s, and I have seen it happen to a
Model 59 because a bullet of the wrong
shape tripped the slide latch while working
its way up in the magazine, but I had never
seen it happen with a .45. Haywood solved
the problem this time by filing a small cut
in the face of the slide latch at the rear in
which the spring loaded plunger could ride
up and down but which would cause it to
resist movement to the side. Now, as I
remember, the old guns I've seen of pre
WW II manufacture all had a little cut
there to serve just that purpose ... but I've
found that none of the newer ones seem to.
Must have been one of the tiny economies
forced upon the makers by the quality and
cost of available labor over the years.

Well, anyway, we finally got the gun so it
would feed reliably and now it has shown
that it will handle bullets of most any
shape quite well.

The one thing I have never done with
this old gun, and have long wanted to do,
was to shoot it for groups and compare it to
others to get an idea of the results of
Haywood's work. Recently I became the
proud owner of a fine Ransom Rest, and
the long awaited opportunity was just too
much to resist.

I have four fairly different and repre
sentative .45s on hand right now, and they
seemed to beg to be compared off the rest.
One was one of the early stainless steel
Hardballers. Another was a fine old Gold
Cup National Match that I bought in the
late 1960s. The third gun was a relatively
new Series 70 Mk IV never touched by a
smith and in right-out-of-the-box condi
tion. Finally, of course, was "Haywood's
masterpiece."

For the shoot I used two brands of
commercial ammunition: Federal 185
grain JHPs and Winchester-Western 230
grain ball. Not being very experienced
with the Ransom Rest, there was quite a
bit of fiddling before the shooting got
started ... (for example, I managed to get
the first gun all set up in the mount before I
realized I'd forgotten to depress the grip
safety ... and so it wouldn't fire. Had to
take it all down and get that taken care of.)

I must say that the result came as a
surprise. It happens that I had, about a
month ago, tested the Gold Cup against a
Smith Model 25 revolver, and the Gold
Cup gave two magnificent groups in the I
plus inch range using mid range match
ammunition. That was off a sand bag rest,
of course. I've always known that the Gold
Cup was made to use mid range ammuni
tion, but I had never fired it very much and
did not know that accuracy (as well as
longevity) were not good with full power
ammunition.

.'
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Much as it galls me to have to admit it, I
had to report to Haywood Nelms how well
his handiwork performed. No matter; I got
him into a good enough mood to agree to
work over my Hardballer so that it will
feed reliably ... since he's now gone out of
the gunsmithing business, that .....
is no small accomplishment! ~

I The Livens Projector was a sort of small
mortar used to fire mustard gas shells. Great
"batteries" of 25 of Ihese small mortars were
wired logelher in a row and aimed to salurate an
area which friendly troops planned to evacuale.
When the area had been cleared, the battery of
morlars was fired electricallyfrom some distance.

IPse 1979
(Continued from page 35)

..., ...\ ?\\\C
S\,1.C~~~t.

_$1395 _

Save $3

S&W J'Fram, K-Square BUill
Round BUll N-Square BUll

Rogers Combat
Gnps

Shown here
SpeCIfy
S & W-K-frame Square or Round butt
S & W-J-frame Round Butt
S & W-N-frame Square Butt
Ruger Security Six
Colt Python
Please add $.50 postage and handling.
IlL residents add 5% sales tax.

Send orders to:
VILLAGE GUNSMITH
310 Shepard
Port Byron, IL 61275
(309) 523-3444.

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

only

Send check or M.O. la,

MAGNIFICENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

$7.95 ea.
Postpaid

Aluminum paperweight $3.50 ea.
Postpaid

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

PELLET
FIRING . ~.
22 CAl. .
SNUB-NOSED l

REVOLVER
FREE: Targets and 50 reuseable pellets
This hard hitting target pistol looks and feels
like the famous snub nosed revolver in use
by most detectives. The cylinder SWings out
to take eight 22 caliber pellets and each
revolver comeS with its own FREE supply of
targets and 50 rounds of reuseable pellets.
Only $3.95 plus 65d for postage and hand
ling. Your money promptly refunded if
you're not completely satisfied. Not sold in
New York City.
Elan Products Corp. Dept 527DR97
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563

the top sixteen, Tom Campbell shot well,
but his minor caliber hurt his score.

On Wednesday we had only one match,
the "Roodepoort Runner" stage of the
"Moving" course. This was an interesting
and unforgiving match, It involved run
ning down a hallway and engaging six
stationary targets, three of which were
partially covered by "no shoot" figures,
and a moving target. The maximum range
was only about eight yards, but you had to
do it in less than five seconds to win. While
not very practical, it was very interesting.
Seven Americans (not team members)
placed in the top sixteen, with Nick Pruitt
winning. Nick will be one to watch in the
future. Beside being a good shot, he is a
gifted young athlete, Had he not goofed in
the "Bush Run," he would have finished in
the top ten over-all.

Thursday found us looking forward to
the "Standard Exercises" and the "Walk
and Draw" stages. We expected to do well
in these, and we did. Seyfried, Campbell,
Fowler,Taylor, and I all placed in the top
sixteen. Dale Guthrie of the S.A. Team
showed us his heels, however, when he
won the match shooting the smallest group
I have ever seen in the "Walk and Draw."
You could cover his ten shots with one
hand. It was pleasant to note that most of
the shooters that had been outscoring us in
the procedure matches were conspicuously
absent in the skill courses.

Friday was a bad day for both the U,S.
team and Ross Seyfried, as it cost us the
team championship and Ross the indivi
dual title. In the morning we fired the last
"Obstacle" Course, This one was started
by the shooter knocking down a steel plate.
A fast moving target at a difficult angle
then took off. Few shooters were able to hit
it with both shots. One then had to shoot
two more targets twice each before they
turned away. At this point the problems
were just beginning, for next we had to run
to a flight of stairs and up to a platform two
meters high, From the platform we had to
shoot once at five different targets and then
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, fOully
Adjusiable,

I,H;lo,y front
si9t\t'Matt Black

Oxideci"'Satin Nickel.

ON. TARG,ET

Miniature Machine CO., Dept. AH
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030

YOUDC=1I
LEE'S RED RAMPS

Announces a superior material and method for
installing Ramps, in KIT FORM, for the handgun
hobbyist or gunsmith.

No time-consuming fitting,
no special skills necessary

Goes in as a liquid, solidifies under any
"ll."ehold bulb in six to eight minutes, ready for

trimrmng.
Available' in four colors: red, orange, yellow,
white.

Results are of a professional quality. The insert
cannot dislodge. Complete instructions
provided. This kit will do dozens of Ramps.

Send(~~1f.~~fd~~Snae!cJ ~i~;1~!?:xf19. 95
for same day shipment to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS
DEPT. AHG

7252 East Avenue U·3, Littlerock, California 93543
Telephone: (805) 944·4487

8ankAmericard or Master Charge Welcome

Deluxe kit available with all lour colors.
Will do approximately 225 Ramps - '69"

KING WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHTS
For Rugers. Colts - Available at $5" Ea.

"This material is guaranteed to perform as advertised if
instructions ate followed," -lee Baker

Nickel
add $5.60

MMC ADJUSTABLE PI.STOL SIGH
Combal. Design .)'"
forS&W.M.39"l~~S;
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...,
1N,;fe TODAY FOR OUR \

NEW, FREE CATALOG!
Read the specifics. Learn how one hunting
handgun can outclass the others and provide
interchangeable barrels for 21 DIFFERENT
CARTRIDGES.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, Dept. TAH 3

NEW RELOADING
DATA BOOKLET AVAILABLE!

---, \ \
, 7\ \. ",,<~.'
, \S. ~'b,""', \'v~1"

\to..;(~:,o,."'... '•..~Titled, "Making Your Contender Perform", this 12 page \ \\ ..,Jr'
booklet contains suggested loading information for those \ .~\';';'-"Y;;-

center fire cartridges which are most normally used in the \.\'""",;,:,:.
Contender Pistol. Also covers case forming information on \'~

.30 and .357 Herretl. Enclose $1.00 if you also wisha this booklet No. 9400.

~y'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 ,

,~--------------------~,

,ITM'S1495
Check or Money Order

Add $2.00 postage and handling.
California residents add 6% sales tax

Models available for Smith & Wesson square butt K frame and Ruger
Security-SiX (post-1976 serial numbers 151 and above).

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS

P.O. Box 460 Dept. HG1
Morro Bay, CA

93442

Unique, one-piece
MONOGRI~construction
provides the nearest thing to a
machine rest handhold; it points dead on. No other .grip offers
so many shootinglaids, exclusive features, and outright quality
at such a competitive price. We invite comparison.

MONOGRIP~ features include: Hogue's famed orthopedic
haf)d fit. Fully relieved for all speedloaders with positive case
ejection. Compound ambidextrous palm swells. Proportional
finger grooves • Strength and durability of reinforced Nylon 
No cheap plastics.

MONOGRI~ - There's nothing else like it!

MONOGRlp® NowRUGER
SECURITY·

SIX

Featuring a 14" Bull Barrel, Beavertail Forend, Special Grips
and Adjustable Target Sights, this handgun offers a
maximum in down range advantage. Add to this the terminal
ballistics of seven workhorse calibers; .30 Herrett, .30/30 Win.,
.357 Herrett, .35 Rem., .41 Magnum, .44 Magnum and .45 Win.
Magnum and you begin to see what Silhouette and Hunting
performance is all about!

7 SUPER

Forthe·NEW
CONTENDER

S~'

"
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aUTITINDINlIllIlRlcaN BINDIIIINNIR laiRDS
* ,< * * * * * *

* Q.A.H.A. FOUNDATION, INC. 30016 S. RIVER ROAD· MT. CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 48045 *
OUTSTANI:'INC A~EPlICAN

HANI:'CUNNEPI NO EESANNOUNCEI:'

JD. Jones, current Chairman of tne
+ the selection of the following

nees for the 1980 Outstanding Americ
Award.
Ashbrook, John ... This U.S. Congressman fro
17th District has been at the forefront legislatively
ing our right to keep and bear arms. The impact of
contribution is immeasureable, but with enough like t
man, we can win legislative battles time and again.
Bianchi, John ... John's trend-setting holster designs
known internationally. He's also a major contributor to
2nd Amendment rights, an advocate of sportsmanship a
generous supporter of pistol shooting events. An
handgun hunter, John's Old West knowlecl,ge has lit
inspired thousands. .
Bowman, Joe ... His fancy gun handling, spee
accuracy has brought excitement to the sport of han
ning that has had international consequences. Besid
continental U.S., his exhibitions have created interest
sport all over the world. He has created favorable)
sions to non-shooters too.
Center, Warren ... An outstanding handgun hunt
own right, Warren was the designer of the famous
son/Center pistol as well as numerous other ar
designs have placed some really great, high-quality
minimum cost in the hands of sportsmen all over th
Silhouette shooting too owes him a great debt.
Davis, Bill ... Holder of 6 National
ing Championships, Bill has spent 14
California Highway Patrol. A staunch su
promoter of our rights to keep and bear arms,
highly-skilled pistolsmith with the well-known firm of
Cake-Davis. He can shoot as well as he can put 'em

r ... that's Bill Davis.
ayr, Frank . " Frank's been in on the handgun
long time ... over thirty years to be exact. He has

cant contributions to handgun accuracy. Always
nd imaginative, his work is known throughout

g world.
obert E.... As Chairman of the Board of
blishing, he has devoted much effort to our

ep and bear arms. An avid handgun hunter, his
g activities have educated and inspired thousands

e handgun sporting activities.
r, Al ... Policeman, exhibition shooter and big
ter, Al has done it all. He didn't limit his shooting
.S. but took in Africa as well. It's his kind of

n and interest that has sparked many to perceive
shooting in such a good light.
. Edward ... Ted is President and General Man
arrington and Richardson in private life. He also

ent of Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manu
and active in the National Shooting Sport's Foun

older of design patents, he has contri'buted
y to legislative pro-gun activity.
Michael ... Massachusetts G.O.A.L. is Mike's

is herculean efforts on the legislative front could
rve as a model for fighting anti-gun legislation.
has not gone unheard and the benefits are being
all of us.
sentation of the prestigious OAHA award will be
nsas City in conjunction with the NRA Annual

pril of 1980. The awards presentation consists
, the presentation and the distribution of thou

san s of dollars of door prizes. For reservations contact the
foundation.

----------------------------------------
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DUTITaNDINI a.lllcaN
laNDIUNNII awalDI
P.O. BOX 45-70, BLOOMINGDALE, OH 43910

NAME =-_----

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _

YES, I want to become a member of the
OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
AWARDS FOUNDATION

Enclosed is $15.00 for annual membership which
includes a year subscription to the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine.

I am already a subscriber to the AMERICAN HAND·
GUNNER; enclosed is $10.00 for my annual
membership.

(Note: Life and Endowment memberships are available,
please write for details)
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Write for details on all our products.

All conversions feature Bench Rest quality barrels. Bench
Rest accuracy and fiberglass stocks.

JACK DeVER· 8520 N.W. 90th· Oklahoma City. OK 73132
1406) 721-6393

THE

PISTOL

Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

COLT .45
AUTO

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.
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ADDRESS _

NAME _

I have enclosed $__ Please Rush me:

_copy(s) of

The Colt .45 Auto Pistol

------III DESERT PUBLICATIONS
'V Dept. AH Cornville. AZ 86325

This book covers nearly every facet of
the Colt .45 Auto Pistol. From mechan
ical training to manual of arms for the
pistol to marksmanship training to
complete detailed inspection, disassemb
ly, repair and replacement of parts.
Plus drawings on the construction of
repair tools and fixtures. With over 100
pages and over 80 clear photos and
illustrations, this book has it allan the
Colt .45 Auto. A must book for any
gunsmith or pistol owner.
128. . . . . . .. $4.95

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

CITY STATE__ ZIP _

RIGHT HANDERS!

LEFT HANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

or

30097 Via Velez PI. Dept. ""3~O

Temecula, CA 92390
(CA residents add 6% sales tax)

ZERO BULLET
DID A SURVEY

We did not like what we found.

ZERO BULLET

UNLIMITED SILHOUETTE PISTOLS
By Jack Dever

Complete Guns available in the following configurations.
• XP-100 (Rear or Forward Trigger)
• Shilen Action (Rear Trigger)
• NEW SHllEN MAGAZINE FED Pistol

• Black imprint on either
Powder Blue Shirt.

• Sizes in S, M, L, and XL.
• Indicate size, quantity, color, design, and full

mailing address.
To order, send check or M.D. to:

Shooters T-Shirts

Ladies
V-Neck
Shirt in 50%
cotton, 50%
polyester

$7.95
ea

Approximately 10% of our customers would
prefer grease lubed bullets or grease lubed
bullets dusted with white powder, if we would
supply them.

We at ZERO are well aware of the free enter
prise system. We know if ZERO does not
supply you with what you want, some sharp
competitor will.

Our survey made us ask ourselves if maybe
100% of our competitor's customers are
buying their bullets because they like com
petitor's lube. Ten percent of ZERO custom
ers and 100% of our competitor's customers
is a pretty fair hunk of business. Customers
that ZERO wants to please.

ZERO grew tall by bending a little, so if you
prefer a grease lubed bullet or a grease lubed
bullet dusted with white powder, let ZERO
know. We can supply. ZERO will, of course,
continue to supply our dry lube to the 90%
of ZERO customers who prefer it.

This new added service is simply a continua
tion of ZERO's basic policy of giving
Quality, Delivery & Price.

decide whether or not to chance a shot at a
small bonus plate. Of those that tried, very
few hit it. Jim Von Sorgenfrei came closer
to winning the match right there. On one
of his shots at the five regular targets, one
round ricocheted off the ground and
knocked down the bonus plate, taking five
valuable seconds off his total time. The
platform was a special problem to those of
us wearing a cross draw.holster. Due to the
layout of the course, upon hgolstering our
weapon, it would point at the crowd. To
keep from disqualification we had to re
member to stop, make a one-half turn
before holstering, and then exit the plat
form. This cost time and concentration.
Then came the problem of getting off the
platform. The only fast way was to jump.
Again, the femaleS and brittle males had to
go much slower. Ross Seyfried shot very
well and came in third. Von Sorgenfrei
came in ninth, helped by his fortunate
bullet bounce. All of the other top scorers
were to shoot later.

The real disaster came in the afternoon
"Bush Run." This match best illustrates
the difference between the use of the pistol
in Africa and America. We have no practi
cal use of the pistol that parallels this
course of fire. Except for a chance to "play
soldier," this one has no value to us. The
course was laid out in heavy brush along a
ravine. The targets were camouflaged and
cleverly placed. If proper tactics could
have been used, it would have been rea
sonable. Unfortunately, time was again
di vided into the score. This made
"gamesmanship" the rule again. Two West
Coast and one Mid West shooter that shot
two days later, when for some reason there
were fewer officials, followed the shooters
down the course several times and even
marked where they were to stop and shoot.
Obviously they were among the winners.

When we shot, there was a delay of over
an hour and it was rapidly growing dark
when it finally became our turn to walk the
course. We got one rushed walk through
the course. The ample judges on hand kept
us all away from the course until our turn
to shoot. To make matters worse, the
course designer had decided it was per
missible to stand in full view of the "hos
tile" target, but a disqualification would
result if more than two steps were taken in
the wrong direction from an unmarked
point. Jim Von Sorgenfrei was disqualified
for this foot fault. He challenged it and
rightfully won a reshoot. The delay during
the resulting discussion allowed it to get
darker and worried us about foot faults.
The result was that each of us on the U.S.
Team ran it very conservatively and not
one of us placed in the top sixteen. This
and the aforementioned tactics of those
that followed placed their score so high
that ours were driven down. This, more
than anything else, cost Ross the title.
When I ran the course I had to take my

ZERO BULLET CO., INC. glasses off in hopes of finding the targets.
205·739·1606 Since I am farsighted, I could not see my

Cullman, Alabama 35055 sights and still had a hard time finding
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·NATIONAL MATCH .45 AUTO BARRELS
camouflaged targets in the shadows. The
winning time was a full thirty seconds
faster than mine.

On Friday night we all attended a ban
quet furnished by Jeff Cooper and his
lovely wife. I'm sure all of the over four
hundred people there appreciated it. The
next two days are the ones I'll remember
the longest. My wife and I flew to the
Motswari Game Lodge near Kruger Park.
We rode in an open Land Rover day and
night over much of the 45,000 acres of the
preserve. We sawall kinds of game and
were treated like royalty.

Monday found us with only two courses
left and little chance to catch the S.A.
Team. We started with the "Running Re
load" of the "Moving" stage and finished
with the "Running Man."

The "Running Reload" was a fairly
straightforward course involving mostly
shooting skill. There were five firing
points, from fifty tb seven meters, with a
rough time limit. Eight Americans finished
in the top sixteen, with Ross Seyfried
winning it by dropping only one point. I
was the only team member that didn't
make the top group. I had fired before I
was ready at one position and missed the
target completely. I didn't argue when they
found only five holes.

Another shooter with only five holes
worth mentioning was Lynn Schoening of
Nebraska. When scoring one of his targets
the officials found only five holes instead
of six. One was, however, a little ragged.
They proceeded to give him credit for one
of the many "perfect doubles" that this
match produced. Lynn, however, is dif
ferent than some in this competition. He
stopped them and explained that since he
had fired only five shots there should be .
only five holes. If you've been to our
matches in the past, you'll remember this
sportsman as the tall shooter with the 8"
Browning built by Austin Behlert.

Our last chance was the "Running
Man." It slipped away on the curse ofmost
movers, erratic movement. It defied a con
sistent lead unless you got a lucky run.
Ross was unlucky and missed his chance to
catch Jim Von Sorgenfrei. Only Fpwler, on
the U.S. Team, finished in the top sixteen.

This ended the team competition, with
the South African team beating us by only
fifteen points, which is approximately
7/100 of one percent. The top sixteen
individuals overall were then listed for the
final "Man vs. Man" shoot-off for the
individual title.

The Man vs. Man competition was ex-
citing and hotly contested, with many of
the same problems experienced at the U.S.
Nationals in this match. Instead of using
steel plates to shoot at, as had been adver
tised, they used clay tiles that did not
always indicate a hit. Many shooters lost
points because of this. Ross Seyfried was
above all of these problems, however. He
established himself as the best all around
shooter any of us had ever seen.

The final results placed Jim Von
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512-663-5105

Now offering a new service Bo-Mar
Custom accurizing .45·s and .22·s ETC.
Write for details.

TOP YOUR WEAPON WITH APATENTED
WINGED ADJUSTABLE WINDAGE &
ELEVATION SIGHT RIB

mouel 13 front sight without altering

SEMI-FLAP STYLE
Holsters for the Modified S&W Pistols.
Covers Sight and Hammer. Plain or
Basket Weave for 2'/''' Belts. Black
only. Price $35.00.

L. H. GUN CO.
Devine. TX 78016

Bo-Mar rear sights now available for XP1 OO's and contenders $42.00

BO-MAR®SIGHTING SYSTEMS
Department AH, Carthage, Texas 75633 -'

Fits over S &

USES ARE FOR: Police Combat· Big Game Handgun Hunting'
Everyday Carried Duty Wear' And For Metallic Silhouette

. For S & W model Heavy Barrell 0-13-58-64 and 65. Easy installation
Drill & Tap for two 6-40 allen head cap screws. Price $56.00.

Rt. 1 Box 210

These hi-quality National Match .45 auto barrels
with fitted bushings. drawing # 7790414. are
manufactured to the most exacting specs. by a
well known manufacturer on a military
contract. We have been fortunate to obtain
a few hundred of these and they are priced
at only $44.95 each. P.P. dealers 20% dis
count plus $1.00 shipping. On 25 barrels or
more. 33% discount plus $3.00 shipping.

TOP·
TROOPER

ON PATROL
A New Concept in
Service Weaponry

By ®

BO-MAR
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REINHART FAJEN INC.• Box 338 AH Warsaw, Mo. 65355

MAIL TO:
HANDGUNNER BOOKS-DEPT. 30-H 3

591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, Ca. 92108

Every detail of the pistolsmithing craft is
thoroughly covered by one of Guns' top writers,
Maj. George C. Nonte. Everything from basics
to the most complicated problem is included.
$15.95 + $1.50 Postage

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY

STATE ZIP _

Ca residents add 6% sales tax

Pistolsmithing
r=~~---------------------

BUD PRICE
(Continued from page 45)

Sorgenfrei ofS.A. as the World Champion.
There is no doubt but that he is very, very
good. Raul Walters combined his excellent
shooting ability and athletic powers with
the advantage of shooting after the U.S.
Team to come in a strong second. Ross
Seyfried placed third.

The next world match will again be in
South Africa. The opportunity to visit this
wonderful country will sustain IPSC at
least until 1981. Those who plan to stay
with the sport should take a long look at its
structure. A visit to The Bianchi match run
by Ray Chapman will give you a good idea
of how a match should be run.

IPSC, on the club level, is the most
interesting, valuable and exciting shooting
sport now in existence. As a competitive
sport, however, it needs policy revision
through the participation of all of its mem
bers. One thing you can count on: South
Africa will once again be a fine host; they'll
stage a great show, and if the rules are
changed and enforced, it ~
will also be a great match. ~

L J

o PLEASE SEND 84PP
ADU LTAl RGUN
GUIDE/CATALOG
of 100 airguns, 36
pellets, $1.50 or
FREE with mention
of ad code AG3.

World famous
Beeman air pistols
with all those

wonderful spring-piston
advantages: shooting speed,

quietness, super accuracy,
ease, and lifetime durability.
No pumping, No C02, No valves.

..,ft ' ...}

BEEMAN
47-AG3 Paul Drive, San Rafael,
California 94903 (415) 472-7121
or at your dealer.

a. Model gOO-top level.
b. Model 850-best value.
c. Model 800-recoilless at

moderate price.
d. Model 700-economy.

from

$97.50
retail

adult air pistols
-from economy

to ultimate

ALL THE WAY
WITH
BEEMAN

tional but it certainly looks good.
His metal checkering is absolutely

superb and for the money that he
charges, it's one of the last great bar
gains in our inflated economy. Because
of the advent of the Pachmayr Signa
ture Model grips and mainspring hous
ing, checkered metal hasn't enjoyed the
popularity that it might have, basically
due to the expense involved. Bud's
checkering is comparably priced with
the new grips and therefore very
affordable.

There is no incontestable definition
of "accuracy." How precise must a
weapon shoot to be desig.nated
"accurate"? Most practical pistol
shooters prefer reliability to "minute of
angle" accumcy; therefore, Bud fabri
cates a "semi-accuracy" job. This com
prises a general tightening of the "vital
organs" of the .45 but not to the point
that reliability is jeopardized. When I
picked up my pistol I found that minute
of angle accuracy was hardly an
exaggeration! In my hands, from the
prone position 2-3 inch groups are typi
001, my offhand opens them up to about
4 inches.

You can expect to wait 2-4 months
for delivery. You can also expect that if
you're not pleased with his work, he'll
adjust it until you are. "You can't
please everybody all the time," in his
own words, "Heck, I'm still learning
and if I do something wrong I want to
know about it and make it right!" With
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Since 1970 the Davis custom has been
the preferred gun for 80% of the top law
enforcement PPC shooters nationwide.

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2. Box 92 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami. OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

in .44 Special he carried during his
Patrol service, and a Colt .45 auto. But
he has genuine regard for High Stan
dard's new Crusader. "I think this
pistol has revolutionized revolver de
sign," he told me, as he pointed out the
gears and cams in the lock work. While
he takes no credit for the new design,
Patton has acted as special consultant
to High Standard on the Crusader and
will fine-tune out of the first production
.357s for combat shooting.

Quite a tribute from a Master
Gunsmith like Leroy Patton. Write:
Patton's Custom Guns, 612 Chenevert,
Houston, TX .....
77003. ~

PATTON
(Continued from page 49)

a confidence inspiring statement like
that you'd expect exorbitant prices for
his work. Here is what Bud charges:
Checker front strap of frame ... 20.00
Checker mainspring housing. 7.50
Square and checker trigger

guard 25.00
Lower and dimple ejection

port. . 10.00
Bevel magazine well 10.00
Disconnect grip safety 4.50
Build beavertail grip

safety.. . 30.00
Serrate slide 15.00
Speed safety (fitted) 20.00
Long adjustable trigger (fitted) .20.00
Adjust existing trigger to

your specification. . 15.00
"Semi"-accuracyjob 40.00
Polish barrel throat and feed

ramp (if separate frbm
accuracy job) 10.00

Install S&W "K" sights .. 55.00
Install Bo-Mar sights

(low profile) . . 80.00
Blue complete gun . 25.00
Armoloy complete gun. . 50.00

Bud also does caliber conversions for
Ruger Blackhawks, Thompson Con
tenders and Remington XP-lOO's.

I've had fewer problems with my
Price customized handgun than friends
of mine have had with theirs tuned by
the well known customizers. As Bud
says, "I don't have anything to offer
that they (other custom gunsmiths)
don't, just myself; when a customer
sends me his weapon, he's buying me."
For today's practical pistol shooter,
Bud Price is truly a "practical pistol
smith. Write: Bud Price, Western Gun
Exchange, Rt. # 2, Box 92, .....
Miami, OK 74354. ~

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

I' )'0" want the best . ..
DAVIS CUSTOM GUNS

WE FEATURE:

3 GRADES
DAVIS FRONT ADJUSTABLE RIB

ACCU-LOCK
CUSTOM HANDGUN WORK OF ALL KINDS

Write or Call DAVIS CO.
2793 Del Monte Street, West Sacramento, CA 95691 (916) 372-6789

SEE FEATURED GUN ON COVER

I, l\tt~nrb Jitiutt
Custom Pistolsmith

Specializing in 45 Autos for;
Competition-Duty-Sport

Send large S.A.S.E. for complete list of modifications available.

821 E. Adams Havana, ll. 62644
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AHA

WELL CAST ~
HARD 0
BULLETS
fOr pistol & revolver
WEST COAST BULLETS
820 N. Sierra Bonita Avenue
LOS Angeles, CA 90046
(213) 651-2691

Anyone can learn to reload pistol ammuni
tion. It's easy, fun, and money-saving, too!
Send $1.00 for introductory booklet to
NRMA, Suite 300,1221 S.W. Yamhill, Port
land, OR 97205. National Reloading Manu·
facturers Association.

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT AND JETFIRE .25 CAL.

Distributed exclusively by

Minx M2-Cal. 22 short. Overall Length 4W',
Length of barrel 2W' ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety Half cock safety

Jetfire-Cal. 25 Overall Length 4W' Length of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock safety

J.L. GALEF &SOI.IC.
85 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y.I0007

At your favorite sporting firearms dealer.

No extractor
blow back action
only pistol with
instant breech cle~ing

double safety features.

IEl:OADIIINIC
Bench Pions

I use the Bo Mar rib exclusively-in fact,
only their West Coast style rib-on my PPC
guns. The Bo Mar product isjust superb as
far as workmanship, reliability, and du
rability. The precision of the adjustments
is second to none, and nothing ever seems
to go wrong with them. I know lots of them
that have been dropped and still worked
great.

There are some new companies out with
sight ribs that offer gimmicks, and some of
them have good workmanship, but I won't
put them on my guns. I know of too many
that have broken because they're weak in Organize your reloading lools, accessories,

Places where they have lots of little screws, components and finished ammo in this easy-
to-build reioading bench developed by the

instead of one big one like Bo Mar. You National Reloading Manufacturers Associa-

know the ones I mean.
tion. Extremely versatile to suit your partic-
ular reloading needs, the bench segregates

The reason I J'ust use the West Coast tools and supplies inlo Ihree basic areas.
...... Sturdy enough 10 withstand pres-

"yl, i, thot it h" ,II th'" ott"hm,nt ~ ,m".' '"' ""'"' '00' .""..!. ': Send $2.00 for a set of plans 10:
screws going into the barrel, instead of two !. ';, ~ NRMA Bench Plans, Suite 300,
on the barrel and one on the frame like '\ g.: u i 1221 S.W. Yamhill, Portland, Ore-

-,,:..... •"J' gon 97205.
some of the other models. I don't want any
tension or any unnecessary pressure from r

l
;e:;::d-::-;U;-R~0~~9-;;:c-;;-;;::.l

the rib pushing on the frame, or vice versa. I I enclose $2.00. I
When your gun gets hot, there is a minis- I Name I
cule amount of metal expansion. I know I I

Address
that we're talking about a superfine meas- I I
urement, and I know I'm splitting hairs, I City State Zip I
but I'm proud of my reputation for ultra '- ...J
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POWER ON RIB
INSTALLATION

RON POWER
(Continued from page 37)

extractor rod. That part is constantly push
ing against the bolt when the gun is closed,
and if you leave that sharp edge there at
the rod opening, why it can eventually get
bent out of shape and mushroom on you,
and that means that eventually it'll be so
out of shape that the underlug bolt won't
lock back into the frame, which in turn
means that the gun won't fire. Just knock
ing a little of that sharp corner off with a
slight bevel solves a lot of problems that
could develop in the future.

One thing I do to the extractor itself
that's sort of unique is, I relieve the inside
of the extractor to reduce the customer's
having to worry about crud building up
under there and jamining his gun. It's
amazing how many gunsmiths try to re
lieve the cylinder at that point, instead. It's
awfully easy to foul up that operation, and
a new extractor is a whole lot cheaper to
come by than a new cylinder. I make a cut
about ten thousandths deep and a hundred
thousandths wide, from just outside of the
extractor pin holes on out towards the
outside edges of the extractor. I'm remov
ing about 60% of the surface metal there,
which doesn't hurt extractor strength any,
but gives my customer 60% better chance
that it won't gum up on him with a lot oC
dirty shooting. This is especially worth
while on the recent series of S&W K
frames that came out with the gas ring on
the yoke instead of the cylinder.

"



A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

" 00
~

RUGER SECURITY SIX, COLT MK
III, S&W M·36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. Do it yourself action.
Specify Kit. $7.65

COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring
kit for all COLT .45 Autos.
Specify which model. •••..• $15.00

WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjust·
able rear sights.......•....• $6.10

PE'EP REAR SIGHT BLADES for
RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjustable
rear sights. Specify.
Plain ...••.....•.•.•...•. $6.50
One or two elevation bars ..•• $7.15

S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK·4 Spring Strength..... $7.65

T/C SPRING PAK. 10·30 oz. Trigger
Return Spring. Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . $16.00

NEW MODEL S. A. RUGER TRIG·
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pull about 50%..•..•....... $7.10

CUSTOM T/C BARRELS for SIL·
HOUETTE or HUNTING... $125.00

Dealer I nquiries Invited

SSK INDUSTRIES
Rt. 1, Della Dr.

Bloomingdale, OH 43910
(614) 264-0176

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 48¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-3, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA. 19003

precise PPC guns and this is one of the
concepts responsible for that reputation,
so take it for what it's worth.

For installation, you use a level to ex
actly square the gun straight up and down,
and then locate your screw holes. I use a
special machine to do this, but you can get
by with a drill press and clamps. Clamp the
rib on and level the same way, or else you
can use a small square to be sure the top of
the rib is in the exactly proper relationship
with the sides of the gun. With the drill
press and clamps method, the best way is
probably to counterbore the holes which
are already in the Bo Mar rib, using a
Number 26 drill.

Your holes are now located center on the
barrel, so you can remove the rib and
finish up with a number 31 drill, and then
tap it to size 6-40 and go ahead and screw
your Bo Mar rib on. I make a point of

having the front of the rib exactly flush
with the outside bevel of the crown on the
front of my Douglas barrel. This makes for
a real nice-looking job. If you're using an
adjustable-sight Smith & Wesson, like a
Masterpiece or Combat Magnum, the
notch in the back of your topstrap where
you removed the factory sight is a good
guideline to follow. If the end of the Bo
Mar rib is exactly flush with that, you've
got it right; I bevel my barrels to line up
according to that guideline for the Bo Mar
ribs, which are exactly 73/4" long in 6"
barrel size.

I leave a little bit of clearance between
the topstrap of the frame, but the ribs
should be screwed down solid to the barrel.
I have a special sight option for quick
changes between the 25-yard and 50-yard
setting. A lot of the guys like this because it
eliminates having to count clicks, which
can be tedious and easy to screw up if
somebody bumps into you while you're
turning the screwdriver or something. It's a
patented process, so all I'd like to say at
this time is that it requires machining a
recess into the top of the frame to accom
modate a longer screw. I've got some really
new stuff coming up in the way of sight
ribs, but I can't talk about that until the
patents clear. I'm excited .....
about it, though. ~

Next issue, the Ron Power series con
cludes with a potpourri ofsubtleties asfar as
action, finish, hammer and trigger styling
modifications, and other fine points that
mark the work of the master craftsman so
many PPC shooters acknowledge to be the
leader in his field.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER ~
SATISFACTION ------li.
GUARANTEED h ¢t.. If
$7.95 Il 17 ~

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone. Cylinder. and Barrel. Available
In either 38-41-44·4,; cal. Brass cloth pachos
(Pk. 10) $1.50. Order direct or from your
dealer. Check or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

STANDARD, NICKLE·PLATED £, TARGET MODEL

Quality X 3

ROGERS & SPENCER

One name for 3 quality handguns pre·
ferred by American Black powder
Shooters. Available in pre·assembled kits.
too. Write for complete information in our
illustrated catalog. Send $1.00 for cata·
log to:

EUROARMS OF AMERICA
Dept.AH-3
14 W. Monmouth St. • \l(inchester, Virginia 22601r-------------"

(f}ll!i!lf@
DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING

FIREARMS FOR COLLECTORS & COMPETITION

S/W 294" Nickel S/W 29 4" Blue Class A
S/W 29 6" Nickel Class A S/W 29 6" Blue
Engrv. S/W 66 4" Class AEngrv. S/W 66
2%" Class A Engrv.

(Consecutively No. Pairs)
S/W 60 Class A Engrv.

COMPLETE LINE
S/W & COLT HANDGUNS

IN STOCK

FNFAL &ACCESSORIES
Heckler &Koch #91 &93's
Nice Selection M-1 Garands
Sigs/Devel 39 Conversions

JW. HOAG® IPSC AUTO
NOW IN STOCK

ARRIVING FEBRUARY

GENCO COMBAT AUTO'S
STD. Width, Hard·Chrome, Bar·Sto

Barrels, Bo-Mar Sights

GEIICI
PHONE (704) 274-4572 (24 Hour Answering)

1270 Hendersonville Rd., Plaza South
, P.O. Box 5704, Asheville, NC 28803 )

"-- ------------
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"DELUXE" POLICE MAGNUM
Length: 9.25", Weight:,2.2Ibs.
USO·2061 ...$47.95

NO FEDERAL LICENSE REQUIRED.
MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL
TOLL FREE: (800) 33&4572
IN VIRGINIA: (703) 549-0774

PKG. OF 100 .22 CAL BLANKS I
U50·22BC. . .. $4.95 I

I

COMPLETELY
SAFE! CANNOT
BE MADE TO FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. Full-size,
machined metal. They look. feel
and weigh same as origi~als.

Double-action, gun black finish. swing
out cylinder and ejector mechanism.

1/5 scale N.R.A. Small lore rifle silhouettes
1 set... . .

3/8 scole IHMsA .22 pistol silhouettes. 1 set '1711

"low are mad. of mild .f••I.
On. at consl.t. ot 4 animal•.

Full scale long lasting Jalloy 360 long range pistol and
high powered rifle silhouettes '249··

SWMS manufactures standard or custom scaled
silhouettes for your range. For more Information.
send 25' and a self-addressed envelope to:

Southwa.t Matalllc SlIhouatta.
P.O. Box 476 Uvalda, raxa. 71101

Or Call: (512) 271·5454 or (512) 271.3217

You HAVE TO BE

TOUGH TO

SURVIVE

67

"STANDARD" I
Popular .1
priced I

models I
of die-I

I WeIght 10 oz cast I
1$12.95 $17.95 metal. I

r---------------------------·I ~1~~~:~~~iNC. 0 I CERTIFY I AM 18 YEARS OR OLDER I
I P.O. Box 388, DEPT. AH 0 PLEASE SEND FREE COLOR CATALOG IIAlEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313 I
I Please send the following ••_n_nnnn_nnnnn_n._nn I
I ADD~.~~.roA.
10 Mc:»NEY ORDER 0 CHECK ENCLOSED $, __mm__ POSTAGE/HANDLINGI

I CHARGE TO: 0 VISA 0 MC 0 AE 0 CB 0 DC I
I I

I:::~--~~:~-~~:~:~;~;:~::;~=:;_~:~_~.~~::~;:_~:~~::~~~~'_;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:!
I I

!:::::T:~;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I
L ..MONEY IIACK (L£SS POSTAGE) IF NOT SATlSfIIED. J

r---------------------------,INEW! BLANK-FIRING
!(STARTER) PISTOLS
ICOUNTERFEIT GUNS

LAWSON
(Continued from page 39)

for Colt Gov't Model. COf1Yl\1nder.
and other large-Frame Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $1."S POSTPAID
(Calif. residents: add 6% tax)

ANTIQUE FIREARMS
EDGED WEAPONS

Looks like full·size knucks. Dangerous if $5~~
mis-used. Send check or M.O.; no C.O.D. PAID
Mo. res. add 5% tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. TWO

BUSHWACKER SALES $~~~O
Dept.H. P.O. Box 861, Manchester, MO 63011

$5.95; YOUR PICKUP TRUCK IS A LIT
TLE GOLDMINE. LEARN HOW YOU CAN
MAKE UP TO $15,000.00 YEARLY WITH
PRACTICALLY NO INVESTMENT. EASY
UNDERSTANDABLE INSTRUCTIONS
ONLY $5.95. PICKUP INDUSTRIES, BOX
38852-AH. GERMANTOWN, TEN
NESSEE 38138.

For info, send SAS.E.
S"EYE HE.IGS••
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025

and related items for sale in our exciting, thick, 220 page cata
log·reference book crammed full with over 1000 items. All photo·
illustrated, fully described and priced for sale. The book will be
sent to you immediately via 1st class mail upon receipt of $5.00.
Fla. residents add 20~. Serving collectors for over 25 years.

KNUCKLE DUSTER
BUCKLE FOR YOUR BELT

THE MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS
1038 Alton HOld, Dept H Miami Beach, Ra. 33139

tion, because it signals an awareness of the
advantages provided by a more accurate
handgun and the desire to improve their
chances in competition. Most pistol com
petitors level off here and it would be over
kill to seek more accuracy potential in their
handguns.

Pistol accuracy modifications should be
regarded as highly specialized work. Parts
must be fitted to tolerance levels more as
sociated with Tool and Die Makers than
with General Machinists. And, since there
are so many approaches to pistol modifica
tions ... almost as many as the number of
men doing the work ... it is advisable to
consider the gunsmith's qualifications. A
general 'smith who tunes up an outboard
in the morning, installs a trailer hitch be
fore lunch, solders a rib on a shotgun in the
afternoon and offers to accurize your pistol
at 4 PM may do an adequate job. More
often, though, the jack-of-all-trades type
fits a creeping trigger to a light hammer
that mysteriously changes an autoloader
into a single action when a dangerously
shallow engagement fails and the hammer
begins to follow the slide after a few shots.
If the over-tightened slide goes forward at
all, that is! This kind of butchery is all too
common and it would be a rare pistol
shooter who has not seen at least one such
horrible example.

These days, X's win matches, so top
level shooters often look for a winning
edge over their competition. In the proper
hands, an Extremely Accurate pistol
stands at the very apex and pinnacle of the
Gunsmith's art. The Extremely Accurate
pistol will have a custom barrel with spe
cial tight chambering, throating for a spe
cific semi-wadcutter bullet set at a specific
depth in a case of uniform overall dimen
sions, close headspacing and it may be fed
an exclusive diet ofspecial cases altered by
lathe turning loaded with carefully altered
bullets.

One of the best commercially available
target barrels, costing well over $100 unfit
ted, guarantees under 3" extreme spread
groups at 50 yards ... Competitively Accu
rate ... but after being properly fitted, it can
tighten groups to Extremely Accurate,
provided the optimum load is used. This
fitting includes throating to a specific
depth to accommodate a carefully chosen
SWC round seated to proper depth to give
sufficient overall length for reliable feed
timing and strike and a careful fitting of
the barrel's ribs to the slide. Further, the

.frame, link, slide stop, link pin, bushing,
slide face, barrel hood and muzzle crown
are given special attention. The feed ramp
angle is changed, the shape altered for
proper feed and lack of bullet distortion
and setback. This kind of tolerance-tight
ening accuracy work can run to several
times what the original pistol cost, but the
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CITY STATE ZIP _

,---------------------------------------------------,

PRINTNAME ADDRESS _

IHMSA SILHOUETTE
PISTOLS AND
REVOLVERS

THE MACHINE REST
The function of a machine rest is to de

termine extreme spread ofshot groups that
a pistol or revolver is capable of delivering
consistently, when the barrel aligns at pre
cisely the same point of aim from shot to
shot. It is also useful to determine the ac
curacy ora bullet and load combination.

Accuracy groups should be fired from a
solid bench-mounted Ransom windage
base machine rest after five fouler shots are
fired over the target. The wind flag must be
down, and there should be no body contact
with the rest or the bench except the finger
on the trip lever.

While we realize that bench mounting is
not as steady as a granite diKe set below the
frost line, this condition is more easily
duplicated by an average experimenter
and no allowances in group size have to be
made for mounting differences. We have
elected to use extreme spread of shot
groups rather than center to center of
shotholes because this is more easily mea
sured accurately by merely calipering from
outside to outside of the shotholes with an
accurate vernier or dial caliper. As will be
shown in part 2, this is a more realistic
measurement than the usual center to cen
ter group sizing.

To further standardize conditions, we
have used an Oehler 33 Chronotach to
record velocity of test loads. Thus, all of
the test equipment we have used is readily
available to any shooter at modest cost if it
can't be borrowed for an afternoon, and all
of our results can be readily duplicated.

finished pistol won't show a dramatic
change in looks. All of the differences are
small but important and must be mea
sured in ten thousandths of an inch!

A wide spectrum of handguns is used. If
a match is not IHMSA sanctioned, classi
fications and requirements may vary
considerably.

Production Class handguns are required
to group under 3" at 50 meters (54.68
yards) and 12" at 200 meters (218.70 yds.)
to be classified Competitively Accurate.
No major alterations are allowed. This is
the usual average accuracy level in out-of
the-box quality revolvers and single shot
pistols when commercially loaded am
munition is used. Most competitors tighten
these groups considerably by using hand
loaded ammunition.

Modified Production Class Handguns
will not be considered here because none
of the allowable modifications, (i.e., sights,
custom grips, Mag-Na-Porting, action
modifications, etc.) have any effect on ma
chine rest groups, though they can shrink
competition groups dramatically.

Unlimited Class Handguns are required
to group under I" at 50 meters and 4" at
200 meters to be classified Competitively
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CARD# _

o MASTER CHARGE

BANK # _

o VISA

EXP. DATE _

CHARGE IT:

STORM MANUFACTURING
P.O. Box 41
Rossville, Illinois 60963
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BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

A Ruger Blackhawk
.357 mag. converted to a .357/44

Bobcat Magnum by Don Hartzell, 3504
Village Rd., Concord, CA. They say it's as

powerful as .44 mag. with twice the penetration
and about half the recoil. You can be sure the

best scope mount made is on it. Has your pistol
been scoped yet?

Send for free Catalog 35H

SCHNEIDER CUSTOM
REVOLVERS

Douglas Barrels Aristocrat ribs
Premium Grade Davis, Bo-Mar

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colt and Ruger, includes tuned
action, smooth trigger and stop, speed hm. chamfered
chambers, rib, and barrel.

Round Barrel (Blue) $214.00
Slabbed Barrel (Blue) $224.00
Slabbed Contoured Barrel (Blue) $275.00

Prices include original sight and barrel trade in.
ADD $10.00 for Stainless Steel Barrel.
NEW** Cylinder end shake shim washers. 10 to a pkge.

.002, .003, .004, .005 not assorted.
Prices on all services and combat supplies mailed on written request.

SCHNEIDER GUNSMITHING
404 W. Garbry Road. Piqua, Ohio 45356
Area 513 Shop 773-1417 Res.778-0966

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RINDA, CA. 94563

THE Shooters' Equipment Box

Add $.75 to any order sent the company, to cover ha'ndling and postage.
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment Bo". see your local
MTM Dealer, or send for Free catalog.

At last, an equipment box designed to hold all of the gear you
normally take to the range: gun cleaning accessories, reloading
equipment, tools, ammo and components, spotting scope, hearing
protectors, shooting glasses ... and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even acavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included)
MTM's Equipment Box measures a full 21" x9" x91;4". Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and latches.

IPSC PISTOLS
This class of shooter favors Browning

designed pistols with extensive modifica
tions, in some cases. 1911 and 1935 pistols
are the popular choices. Parameters of
accuracy are identical with those for NRA
target pistols, but there are several impor-
tant differences to consider: Reliable func
tioning is paramount in these weapons.
Adequately large, easily aligned sights
with the longest possible base and various
custom features may be required by indi
vidual competitors. Accuracy work must
focus on barrel/bushing/lockup only.
Rapid cycling is necessary, so heavy 22 and
24# recoil springs and slides moderately
loose on raceways are utilized. Commer
cial ammunition is often used, so barrels
are oriented toward jacketed fodder. lEW'
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A wide spectrum of revolvers are used,
but the S&W K and N frame weapons
seem to be the most popular favorites.
There is great variation in local Depart
mental rules and courses of fire; averages
have been taken from random samples.
Usually no restrictions are placed on mod
ifications. The specified caliber is usually
.38 speCial, but handloads within the .357
magnum range are commonly loaded in
.38 special cases for these matches. Some
departments insist that competitors use
issue wadcutter ammunition handloaded
at their facility. These revolvers are there
fore expected to digest a wide spectrum of
fodder accurately.

PPC revolvers are required to group
under 1" at 25 yards and 2" at 50 yards to
be classified Competitively Accurate; un
der %" at 25 yards and 1114" at 50 yards to
be classified Very Accurate; under V2" at 25
yards and 1" at 50 yards to be classified
Extremely Accurate. These standards are
to be arrived at by firing m.r. groups with
every type of ammunition that will be used
and using the largest group fired as a
standard.

Most quality revolvers can be expected
to be competitive out of the box, while
ranging, timing and custom sights will be
the basis for a tightened group. Extreme
accuracy can usually only be attained in
special custom-built revolvers that have
slabbed bull barrels with special rifling
and twist, flat crown, reworked lock, rib
designed to prevent frame flex, adjustable
rear and front sights, grips carefully fitted
to the hand and many other custom fea
tures not found in production specimens.

PPC REVOLVERS

Accurate; W' at 50 meters (one ragged
hole for most large calibers) and 2" at 200
meters to be classified Very Accurate;
some custom Unlimited Pistols deliver Ex
treme Accuracy, and while this may give a
shooter a psychological advantage of ex
treme confidence in his weapon, target size
does not warrant that degree of accuracy,

.in light of the fact that matches are consis
tently won with weapons below this
classification.



301·327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD -ILLINOIS· 62717

COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING
b)J James D. Mason, Consultant, San
Diego County Sheriff's Dept., S~n

Diego, California. Foreword by BIll
McMillan. A broad scope of handgun·
ning imerests is covered in I~is hand
somely ill ustrated book, mcl ud1l1g
handloading ammunition, Ihe condi
tioning and maimenance of hand
guns, handgun seleclions, .term1l1al
ballislics, crileria for developmg effec
tive defense combal shoOling skills,
and basic mental and bodily processes
that result in effeclive combal mark
manship_ '76,272 pp. (63/4 x 93/4),
594 il. (26 in color), 8 tables, $27.25

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

THE SPORTING USE OF THE
HANDGUN by Mason Williams, Fire
arms and Ballistic Consultant, Libby,
Montana. This in-deplh examinalion
of the sponi ng use of Ihe handgun
ouilines Ihe legal use of pislOls and
revolvers for recrealion, compelilion,
and huming. All daia required for
compelilion in handgun shooting 
courses of fire, largets, accuracy re
quirements, memal and physical con
ditioning - are Ihoroughly revIewed.
The author also offers suggestIOns
concerning ammunilion, ammunilion
tesling, handgun selection, and ways
10 malch handguns to specific ammu
nition lots and types. '79,288 pp., 119
iI., $14.75

BALLISTIC SCIENCE FOR THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER by
Charles G. Wilber, Colorado State
Univ., Fort Collins. This book clearly
and understandably explains Ihe
physics and chemislry involved when
bullet meets larget, Ihe types of
wounds or holes produced by various
firearms, crileria for selecting firearms
and canridges for special and rouline
purposes, -and peninem performance
dan '77,324 pp. (63/4 x 93/4), 86zl.,
26 tables, $30.00

AMERICAN POLICE HANDGUN
TRAINING by Charles R. Skillen,
Yellowstone County Sheriff's Dept.,
Billings, Montana, and Mason Wil·
Iiams Firearms and Ballistic Can
sUlta~t, Libby, Montana. Offering
factual construClively erilical eval
uation~ of police handgun training,
this lexl explores such issues as memal
conditioni ng in relation to handgun
training, training by rote, psycholog
ical faclors, Ihe legalily of firing, pn
vate combal lraining schools, Ihe
police officer in relation 10 society,
and lraining procedures based on
modern concepts. '77, 216 pp., 77 zl.,
$13.00 -

ROYCE O. WEDDLE
411 24th Ave. NW.
Norman, OK 73069 (405) 364-0444

Weddle custom target revolvers are ma
chine rest tested and have been competi
tion winners. They feature oversize Doug
las Premium barrels, 1.100" Barrel for the
optimum weight (60 oz. on .38 Special K
Framed S&W 6" barrel). You can get
complete action jobs, single or double,
trigger smoothing, sight adjustments,
etc. Almost nothing is left out of their
aCtion jobs and prices start from $175.00
up.

WALKER ARMS CO.
Rte. 2, Box 73
Selma AL 36701 (205) 872-3888

Sele~ted by more than 40 companies
as an authorized warranty station, Walker
Arms backs their work with 20 years of
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HANDLOADS FOR
ACCURACY TESTS

After range testing 25 accurized pistols,
representing a production span of over 60
years, only one general rule emerged:
Manufacturing tolerances In a partIcular
barrel have to be taken into account.
Choosing several specimens at random,
.45 ACP barrels slugged and miked ranged
from .4500" to .4537" and 9mm barrels
from .3542" to .3584"! Chamber sizes also
varied widely. The conclusion is obvious:
To develop an accuracy load, start
by slugging and miking the bar:el. Load
well below the velocity the pistol will
be required to handle a~d work up to a
suitable load in 2/10 gram .....
steps. ~

(Continued from page 51)
specialties is color case hardening on SA
revolvers. All popular sights, factory bar
rels, and extended safeties installed.

PRESENTATION/
COMPAC. GRIPS
for Small Frame Revolvers.
Improves accuracy.. Fills your
hand Absorbs recoil .. Pro·
vides "Grip Security" in any kind
of weather or combat sltuaton.
Models for S&W ''j'' trame. Colt
"0" frame and all Charter Arms
revolvers. Shaped for Speed Load
ers. At your dealers or write us
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ARMOLOY
A proven finish for your expensive
firearms at a price you can afford.

ARMOLOY OFFERS:
TOTAL PROTECTION AGAINST RUST

Every steel part internal & external is
plated except springs. I.D. of bore &
cylinder available at additional cost.

REDUCES WEAR
Surface hardness is Rockwell (.70

NON·GLARE FINISH
Reflects less light than conventional

bluing.
LASTING FINISH

Finish is guaranteed not to chip,
crack, or peel under normal

conditions.

For free literature and price list write:
ARMOLOY CO. OF FT. WORTH

204 E. DAGGETT ST.
FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76104

••••••••••••••• •• Fast draw
• GUNSLINGER II •• •

• •
• r. •=Lawr~7' •.
• A long time "old west" •

flvorite. This sturdy. •
• saddle·lelther outfit .is

•
designed for fISt. qUIck· •
drlw Iction. The holster

•
is I..ther lined Ind metal AT DEALERS OR •
reinforced for free cyl·

•
inder rotation with lock· BY MAl L. Send •
stitched constructIon today for cltalog of •

•
throughout. For III re· complete lawrence
volvers with ." or longer line of over 100

•
barrels. The I..ther·lined holster styles and •
belt is contour cut for other leather shoot- •

• I trim fit. ing accessories.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •

••iit~••••lii·.eii•••

THE LAST WORD
IN FIREARM FINISHING



experience. In addition to repair work,
they offer most of the regular custom
services. Their complete accuracy job
runs about $100, and action jobs start at
about $40. Conversions, such as .357 to
.44 or .45, average about $150.

WALTERS INDUSTRIES
(Dave Walters)
6226 Park Lane
Dallas, TX 75225 (214) 691-6973

Combat and NRA Target .45's with all
the basic custom work and most any
extras required. Dave's .45 Hardball mod-

els start at $175, with ribs and sights
extra. A complete combat job, less sights,
runs about $150. Bo-Mar ribs and sights,

. and Dave's own barrels installed; his own
blueing and nickel finishing plus jobbed
out Armoloy.

WILSON'S GUN SHOP (Bill Wilson)
101-103 Public Square

Berryville, AR 72616 (501) 423-2982
IPSC combat autos, basic to full house,

are available from Bill at prices ranging
from $125 to $270 (your gun) or $400 to

$550 complete. Working with the Colt .45
or Commander, Bill's main interest is a
gun that is reliable.

All normal pistolsmithing services are
offered; King, Bo·Mar, and S&W sights
installed; Pachmayr or Herrett stocks and
blue or Metaloy finishing.

DAVID WOODRUFF
Box 5
Bear, DE 19701

Revolver and auto pistol caliber conver
sions and barrel lining are Dave's forte.
Large frame S&W and Ruger revolvers
can be converted to eight different cali
bers. Many .32 auto pistols can be con·
verted to .380. Dave's information sheet
gives all the data on what ~
is possible and what is not. ~

JACK ABENE
(Continued from page 47)

he'd just chromed, but Jack attacked it
himself with a steel letter opener to
show just how durable a finish is
provided. Nary a scratch. Remember,
all prices quoted are current in early
1979 and may change.

PPC, Silhouette, or one of a kind,
Jack Abene will build it. Curr~ntly
three months' backlogged, write him
at: 1607 West Kennedy .....
Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606 ~

RICHTER
(Continued from page 51)

paranoid about concealability, and
carry the inadequate .38 snub. Besides
Jeff, a lightweight Commander won't fit
in the right front pocket of my uniform
pants. I carry a lightweight Com
mander under my uniform jacket in the
winter as a backup to my Al Mag, but
until I got a Richter Mini-Combat AS I



Jul/Aug "78 Police Product
News

Fall "78 The Police Marksman
Nov/Dec '78 The American

Handgunner
May '79 Soldier 01 Fortune
No. 76-8 IACP E.T.C. 8ulletin
Sept/Ocl '79 The American

Handgunner
Sept. '79 The American Rifleman

NU-LlNE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hill Road, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
(314) 441-4500
(314) 447-4501

6" Python Barrels, $52.95 prepaid

For parts order, add $3.00 packing and postage

Turn Your Gun Into a 24-H'our Weapon
REPORTED IN:

For Catalog Send $1 To:

NITE-SITE, INC.
P.O. Box '0', Rosemount. MN 55068. U.S.A.

Send Large S.A,S.E. For Brochure

)J

NU-LINE GUNS
"UNDER RIB"

DAYLIGHT ACCURACY
, AT NIGHT
Self-Luminous Gunsights

For Handguns-Shotguns-Rifles
No Batteries-No Wires-No Bulbs

June '72 Guns & Ammo
April '77 Law & Order
June '77 Police Times
July '77 The Police Chief
Sept. '77 Guns
Oct. '77 Law & Order
May 5. '78 Wisconsin Law

Enlorcement 8ullelin

PPC GUNS BUILT 1" BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS-
$10 MINIMUM ORDER
S& WSIGHTS INSTALLED ON
COLT SLIDES
S& W MOD. 28 TO .44 SPECIAL
AND .45 L.C.

GEORGE VON ROSEN
Publisher

had to depend on a .38 snub for sum
mertime second gun purposes.

The Richter Mini-Combat .45 is an
ideal choice for the Handgunner who
wants a .45 that is super concealable
and super reliable. Interested readers
should contact Bob Richter at· 5792
Vista De Oro, Riverside, California
92509. In closing, I can't think of a
better recommendation than to say I
bought one and depend ........
on it to stay alive! ~
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Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108

8. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and other security
holders o\vning 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities (If there are none, so state):
None.

9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 include, in case where the stock
holder or security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other Judiciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, also the statements in the two paragraphs show the
affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the Clrcumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security hold
ers who do not a~pear upon the books of the company as

~h~~t~fsahb~~as~de :\~~e~~cN~~:~ ~~d ~da:~~~~so~~~~Jf~d
uals who are stockholders of a corporation which itself is a
stockholder or holder of bonds, mortgages or other securities
of the publishing corporation have been included in para
graphs 7 and 8 when the interests of such individuals are
eqUivalent to 1 percent or more, of the total amount of the
stock or securities of the publishing corporation.

10. This item must be completed for all publications
except those which do not carry advertising other than the
publisher's own and which are named in sections 132.231,
132.232. and 132.233, postal manual (Sections 4355a, 4355b
and 4356 of the Title 39, United States Code).

A. Total No. copies printed (Net Press Run): Average No.
copies each issue during preceding 12 months~140,547.

Single issue nearest to filing date-145,578.
B. Paid Circulation:
1. Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors and

counter sales: Average No. copies each issue during preced
ing 12 months-48.288, Single issue nearest to filing date
57,567.

2. Mail Subscriptions: Average No. copies ~ach issue dur
ing preceding 12 months-35,OOO. Single issue nearest to
filing date-33,325.

C. Total Paid Circulation. Average No. copies each issue
during preceding 12 months-83,288. Single issue nearest to
filing date-90.892.

D. Free distribution (including samples) by mail, carrier
or other means: Average No. copies each issue during
precedin!f 12 months-1,730. Single issue nearest to filing
date-1,llo.

E. Total Distribution (Sum of C and Dl: Average No.
copies each issue during preceding 12 months-85,0I8. Single
issue nearest to filing date-92,007.

F. Copies not distributed:
1. Office use, left over, unaccounted, spoiled after print

ing: Average No. copies each issue during preceding 12
months-1,682. Single issue nearest to filing date-431.

2. Retu'rns from new agents: Average No. copies each
issue during preceding 12 months-53,847. Single issue
nearest to filing date-53,140.

G. Total (Sum of E & F -should equal net press run shown
in A): Average No. copies each issue during preceding 12
months-140,547. Single issue nearest to filing date-145.578.

I certify that the statements made by me above are
correct and complete.

(JJ f1ef/(A~tJ@@ f1
".". INDOOR SHOOTING CENTER

~ 555E,MAIN

~'». DANVILLE, IN 46122
317-745-4747

~ INSTRUCTION *
y y PRACTICE **
~ COMPETITION *

OFFICE IS NOW OPEN
NOON TILL 7 PM

YOU ARE
REQUESTED TO

REPORT TO
OR CALL:

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Prl,'~ntation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFfSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

::YlANTEDE
ALL CENTRAL

INDIANA
HANDGUNERS

WHO ARE
INTERESTED IN
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WHAT'S GOING ON IN HUNTING BULLETS

market a successful design in, plus a bunch
of others that are real sleepers for this
adaptation. Time and testing will tell just
what they will be suitable for, but my guess
is that in .41, .44 and .45 Win. Mag they
will turn out to be among the best for use
on up to 200 pound ani~als. I'll predict
they will expand a lot quicker than their
conventionally jacketed counterparts and
make a significant improvement in am
munition in a lot of calibers.

As I've said before, handgun ammuni-

74

Attention!
(COMBAT

SHOOTERS
Now you can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safeties 17.50
Ambidextrous Safeties 34.50
Hogue Extended Slide

Release 18.00
Recoil Buffers 9.95
Micro Sights (melted &

reblued) 27.00
Bo-Mar Sights (melted &

reblued) 49.00
King-Tappan Sights 22.00
MMC-Bar Cross Sights 19.00
Beavertail Grip Safeties 15.00
Long Match Trigger (with

backlash adj.) 10.45
Flat Mainspring Housing

(Colt) 12.25
MK IV Recoil Spring 1.00
Magazines (Colt) Blue 10.00

Nickel 12.25
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 16.50
Pachmayr Mainspring Housings

(flat) 9.95
Colt Commander Hammers 10.50
MK IV Barrel and Bushing

Sets 39.95
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride

Holsters 35.95
IPSC Hat Pins 7.50

We have considerable experi
ence in performing IPSC style
modifications. We are here to
stay, and we take pride in doing
first class work at reasonable
prices - inquire at the address
below for particulars.

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co.
as an authorized Warranty Repair
Station, and we carry awide variety
of Colt Parts.----We offer a complete money
back guarantee -- if you are not
100% satisfied, your money will
be cheerfully refunded.

Forward correct remittance
in cash, check or M.a.

along with $2.50 postage to:

SHOOTIST
SUPPLY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

or call your Visa and Mastercharge
orders to

(605) 892-2822.

HANDGUN HUNTING
J. D. JONES

L et's talk about ammo. Anyone seen
anything new and different lately?

The now old hat, jacketed hollow point
handgun bullets are obsolete. Remember
twenty years ago they didn't exist. It wasn't
until '66 when Super Vel fired up that they
became available in any quantity.

It's probably not very well known, but
the very first commercial high perfor
mance ammo loaded by what was to be
come Super Vel utilized home swaged
half-jacket bullets.

The transition to jacketed H.P. and S.P.
bullets was quite painful. Accuracy wasn't
a problem, expansion was. I still have one
of the original .357 160 grain S.P.s that I
penetrated a railroad tie with. The jacket
was kinda thick. Eventually thinnerjackets
became available and now it seems like
Hornady, Speer, Sierra and a number of
other companies have always had good,
dependable bullets. That's a shame be
cause the guys that did the original signifi
cant development work received little in tion development has been dead for 10
the way of recognition or reward for what years. Maybe, just maybe, the Silvertip
we all casually now buy over the counter. will provide a little incentive to someone to

If you are experimentally minded, Cor- spend a few R&D bucks in bullet
bin (P.O. Box 758, Phoenix, OR 97535) development.
publishes Ted Smith's book on bullet As of now the Silvertip will not be
swaging as well as handling a complete offered as a component item. In fact, WW
line of bullet swaging equipment. is essentially out of the bullet business for

So far nothing new or different (that's reloaders. If you want some of those good
readily available) has appeared except big game bullets in the white boxes you
WW's Silvertip in 9MM and .45 ACP. Take better stock up while you still can. Ob
the thin aluminum alloy cap from the nose viously the Silvertip is new, different and
of a Silvertip rifle bullet-cap pure or significant. It will not replace the conven
almost pure lead and you get a dandy tionally jacketed bullets for large game.
pistol bullet that is less expensive to make, "Trick" bullets have made their ap
is very accurate, expands very readily, pearance from time to time and usually
doesn't drag on feed ramps and has the proved unsuccessful over the long haul.
added advantage of an additional 5% There is useful application for capped,
velocity at identical pressure for conven- liquid filled hollow points and some of the
tional jacketed bullets of the same weight. other trick bullets that have come and

Yep. That's new and different. Sure as gone. The problem with special purpose
hell wish I had been smart enough to think bullets is a limited market that is not
of it. The best part of the whole thing is profitable for a manufacturer to stay in. In
that it works. At reasonable ranges even the past, "explosive" bullets fired with a
the .45 opens up very well. I mean in primer and containing a black powder
meat-not in sand or Duxseal. The very charge have not proven to attain larger
light aluminum alloy ruptures and falls "wound" cavities in Duxseal than conven
away from the core but that is of absolutely tional hollow point bullets ahead of the
no consequence. Right now I'll go out on a same powder charge. (At least in my tests.)
limb and say it's the /astest opening H.P. Primer ignition of such misnamed "explo
bullet available for handguns. If you want sive" bullets is quite "iffy" on a variety of
penetration, forget the Silvertip. Early in substances. Propellent powders used in
1980 the Silvertip will be available in all this fashion simply are propellent powders
the calibers you would think WW would contained for a few milliseconds at impact
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MODERN

PISTOL

SHOOTING

IS BEING TAUGHT
AT THE CHAPMAN
ACADEMY RANGE
IN COLUMBIA, MO.

Ray Chapman, former World Practical Pis
tol Champion, is providing courses of in
struction in pistol craft at his modern 33
acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The fa
cilities include indoor, outdoor, moving tar
get, and night shooting ranges. Available
courses include basic, intermediate and ad
vanced training in the use of the practical
pistol.
The courses have been praised by shooters from
novices. to World Class competitors. They include
the Safe andEffective Use ofHandguns uSing the
CHAPMAN METHODS For Information ware:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035

Columbia. MO 65205

1I.4S.uto ComlHtt Custom

IICustom Rellollle,s

1I.4S.uto T.,get Custom

II Pistol Reb."eling

)) B,owning Ni·Powe, Comb.t Custom

)) Colt _".nty rep.i, sttltion

IIColt p.,ts dist,ibuto,

IIBrowning w.,ronty ,e,.i, sftltion

Send I.rge s.•.s.e. 10' inlor_tion & prices

elcr: CYUNDER & SLIDE SHOP.INC.
="" P.I. Bf1K 931 Dept. AN
__, FREMfJNT. NEBR. 6I02S
•• PIt. H2 121·4211

and vastly inferior in effect to any true
explosive chemical combination. "Explo
sive" bullets are illegal for hunting every
where I know of and have been for more'
years than I've been alive.

Handgun Hunters International is roll
ing right along. The membership is grow
ing daily and some of the "projects" un
derway are quite detailed. Terminal
ballistics-what happens when the bullet
hits-is of interest to a large number of
members. The 'Sixgunner' was very well
received. For additional information
or to join-simply send $12.50 to HHI,
P.O. Box .357 Mag, ~

Bloomingdale, OH 43910. ~

BLACK MEDICINE 
The Dark Art of Death

by N. Mashiro

This book represents the most thorough and
intriguing discussion of the human body's
vital points ever to appear in a single volu.me.
Through strikingly realistic photographs and
detailed line drawings, Mashiro illustrates over
150 parts of the human body where a mini·
mum amount of force will produce a maxi
mum impact on a person's ability to fight.
The study of these final points is integral to
all branches of the martial arts, to the military
combat specialist, and to everyone concerned
with self·defense in a .Iife or death encounter.
Buy now, so you will have the knowledge
when you need it! 5Y:zXaY:z, soft cover.
BM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.00

Anarchist Cookbook ($10.95) I Firearms
Silencers ($6.75) I The Complete Book of
Knife Fighting ($12.25) I Improvised Weapons
of the American Underground ($7.95) I
Techniques of Harassment - Vol. I ($5.75) I
Vol. II ($5.75l.

Catalog $1;00
Money Orders Only
In Store or by Mail

SURVIVAL BOOKS
11106 MAGNOLIA BLVD.

NORTH HOllYWOOD
CALIFORNIA 91601

(213) 763-0804

DEPENDABLE
F~nest ~

Pistol & ---;.,.~.'
Rifle ~ ~
Magazines .:1.

STEEL FABRICATED
Mfg. in U.S.A. by 0 & E MAGAZINES

FOREIGN ORDERS Be sure to use U.S. currency and send enough
to cover for air freight charges.

CALIBER DESCRIPTION PRICE

22 AstriJ Constilble llama 995
22 Browning Belgian made 11.95
22 Browning U,S. made 12.95
22 Berella 70's Interchangeable 70, 101.76 11.95
22 Call New or Old mod, spe 11.95
22 Hi·Stand. Vic lor, Citation. Supermalic, Trophy 13.95
22 Hi·Stand" H·O. HA. O. A. HE. GE. GO 11.95
22 llama FIt. new mods. {14 Ads. 13.951 Reg. size 9.95
22 Smith & Wesson mod. 41122 SIW mod 61 8.951 11.95
22 Star FN. FR. FRS. Walter PF'TPPKIS 11.95
25 Arml·Galesl mod. 9. B.95, Galesllale mod. 9.95
25 Bauer, Browning. Buffalo. Bernardelli 9.95
25 Beretta Jet·Flre, mfg. 1941 9.95
25 Tilan E27B, Sterling 300 8.95
25 Coil Jr.I"e mod 115 Rds. 12.951 Reg. size 995
32 Berefta made 1934 to 38, Beretta mod, 100 10.95
32 Browning pre·war 7 or 8 rounds. Specify 1095
32 Colt. Ceska, Bernardelh, Aemlngton 10.95
32 Mauser HSc, Mauser A·G 7 rds. 12.95
32 Savage 15 Ads. Reg. Slle 21.95
32 Ortgles. Star oldmihtary 7.65 10.95
32 Walth" 7.65 PPK 115 rds. 16.501 Reg. sile 10.95
32 Walther PPKIS 115 Rds. 16.501 Aeg. size 10.95

WI Itod mIn, mOrl clipl not IiI lId in th,s Id.
380 Astra Constable (15 Rds. 16.501 Reg. SIle 995
380 Berella 193410 1938 1095
380 Berella 70's 115 rounds 16.50l Reg. sile 10.95
380 Browning mig. 1971. Bernardelli any mod. 10.95
380 Back·up 9mm KurllAstta 300010.951 8.95
380 llama ht aU new INod. 15 Ads., 16.501 Reg. Size 9.95
380 Mab. mod. O. Mauser HSc. Ortgles, Remington 10.95
380 Star FI F"I Mod. 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. slle 9.95
380 Star FI Snd. Mod. 115 Rds. 16.001 Reg. Slle 9.95
380 Sterling Mod. 400 115 Rds. 16501 Reg. sile 9.95
380 Walther PP & PPK/s 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. size 10.95
380 Walther PPK 115 Rds. 16.501 Reg. Size 10.95
9mm Browning H.P.125 Rds, 27,50l Reg. sile lB.95
9mm Berella Mod. 951114 Rds. lB.951 Reg. Slle 12.95
9mm Mab PA·15125 Rds. 27.501 Reg. slle 18.95
9mm Smith & Wesson Mod. 39114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. slle 12.95
9mm Smith & Wesson Mod. 59 (25 Rds. 27.501 Reg. Sile 18.95
9mm Slar Model "A". star Mod. B, star B.S. Reg. Sile 12.95
9mm SI"ligh18KM & MKS (14 Rds. 17.951 Reg. Slle 12.95
9mm Wall her P·38 & P·38K 114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. Slle 12.95
9mm Radom P·35114 Rds. 17.951 Reg. sile 14.95
9mm Mauser 110 Rds. 14.95) Reg. sile 13.95
30 Tokarev Mauser 7.63 and 7.65 14.95
38 Call National Malch (Mld·Rangel 17.95
38 Colt Ri.nless smokeless 7 or 8 Rounds 12.95
38 Colt Super 1'1 all (20 Rds. 22.951 Reg. Slle 12.95
38 llama fits all new models. Slar A.S. 12.95
45 Colts flts all mod. 25 rds. 22.95.

20 rds. 18.95. 15 rds. 17.95 Reg. size 12.95
45 OelOnits (15 Rds. 18.951 Reg. size 12.95
45 llama lits all new mod. 25 rds. 22.951 Reg. size 12.95
45 SI" Mod. P.S. 25 rds. 22.95 Reg. size 12.95
45 SI" Mod (P.O. 15 rds. 17.951 Reg. sile 12.95
45 Browning O/A 14.95

SURVIVAL RIFLE CLIPS
22 AR· 7 Explorer 115 rds.1 18.95
22 M"lin Models 995. 998M2 115 rds.! 14.95
22 Glend!ild Model 70 (15 rds.! 14.95
22M Harrington & Richardson 115 rds.1 18.95

SPORTING RIFLE CLIPS
223 Ruger mlOi·14 120 rds.l 14.95
223 Ruger miOl·14130 rds.1 16.95
303 British lee·Enfield 110 rds.l 14.95
243 Winchester 88 or 100 IS rds.1 22.95
308 Wit!chester 88 or 100 IS rds.1 22.95
308 ReminglOn 740. 742. 760. (8 rds.1 22.95
243 RelninglOn 740. 742. 760. 18 rds.! 22.95
270 ReminglOn 740. 742. 760. (8 Ids.! 22.95
280 'ReminglOn 740. 742. 760. (8 rds.1 22.95
6mm ReminglOn 740. 742. 760.110 rds.I 25.95
30106 R.minglOn 740. 742. 760.110 rds.1 25.95

TO MAKE YOUR OROER
Plene print or type cl8lrly. Compute your own til on your order. Orders
will be filled withm 3 dlYs lO·pllnl with money order or certified checks.
Allow 3 weeks wilh personel check.

ONE DAY SERVICE
For Inswers 10 your questions send selhddressed envelope. For UP·OA TEO
production price list. include 2 Bucks 10 cover our expenses. Will ignore re·

quest without cover cost.

o & E MAGAZINES MFG.
P.o. Box 4579 "H'

Downey, California 90241
P,ic. List fDr 1980
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22 CAL. PELLET
FIRING

J & L PRODUCTS
602 SESAME LN.

LAREDO, TEXAS 78041
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 4%

11.95 ' 1.00 post. & hand!.
AVAILABLE IN SOLID 10K GOLD OR

STERLING SILVER, PRICES ON
REQUEST.

PRESENTATION QUALITY POLICE
COMBAT BUCKLE

SOLID BRASS - LIFETIME GUARANTEE
SHOW YOUR PRIDE IN YOUR

PROFESSION'S SPORT

REPLICA PRODUCTS, Dept. AH380
610 - 57th St., Vienna, W.Va. 26105

Dealers Inquire 1-304-295-7239

American Made Quality Walnut Presenta
tion cases for Colts, Lugers, Mausers,
Rugers. Muzzlelaading Revolvers and
Pistols. Also available in kits for the
do-it-yourselfer. Literature $.50

COLT, LUGER PRESENTATION CASES

TYLER'S "T" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTING
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
and S & W MODERN
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED 0' BLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & w
K>1JSHE"6 ~trheBl~C~er$3.i~;tols, G8le~ F~~ ,s~oti~.~
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAYORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please.
• Fully Guaranteed - Prompt Postroid Delivery.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Le.
Loaders-Bullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hond·made
Holsters & aelts, Leath.r & Clarino.

- Deaf.r Inquiries Welcome 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Btltton Rd., Oklahoma City, Oklo. 73114

SEMI
AUTOMATIC

MACHINE PISTOL
10 ROUND - SIDE MOUNTED CLIP
FREE: Tlrget & 50 Reuselble Pellets
Not Sold In New York City - No Permit Required

This rapid fire 22 cal "Commando" type machine
pistol looks like the famous. hard-hitting weapon so
popular with combat attack groups. The side
mounted. detachable, ten round clip sprays pellets
Into the target as fast as you can pull the trigger.
Only $3.95 plus 65d for postage and hanaTing
INCLUDING FREE TARGET & PELLETS. Com
plete satisfaction guaranteed or your money
promptly refunded.

Elan Products Corp. Dept 527AU97
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563

NY State Res. add Sales Tax

ammo this year in the team match, and
wish I'd done so in the individuals. I'll use
it next time.

Davis is giving out even more guns next
year. He'll also have a ten pin knockover
event for 9mm autos and .38s, with the
pins set on the back edge of the table so
they go off easy. One of '78s special runs
was a single 5-pin match for 6 MagNa
Ported Charter .44 Backpackers. Davis
gives out guns like lollipops. Hell, 250th
place got a Second Chance groin protector.
(It retails for $35, and Davis says, "Its real
worth is either nothing, or $100 million.")

When you get there, focus on the front
sight and make every shot count for a
blown off pin, no matter how long it takes,
and you'll win something nice. Believe me.
When you practice, put your scores against
the winning tally sheet that appears in
these pages.
MAIN AGGREGATE
(total of 7 runs, 5 pins each)

1st: Bill Wilson, 30.7
2nd: Nick Pruitt, 32.5
3rd: Wayne Umberger, 34.9
4th: Ray Neal, 35.7
5th: Massad Ayoob, 40.3
6th: Darrell Early, 40.7
7th: Lowell Wells, 41.9
8th: Tom Blizzard, 43.0
9th: Fred Levan, 43.3

10th: Leonard Knight, 44.0

BEST INDIVIDUAL
5-pin run:
1st: Bill Wilson, 3.9
2nd: Nick Pruitt, 4.0
3rd: John Shaw, 4.2 ....

Lowell Wells, 4.2 ~

1977-IPSC Nationals (Denver)-14th
Place
1978-Midwest Practical Pistol
League-4th place Master class for the
season
1978-Arkansas Combat Pistol
League-Champion for season
1978-Arkansas Combat Pistol
League-first "Combat Master"
1978-Second Chance Bowling Pin
Match-Third place
1978-IPSC Midwest Championship-ill
1st place

All these honors were won by Bill
using .45 Autos he built himself. Ob
viously, he possesses not only the abil
ity to produce fine custom pistols, but
also the talenrto use these pistols to win
in handgunning's most ~
demanding competition. ~

WILSON
(Continued from page 43)

2nd CHANCE
(Continued from page 26)

For complete info,
send selfaddressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

45 ACP .38 spl. & .223

WE HAVE IT!
Call For Quantity Prices

(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
P.o. Box 315

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

"BRASS

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

The most practical
camfartQble way to
carry a gun. Uni-Vest
fits revolvers or auto
matics with '2" to 6y,"
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

.' packets. Uni-Vest also
~ has a two magazine

-: packet which opens to
accommodate loose

,. ammo. Heavyweight
,/ blue denim. Sizes

S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit an COD's. Stamped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tompo, Florida 33690

THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

Developed and
Tested in
Combat

Competition
Fast and Secure

Break Front
Holster of Space

Age Plastic
For Gov't, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

$28.00 plus $1.50 Postage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers $10.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048

t::::::::::::OOJl NEW! ~)(=:::\
"WINNER 44"

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8-3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

~~~ 7%"

~ENpJ,
'-~~3.-/
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RON POWER, PISTOLSMITH
Box 1604

Independence, Mo. 64055
(816) 833-3102

JAMES E. CLARK, PISTOLSMITH
Rt. 2, Box 22A

Keithville, La, 71047
(318) 925·0836

Dealers Inquiries invited
Write or call for additional information:

The Grand Master Kit installed
on customers revolver $325.
Action job ..... $60.

• X-Ring accuracy guaranteed.
• Hogue Monogrip® available.
• Available for K-frame S&W and Ruger Police Service-Six® or

Speed-Six revolvers.
• Overall weight of revolver with Grand Master is approx. 56 oz.
• We supply new S&W's and Rugers at current list price with The

Grand Master Kit.

cf~

~
~ ..
11'11/: Ie/

An 0 ncing, The Grand Master, a PPC kit
consisting of a six-inch Douglas .38 cal. barrel enclosed
by a shrouded rib-assembly. The Grand Master is a flat-sided
stainless steel assembly with blued front and rear sights.
Four-position rear sight.

,'.

Lou Ciamillo Pistolsmith
c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER, Police Combat Revolvers

S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS
Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16" round or square barrel, Bo-Mar, Davis, Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib, complete action job including smooth trigger w /
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt, S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-1/16" Barrel (Blue) $215.00
Square Barrel w / ejector rod shroud , $275.00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

*Prices include taking original sig!its and barrel in trade.

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more information write: Lou Ciamillo - Gunsmith
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD. / 26200 Frederick Road / Hyattstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 25¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance.
Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date May/June issue (on sale March) is Jan. 14. Print carefully
and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite 200, San
Diego, California 92108.

BOOKS

"SPORTING AIR WEAPONRY, MODESTLY PRICED.
LITERATURE, $1.00. FANTA AIR RIFLES, BOX 8122H,
LA CRESCENTA, CA 91214."

GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color:
CoBection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept.
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Gao. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History, scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108···

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108"

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. S12.50 (hardbound) + $1.50 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108"

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES .by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + Sl.5O post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108··

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"·

Ruger Security Six Survival Report, tells how to turn
Security Six into an even better defensive weapon. Only
$1.00. Rainier, 2420 1st Ave., #12, Dept. AH, Seattle, WA
98121.

SURVIVE ANY FIGHT! "The Tactical Skills of Hand·to·
Hand Combat" teaches you the gut-fighting secrets of se·
rious, real combat-not sport! $7 to Bradley J. Steiner, P.O.
Box 7532, Phoenix, Arizona 850ll.

"THE TACTICS OF COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING"!
Special Report outlines 22 tactics of practical shooting for
handgun owners. $5. Bradley J. Steiner, P.O. Box 7532,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

NEW PALADIN CATALOG. Comprehensive list of U.S.
and foreign books: guns, unusual weapons, knife fighting,
guerrilla warfare, explosives, demolition, ordnance, self-de
fense, technical manuals, field manuals, field craft, survival.
Many unusual, hard-to-find books. Send SI.OO for fascinating
catalog. PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307-AHG, Boulder, Colo
rado 80306.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
S2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., N ew York, NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC, DEPT. AH 128, 9889
ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA 90706.

RARE, SCARCE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS ON FIRE
ARMS, EDGED WEAPONS, HUNTING, FISHING. CAT
ALOG SI.OO REFUNDED. MELVIN MARCHER, 6204 N.
VERMONT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73ll2.

EMBLEMS

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design,low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 122, Littleton, NH 03561.

FOR SALE

Royal Bengal Tiger Rug, 10 ft. Original owner. Perfect
condition. Complete documentation available. Available for
showing end of Jan. $12,000.00 Call: (213) 822-5566.

GENUINE DEERSKIN-Jackets, Moccasins, Purses.
Authentic Indian Jewelry-Natice Alaskan Handcrafts
Belt Buckles, hundreds. Color catalog $2.00, refundable.
Mari-Sene Trading, Box IOAG, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shouider, VG, $10.
Excellent, $12. Unused, $14. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 8832
Sulz-Rothi~, Austria.

J-E-E-P-S-$19.30!-C-A-R-S-$13.5O!-650,000 ITEMS!
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLS
HOW, WHERE TO BUY-YOUR AREA-$2
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF-I,
BOX 99249, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS! Jones Extended
Magazine Release for Colt .45 Autos. Fast release of
magazine! Large, non-slip stainless steel, checkered button.
Easily installed. Detachable. Instructions included. $19.95
Postpaid. N.Y.. Residents add 7% sales tax. Overseas add 500.
Jim's Flye Shoppe, RD. # I, Fredonia, N.Y. 14063.

GUN EQUIPMENT

PISTOL CASES: Fine professional quality hard-shell black
leather-grain styrene, with two keyed locks. "ORLEAN"
two-gun 7"xI4"x3'h", $16.50. "MUSKETEER" four-gun
15"xI8"x3'h", $22.00. Add $2.50 postage USA. Satisfaction
guaranteed. RAYMO PRODUCTS, INC., 212 South Blake,
Olathe, KS 88061.

RUGER SECURITY SIX SURVIVAL REPORT-tells
how to turn it into an even better defensive weapon. 81.00
Send self-addressed stamped envelope for free catalog of
survival books and equipment. Survival/Security Associates,
Dept. GG, POB 30753, Seattle, Washington 98103.

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS! Jones Extended
Magazine Release for Colt .45 Autos. Fast release of
magazine! Large, non-slip stainless steel, checkered button.
Easily installed. Detachable. Instructions included. $19.95
Postpaid. N.Y. Residents add 7% sales tax. Overseas add 500.
Jim's Fl~'e Shoppe, RD. #1, Fredonia, N.Y.14063.

"DISCOVER THE OLD WEST". TOP QUALITY
GUNLEATHER FOR BEST PRICES-SEND $1.00 FOR
OUR CATALOG PLUS A $1.00 MERCHANDISE CER
TIFICATE GOOD ON YOUR 1ST ORDER OLD WEST
INC., P.O. BOX 2030, CHULA VISTA, CA 92012.

RELOADERS, WE ARE YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
VOLUME RELOADING, TOOLS, PARTS, ACCESSO
RIES, SUPPLIES, SERVICE, INFORMATION. UP
DATED BOUND CATALOG-$3.00. PAUL JONES,
RELOADING SPECIALIST, BOX #1087A, SAN
FERNANDO, CA 91340.

CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

GUNSMITHING

Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

Aceurizing, customizing and repair of Colt, Ruger and Smith
& Wesson Handguns. Douglas Premium Barrels for bullseye,
combat or silhouette shooting. W.R Moore, P.O. Box 17252,
Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

INSTRUCTION

THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-I or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining, only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H & H. P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEER CAN MORTAR Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construc
tion procedures and fonnulas on many pyrotechnical devices
from Blockbusters to Roman Candles. Parts and chemical
service. For catalog send SI.OO to Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A
Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MBO, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36,I4A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

TEST QUESTIONS FOR UNINSPECTED TOWING
VESSELS EXAM. INLAND, WESTERN $20.00 EACH.
MARITIME SUPPLIES, P.O. BOX 24067, NEW OR
LEANS, LA 70164.

M-BOS, CHERRY BOMBS. THE SIMPLIFIED MAN
UFACTURE OF READILY AVAmABLE MATERIALS.
COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS AND
SOURCE FOR ALL NEEDED MATERIALS: $3.00.
TOMCO, BOX 183, KEWANEE, ILLINOIS 61443.

TARGET SHOOTING FUN! Play draw poker by shooting
PISTOL POKER targets-Good fun parties-club shoots
charity fair air gun shooting booths. All calibres! $2.95 pack
plus postage. Lane Co., Rt. I, Box 579, Campo, CA 92006.

GARROTTE! The real thing-wooden handles and sure-kill
wire: $16. YAWARA STICK! Light, concealable, lethal!
Instructions included: $8. Bradley J. Steiner, P.O. Box 7532,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
Minn. 5.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER, British made, up to
175 lbs. draw. Catalog $1.00. B&P Barnett (Canada), 66
Tumbleweed, London, Ontario N6E 2N8.

"GUNS AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE AND MAN
UFACTURER'S PRICES." Confidential Suppliers List
$3.00. Horton, Box 08332, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.

.45 MILITARY BRASS-ONCE FIRED, DEPRIMED,
DECRIMPED, CLEANED, PREPAID. PERFECT FOR
PROGRESSIVE RELOADERS. $60/1,000 and $160/3,000
FFL..223 MILITARY BRASS-Same as above $47.50/1,000
and $130/3,000. WIDENER'S, 2309 NAVE DR, JOHNSON
CITY. TENN. 37601.

NATIONAL POLICE
REVOLVER
CHAMPIONSHIP GOES
TO BORDER
PATROLMAN
HAUSMAN
Larry L. Hausman just aced out
James Collins of the Alabama State
Police to win the NRA
Championship. His score of l496-98X
bettered the 1494-111X shot by Collins.
Craig T. Wood of Vermont placed
third. Hausman beat a field of 875
participants. He fired a S & W Model
10 revolver with a Davis barrel,
Strahan action, Aristocrat Polyset
sights and grips by Hogue.

Cathy Compton of Fort Worth won
the Women's title. She used an
S & W Model 15 with a Douglas
barrel and Davis rib. Roger's grips \,
were her choice. "
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·' The Des· ner series

Introducing the Sidewinder™ ... the first in a series of
extraordinary holsters designed exclusively for
COBRA GUNSKIN™ by Andy Anderson.

Worn vertically for
conventional draw
(master hand)

Muzzle forward
position for
competition speed
draw with master
hand.

PAT. PEND.
Andy Anderson

o'

0"

\ .......
,:..__ ...-..... ,.. - 1

Muzzle to the Rear tilt
for F.B.1. style draw
and access to the
weak hand (also cross
draw)

Only COBRA is authorized by Andy Anderson to
manufacture and distribute these original styles.
The drawing illustrates the unique, swivel feature of the
Sidewinder™ holster.. .it can be repositioned on the belt
in various ways for both comfort and maneuverability.
4" Rev. $19.954"-5" Auto $19.95
2"-3" Rev. $17.95 Med Auto $17.95
Matching swivel clip pocket™ available for large autos
Fnly. $9.95

or silicone suede lining add $6.00
Add 10% for shipping and handling.
N.Y.S. residents add 7% sales tax.
Ask your local COBRA GUNSKIN™ dealer for details
or call us. ~
1865 New Highway
Farmingdale N.Y. GUNSKIN~
(516) 752-8544 '

Send $1.00 for COBRA's full color catalogue.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! A $7.00 value ... yours FREE ...when
you purchase the Sidewinder™! For a limited time only, we will match your
order (in caliber and length) with the classic COBRA suede waistband
holster ... yours at no extra cost! Offer expires March 1, 1980 ... better hurry!
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